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Abstract
Investigating the excitonic properties of synthetic multichromophoric model systems
can give insights into the behaviour of larger and more intricate structures, such as
the photosynthetic complexes found in autotrophs or materials with applications in
the area of organic photovoltaics (OPV).
The unique properites of excitons depend critically on the electronic excited states
of these systems, which present non-local character, and have short lifetimes. Hence,
in order to characterise their dynamics it is helpful to employ laser spectroscopic
techniques with ultrafast time resolution. Among these, the most widespread is
broadband femtosecond transient absorption (fsTA), a two-pulse technique which
has the drawback of being intrinsically ambiguous on the excitation frequency. A
way to overcome this disadvantage is presented by two-dimensional electronic spec-
troscopy (2D-ES). In 2D-ES, the introduction of a third pulse allows the recovery
of spectra in which excitation and detection frequencies are correlated on a two-
dimensional surface. 2D-ES and fsTA have been used in a complementary fashion
throughout this thesis in order to investigate photophysical processes in a range of
different synthetic multichromophoric model systems.
Experiments have been performed on a series of covalently-bound perylene bisimide
(PBI) J-dimers. Here 2D-ES allowed us to identify a one- to two-exciton state tran-
sition in the strongly coupled dimer, which vanishes in the monomer or when the
coupling is weakened. Such a transition is purely electronic in character, as con-
firmed by the calculated spectra, and its energy allowed us to estimate the excitonic
coupling strength.
We further report fsTA and 2D-ES studies of a subphthalocyanine-Zn porphyrin
(SubPc-O-ZnTPP) heterodimer. fsTA allowed us to characterise the excitation en-
ergy transfer (EET) between the SubPc and ZnTPP moieties, which is well re-
produced by the Förster model, while 2D-ES was used to observe sub-ps spectral
diffusion, which is shown to be too fast to influence the incoherent EET.
These studies were extended to larger systems. fsTA has been performed on a
range of fully-conjugated porphyrin nanorings. fsTA and transient anisotropy on
six-membered rings, with or without an inner template, revealed structural dynam-
ics in the ground and in the excited states of the untemplated structure, which do
not disrupt the exciton delocalisation.
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Finally, fsTA at increasing pump fluences allowed us to study exciton-exciton an-
nihilation (EEA) dynamics in nanorings made up of 10, 20, 30 and 40 porphyrin
units. Experiments confirmed that the exciton size is approximately 20 repeating
units, and comparison with a one-dimensional diffusion model allowed estimation of
the exciton diffusion coefficients, which decrease as the ring size increases, a result
assigned to the increased static disorder experienced in larger structures.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Time resolved spectroscopic techniques yield information about the dynamics of
matter in real time. Such techniques rely on the observation of non-linear optical
signals which originate from the interaction of a number of electromagnetic fields
with the material system studied. The technological developments which made the
generation and amplification of ultrashort laser pulses possible sparked the inves-
tigation of phenomena occurring on the femtosecond timescale;1 the current goal
in the field is the generation and control of attosecond pulses2;3 to further im-
prove time resolution and to explore other regions of the electromagnetic spectrum
(XUV, X rays). In molecular spectroscopy, a number of important photophysical
and photochemical processes, such as energy transfer,4;5 charge separation,6;7 solva-
tion dynamics,8 photoisomerisations,9 coherent wavepacket motion,10 and structural
dynamics11 have been studied by ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopic techniques.
Broadly speaking, non-linear spectroscopies can be divided into two categories: res-
onant and non-resonant. Resonant techniques are emission and absorption based
methods, which includes the experiments employed in this thesis. To track in real
time the dynamical evolution of a material system with absorption spectroscopies,
the time delay between, at least, a pair of laser pulses, has to be scanned. The
lowest order signals measured in nonlinear spectroscopic techniques will be, at least,
of second order (χ(2)) in the field of the pulses. Although, for symmetry-related rea-
sons, in isotropic media, the second order nonlinear optical susceptibility χ(2) = 0,
making third order (χ(3)) techniques the most widely used, with the most common
being broadband femtosecond transient absorption (fsTA)1, colloquially referred to
as pump-probe spectroscopy.
In a fsTA experiment, the sample interacts first with a “pump” pulse, and after a
given delay time it is illuminated again with another pulse, called the “probe”, which
is then measured (in the frequency domain) after its interaction with the sample,
as shown in Figure 1.1(a). An optical chopper is placed in the pump pulse beam,
with the aim of alternately detecting probe pulses for which the sample has been
previously perturbed by the pump pulse, and probe pulses recorded in the absence
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of a pump pulse. Through this modulation it is possible to compute differential
probe spectra between the pump-on and pump-off conditions; such differential spec-
tra will report the effect of the pump-induced perturbation on the probe absorption
spectrum at a given value of the time interval between the first (pump) and the sec-
ond (probe) pulses. The systematic variation of the time interval reveals dynamical
information on the system. Because fsTA is an absorption technique, it permits the
Figure 1.1: Schemes of time-resolved spectroscopic techniques that can provide time-
and excitation/detection frequency-resolved information. (a) fsTA spectroscopy. (b)
2D-ES (BOXCARS scheme). Top (a, b), spatial arrangement of the pulses, sample
and detector; bottom (a, b), temporal arrangement of the pulses and signal emission.
The Local Oscillator (LO) is a fourth pulse which allows to perform heterodyne
detection, hence to recover amplitude and phase of the measured signal. Adapted
from Gelzinis et al.12
recovery of dynamics concerning both the ground and electronically excited states,
while emission techniques, such as fluorescence, only retrieve information about the
evolution of excited electronic. states13 Because of the large amount of information
contained in a fsTA spectrum, where there are often a number of overlapping signals,
the interpretation can be challenging.
Another intrinsic problem of fsTA arises from its temporal resolution. Ultrashort
laser pulses are intrinsically broad in the frequency domain, due to the time-bandwidth
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uncertainity, hence a pump-probe experiment can have sub-10 fs time resolution, but
the pump-induced changes in the probe absorption spectrum at a frequency ω3 could
be due to an absorption which had occurred at a different ω1 frequency, if both ω1,
ω3 are contained within the spectral bandwidth of the pump pulse. Conversely, if
higher spectral resolution on the excitation frequency is needed, narrow-band pump
pulses have to be used, but again, due to the time-bandwidth uncertainty, this pulse
will be intrinsically longer, thus losing time resolution. In brief, every fsTA exper-
iment has to deal with the trade-off between the capability of measuring ultrafast
dynamics and the capacity of assigning the pump frequency responsible for them.
A way of overcoming this problem is represented by two-dimensional electronic
spectroscopy14;15 (2D-ES). 2D-ES, when experimentally implemented in a fully-
noncollinear geometry, as it is in our case, combines the advantages of two three-
pulse variants of pump-probe spectroscopy, transient grating (TG) and three-pulse
photon echo (3PPE) spectroscopies.
In TG techniques, the pump pulse is split into two replicas which interact, at the
same time, with the sample, from two different spatial directions. After the sub-
sequent interaction with the probe pulse, the sample will emit a signal in a phase-
matched direction, which will not be collinear with either the pump or the probe,
allowing background-free detection and, hence, increased signal-to-noise ratio. This
can be thought as the pair of pump pulses inducing periodic modulations of the
refractive index in the sample, creating a (transient) grating, which diffracts the
probe pulse according to the Bragg equation.
In 3PPE, high time and frequency resolution are simultaneously obtained through
the use of a Fourier transform. In this case, the pump is also replaced by a pair
of pump pulses, propagating along the same direction, but which interact with the
sample at a relative, adjustable, time delay. Thus, the resolution over the pump
frequency is obtained by scanning the relative delay between the two replicas of the
pump pulse. In this way, it is possible to use pump pulses as short as needed without
losing frequency resolution.
Combination of the distinctive features of TG and 3PPE spectroscopies leads to
2D-ES. In 2D-ES experiments, the pulse sequence and geometry of which are shown
in Figure 1.1(b); the pair of pump pulses have different directions of propagation,
and times at which they interact with the sample (t1 in Figure 1.1(b)). Moreover,
a fully-noncollinear geometry supports the use of an additional laser pulse, usually
referred to as local oscillator (LO), permitting heterodyne detection, an interfero-
metric method through which it is possible to retrieve the amplitude and phase of
the third order signal.14 Since a scan over t1 values is performed for a number of
delay points between the second pump and the probe pulses (t2), the resulting data
will be a collection of maps correlating excitation and emission frequency for every
t2 time: S(ω1, t2, ω3). We will show (in Section 2.5) how this signal is the convolu-
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tion of the three laser pulses with the third order response function of the material
system. We further show that this signal yields the highest amount of information
which can be inferred from a third-order technique. An example of a 2D spectrum
is shown in Figure 1.2, where both diagonal and off diagonal features, originating
from the coupling between electronic states of neighbouring molecules, are evident.
Figure 1.2: Example of a 2D spectrum of a dimer with two coupled two-level systems.
Left, depiction of the orientation of the transition dipole moments; centre, energy
level diagrams depicting both the molecular and the excitonic states; right, 2D
spectrum of the dimer system at t2 = 0; top, steady-state absorption spectrum of
the dimer (solid black line) and the diagonal cut of the 2D spectrum (red dashed
line). The 2D spectrum is normalised to the maximum of its positive amplitude and
positive signals of increasing amplitude are depicted in green, yellow, orange and
red; negative signals of increasing amplitudes are represented in light blue, blue and
violet. Adapted from Gelzinis et al.12
Fourier Transform multi-pulse experiments are of course routine in nuclear mag-
netic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), following their first demonstration, more than
forty years ago.16 The contrast between the two frequency ranges (MHz versus multi
THz) employed in the two techniques illustrates the additional challenges associated
with the optical frequency domain. The main difference is that wavelengths in the
visible, a region comprised between 400 and 750 nm, have their optical cycles of
∼ 2 fs (for light at 530 nm), compared to 2 ns for radiation at 500 MHz. Hence,
in order to properly measure the excitation frequencies, the accuracy needed when
scanning the time delay between the pair of pump pulses (t1) must be a fraction of
femtosecond. The main difficulty to overcome is related to the fact that vibrations of
the laboratory environment and its air flow can induce sub micrometre mechanical
displacement of the optical components held on the table. Such small mechanical
fluctuations affect the beam path and thus substantially prejudice the quality of the
measured data. This issue is known as phase-stability and it will be extensively
discussed in Section 4.5.
Because of these experimental constraints, two dimensional spectroscopy was demon-
strated for the first time only in the 1990s, both with visible17 and infrared18 laser
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pulses. The phase stability condition is relatively easier to satisfy in the infrared due
to longer wavelengths, so the technique was most rapidly developed in that spectral
region. In addition, when working in the IR, the acquisition of data at a few t2
delays is often sufficient to retrieve meaningful information about the structure of
proteins,18 or DNA.19 Conversely, in the visible it is usually necessary to record a
large number of 2D spectra at different t2 values, as in a fsTA experiment; this dif-
ference translates to longer data acquisition times over which it is required to keep
the phase between the pair of pump pulses stable.
A number of technical developments realised by different research groups over the
years made 2D-ES a much more feasible technique, although it still presents many
more challenges than standard fsTA. For this reason, in this thesis we have been
using both fsTA and 2D-ES in a complementary fashion, depending on the kind of
photophysical process we wanted to investigate.
In the following pages a number of photophysical and photochemical phenomena
which and have been investigated with 2D-ES or fsTA are reviewed.
Intramolecular Couplings and Coherences
One of the main features that brought 2D-ES to prominence was its intrinsic ca-
pability of detecting electronic couplings. Electronic couplings are intrinsically im-
portant in some of the processes which are responsible for life on planet Earth,
most notably in photosynthesis, where coupling is essential to light harvesting and
charge separation. Such coupled transition give rise to off-diagonal signals, de-
tectable from the earliest measurable population times, in 2D spectra (illustrated
in Figure 1.2). Excited state electronic couplings have been observed, with 2D-ES,
in studies of molecular aggregates,20 semiconducting structures,21–23 photosynthetic
complexes,24;25 and artificial polymers.26 These signatures come from couplings,
for example between electronic and vibrational states,27 and they are used to dis-
criminate between the different types of coupling.27 In addition to the presence of
off-diagonal peaks at early (zero) population times, a superposition between two
coupled states can be prepared by a laser pulse which is broad enough to cover
both transitions.12;28;29 Such a coherence will oscillate during the population time
with a frequency proportional to the energy splitting between the states. Hence,
amplitude oscillations as a function of the population time will be found at different
locations in the 2D spectra.30 For example, Buktus et al.31 used two-dimensional
electronic spectroscopy to disembroil the energy level structure of a six-membered
fully π-conjugated porphyrin nanoring. This was done by plotting and analysing
the amplitude of the Fourier transform of the rephasing 2D data taken oven t2 at
selected (positive and negative) frequencies, which yields the splittings between the
different states.
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Another notable example of interchromophore coupling in an excitonic dimer
revealed through 2D-ES was given by Halpin et al.32 In this case 2D-ES was used to
study exciton dynamics in a vibronic homodimer made up of two, covalently linked,
cyanine units held together by two butyl spacers. The steady-state absorption spec-
trum of this system shows a strong vibronic progression, due to coupling of a C=C
stretching mode in the S0 → S1 transition, which is delocalised over the whole dimer
and with a spacing of 1220 cm−1. In this system, the bulk of the oscillator strength
is carried by two transitions, called A and B, lying at 19730 and 18300 cm−1, re-
spectively, making the electronic and vibrational spacings quasi degenerate. 2D-ES
measurements, with a laser spectrum centred at 18500 cm−1, showed presence of
diagonal peaks, assigned to GSB and SE, and matching the steady-state data, along
with cross peaks present from t2 = 0. The dynamical evolution of the 2D spectra
shows enhancement of the coherence between A and B states, revealed as an intense
amplitude modulation,occurring during t2, of an excited state absorption (ESA).
Energy Transfer Mechanisms
Among the processes that can be probed by 2D-ES and fsTA, energy transfer be-
tween different excited states is well studied. Energy transfer can be observed
through the time evolution of the signals of the donor and acceptor moieties in the
2D-ES or fsTA spectra. 2D-ES is well suited to study such dynamics because infor-
mation about energy transfer can easily be obtained looking at the presence, and at
the time evolution, of cross peaks, such as the ones centred at (ω1 = ωe2g, ω3 = ωe1g)
and (ω1 = ωe1g, ω3 = ωe2g) in Figure 1.2. Energy transfer and its mechanisms have
been extensively studied in both natural25;33–38 and synthetic32;39;40 photosynthetic
systems. As an example we summarise a study by Kudisch et al.,41 in which energy
(and electron) transfer in a flexible perylene-phthalocyanine flexible dimers have
been investigated, in a variety of solvents, via fsTA spectroscopy. The transient
data, showed that, after excitation of the perylene (donor) moiety at 540 nm, the
rate of the excitation energy transfer to the zinc phthalocyanine (acceptor) moiety
displays a solvent dependence, which the authors explain in terms of changes in the
relative equilibrium orientation of donor and acceptor moieties. These observations
were rationalised with reference to the nature of the flexible linker joining the two
moieties, together with the doubly degenerate nature of the Q-band transitions in Zn
phthalocyanine. 2D-ES has also often been used to study EET dynamics,42;43 as an
example we mention the paper by Thyrhaug et al.,37 which analysed the behaviour
of cross-peaks in 2D-ES of the Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) photosynthetic com-
plex to infer information about the population dynamics between exciton states on
the fs-ns timescale.
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Exciton Exciton Annihilation in Multichromophoric Systems
The decay of excitons which are not strongly bound can be dominated by exciton-
exciton annihilation (EEA) processes. Such an effect has been observed, with the
help of fsTA, in a variety of systems such as semiconductor monolayers,44 metal
halide nanotubes,45 graphene nanoribbons,46 chromophoric thin films47 and aggre-
gates48–51 and natural photosynthetic systems.52;53 These deactivation process de-
pend on the density, which is proportional to the intensity of the excitation pulse,
and on the mobility of the excitons themselves.54–56 In a work by Marciniak et al.57
EEA dynamics in self assembled tetraphenoxy subsituted perylene bisimide aggre-
gates were investigated through fsTA as a function of increasing pump fluence, in
order to determine the exciton mobility. fsTA data at low excitation energy show
population dynamics occurring in the ps-ns timescale without significant spectral
evolution within this time window. However, with increasing pump fluence, a faster
decay of the exciton signal is observed. This effect was assigned by the authors to
EEA, which occurs when two excitons come close to each other, bringing one to
a higher excited state and the other one back to the ground state, conserving the
overall energy of the system. The rate determining step of the EEA process can
be diffusion (that can take place in one or three dimensions,l depending on the ag-
gregate structure) of the exciton, or long-range, Förster type, exciton interactions.
Therefore, comparing the experimental evolution of the exciton signals at increasing
pump fluence with the predictions of different models, it is possible to draw con-
clusions about the nature of exciton mobility and transport. In Chapter 8 we have
extended such analysis to multichromophoric ring structures.
In this Chapter we have given a brief introduction to 2D-ES and fsTA. The
underlying theory is reviewed in detail in Chapter 2 and their experimental imple-
mentation is described in Chapters 4 and 3, respectively. We have also introduced
and provided a literature review of processes which stimulated the research presented
in Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8, on Perylene Bisimide dimers, a flexible subphthalocyanine
- Zn porphyrin heterodimer, on six-membered and larger (10 to 40) fully conjugated,
butadiyne linked, porphyrin nanorings, respectively.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Framework
The core of this thesis will be the study of exciton dynamics in synthetic multi-
chromophoric model systems. These processes were experimentally studied in real
time using 2D-ES and broadband fsTA. The corpus of theoretical knowledge needed
in order to describe and interpret the results of these experiments properly is quite
large, and it ranges from basic quantum mechanics,58;59 classic electromagnetism,60
to statistical mechanics.61 Concepts from density matrices,62 nonlinear optics,63
lineshape theories,64 and the physics of ultrashort laser pulses65 are relevant to the
description of the these techniques.
Giving a complete and satisfactory review of all this material is not the purpose of
this Chapter. Instead, we will be focused on presenting the background needed to
interpret the experimental results through the use of the double-sided Feynman dia-
grams (also referred as Liouville-space pathways) in the semi-classical perturbation
theory framework established by Mukamel.66
The Chapter will be structured in the following manner: In Section 2.1 a descrip-
tion of the density matrix will be given. The density matrix can be shown to be
the equivalent to the usual wavefunction formalism, but it allows the description of
a statistical ensemble of molecules interacting with an electromagnetic field, intense
enough to be described with the usual Maxwell’s equations. In Section 2.2 the re-
sults from the previous section are used to tackle the general problem of obtaining
dynamical information for a system evolving under a time-dependent Hamiltonian
in the density matrix framework. This will be done by splitting the Hamiltonian into
a stationary part plus a time-dependent perturbation, which has small energy com-
pared to H0. In Section 2.3 we make explicit that the time-dependent perturbation
is an electromagnetic field, and we introduce the point-dipole approximation, which
allows treatment the field-matter interaction in a semi-classical way. Consequently,
a general expression which relates the nth order polarisation of a material system
with a number of interactions between transition dipole moments and the density
matrix of the system is presented.
In Section 2.4, the linear (first order) response function for a two-level system is
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obtained evaluating the general expression introduced in Section 2.3 for the sim-
plest case in which n = 1. During the discussion, the main ideas underlying the
double-sided Feynman diagram formalism are introduced, including the Rotating
Wave Approximation.
The same approach is used to derive the third-order polarisation and response func-
tions in Section 2.5. In Section 2.5 the goal is to highlight how, for higher or-
der perturbations, the diagrammatic approach allows derivation of all the possible
Liouville-space pathways in a quicker way than solving the equation derived in Sec-
tion 2.3 for n = 3. In Section 2.6 the double-sided Feynman diagrams are connected
to the observables and the experimentally controllable parameters of 2D-ES and
fsTA spectroscopies, highlighting the lack of frequency resolution of fsTA in com-
parison to 2D-ES. This is done from the perspective of the lack of time ordering
between the first two field-matter interactions in the Feynman diagrams. In Sec-
tion 2.6.1 the phase matching conditions relative to a 2D signal with relation to
the geometry of the experimental setup are introduced while in 2.6.2 the differences
between rephasing and non rephasing Liouville-space pathways are discussed.
Section 2.7 describes how the increased number of possible transitions between the
different states of a displaced harmonic oscillator (DHO) model generate 32 possible
Feynman diagrams. Some of these will have a vibrational (or vibronic) coherence
during T , which will lead to amplitude oscillations, occurring at positive or negative
frequencies. Following that, the predicted positions of these signals on a 2D map
will be discussed. The study of coherent oscillations through 2D-ES and their origin
(vibronic or electronic) is a topic of intense interest in the ultrafast spectroscopy
community, for this reason in Section 2.8 the same approach as in Section 2.7 is
used to retrieve all the possible Feynman diagrams for an electronic system with 2
closely spaced excited electronic states and to mark their predicted position on the
2D spectra. Subsequently, comparisons between vibrational and electronic coupling
cases are made.
2.1 Density Matrix
The density operator for a system consisting of a statistical average of a number N





pj |ψj〉 〈ψj| (2.1)
The density matrix formalism of quantum mechanics is completely equivalent to the
wavefunction approach,58 we need equations to compute:
• the expectation value for a given operator,
• the dynamics of the system (its time evolution).
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It can be shown that the expectation value for an operator Â is just the trace of




(ρA)nn = Tr(ρA) (2.2)
The time evolution of a system in the density matrix formalism, can be described










If we derive Equation 2.3 starting from a mixed state, the resulting Equation will also
carry a first term accounting for dynamical effects, such as population relaxation


















In which d pj/d t accounts for the change of the probability of finding the system in
the state j over time, in other words all the statistical dynamical information of the
ensemble are contained in this derivative.
2.2 Semi-Classical Perturbative Theory
Using the Equations in Section 2.1 it is possible to model the molecular systems stud-
ied with ultrafast spectroscopy. The most effective way to include the interaction
between an optical field and a material system in the Hamiltonian is perturbation
theory. The physical meaning of perturbative theory is that the perturbations (the
laser pulses) are too weak to change the eigenstates of the system, but they can
induce changes in the coefficients (populations) of the eigenstates. We begin by
splitting the total Hamiltonian into a time-independent and a time-dependent part,
in the following manner:
Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 + Ŵ (t). (2.5)
To proceed, we must clarify that usually time-dependent quantum mechanics is
described in the so-called interaction picture. The interaction picture is an inter-
mediate case between the Schrödinger and Heisenberg pictures, in which we have,
respectively, time dependent wavefunctions or operators.58;59;66;67 Briefly, any oper-








We can now substitute the operator ŴI(t) defined in the manner shown above, into
equation 2.5, which, after integrating, substituting it into itself and applying on
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both sides the propagator Û0(t, t0) to go back to the Schrödinger’s representation,
gives the following:67














× Û0(t, t0)[ŴI(τn), [ŴI(τn−1), ...[ŴI(τ1), ρ̂I(t0)]...]]Û †0(t, t0) (2.7)
In this case, ρ̂(0)(t) is the density matrix of the unperturbed system and Û †0(t, t0) is
the Hermitian conjugate (the adjoint) of Û0(t, t0). Applying the same notation to
all the terms of the series expansion, we obtain:




where, ρ̂(n)(t) represents the density matrix at the nth-order and contains information
about a number n of interactions with the time-dependent operator ŴI(t).
2.3 The Density Matrix Formalism in Non-linear
Optics
The results presented so far were just related to the use of the density matrix as a
convenient way to describe a dynamical quantum system with a statistical distribu-
tion of variables. Now, the aim of this section is to introduce an optical field as the
time-dependent term in Equation 2.5. We make the assumption that the incident
wavelength is much larger than the size of the molecular system, and the number
of photons is high enough to treat them as a classical field, but not high enough to
induce higher order perturbations.
If all the conditions stated above hold, the material system can be modelled as a
point dipole, which will have an electric dipole moment operator∗ µ̂ and an electro-
magnetic wave with field E(t). We have then:
Ŵ (t) = −µ̂E(t) (2.9)
∗The matrix form of the dipole operator µij can be described in an intuitive way if we think
about the diagonal term i = j as the components of the permanent dipole moment, whereas the
off-diagonal terms i 6= j (their squares) are proportional to the oscillator strength of the j ← i
transitions.67
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× Û0(t, t0)[µ̂I(τn), [µ̂I(τn−1), ...[µ̂I(τ1), ρ̂I(t0)]...]]Û †0(t, t0). (2.10)
Here, the nth term of the truncated series contains n interactions with the electric
field, as the polarisation induced in a material system is usually described in non-
linear optics:63
P = ε0(χ
(1)E + χ(2)EE + χ(3)EEE + ...) (2.11)
The macroscopic polarisation P is the observable which corresponds to the expec-
tation value of the dipole moment operator:
P (t) = Tr(µ̂ρ̂(t)) (2.12)
Recalling that the polarisation in the macroscopic observable corresponding to the
transition dipole moment operator, using the property of the trace to be invariant
under cyclic permutation and changing the absolute times in time intervals between
the various field-matter interactions (which are an easily controlled experimental
parameter in time-resolved spectroscopy experiments) in the following manner:
τ1 = 0
t1 = τ2 − τ1
t2 = τ3 − τ2
...
tn = t− τn.
we obtain an expression for the polarisation (as 2.11), which is:













× E(t− tn)E(t− tn − tn−1)...E(t− tn − tn−1 − ...− t1)
× 〈µ̂I(tn + tn−1 + ...+ t1)[µ̂I(tn−1 + ...+ t1), ...[µ̂I(0), ρ̂(−∞)]...]〉 (2.13)
Looking at Equation 2.13, we can see how the nth order polarisation is just the
convolution of n electric fields with the nested commutators inside the angle brackets.
The main difference between the Equations 2.11 and 2.13 is that in the first we have
the susceptibilities χ(n), defined in the frequency domain, whilst in the second we
have their time-domain counterparts, named Response functions R(n)(tn, ..., t1),
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which are explicitly defined as:












d t1E(t− tn)E(t− tn − tn−1)
...E(t− tn − tn−1 − ...− t1)×R(n)(tn, ..., t1), (2.14)
where R(n)(tn, ..., t1) is:







Equations 2.14 and 2.15 describe how the system will generate a signal after a num-
ber n of interactions with the optical fields.
The transitions induced by the laser pulses are taken into account in the commu-
tators, while the time delays between the different pulses are accounted for in the
integrals. Since, for symmetry-related reasons, in isotropic media, only odd-orders
response functions can be non-zero, the first nonlinear effects that have to be taken
into account will be third order ones.
2.4 Linear Response Theory
In the previous pages a connection between the quantum-mechanical description of
a system and non-linear optics was made (Equations 2.14 and 2.15), these results
can now be used to write the simplest response function, the linear one.
This will give a physical picture for a simple system, which provide the basis for
an intuitive understanding of the third-order response function, which is actually
fully recovered by 2D-ES experiments. Linear response means 1st order, so we start




(〈µ̂I(t1)µ̂I(0)ρ̂(−∞)〉 − 〈µ̂I(t1)ρ̂(−∞)µ̂I(0)〉). (2.16)




d t1E(t− t1)R(1)(t1) (2.17)
If we know the matrix form of the initial states and of the dipole moments, we
can calculate all the relevant quantities, but this is not the aim of this discussion.
The relevant result to highlight, is that the terms contained in the angle brack-
ets in Equation 2.16 describe different Liouville-space pathways, in which |g〉 |e〉
and 〈g| 〈e| are the kets and the bras for the ground and excited state, respectively:
namely, 〈µ̂I(t1)µ̂I(0)ρ̂(−∞)〉 refers to the time-evolution: |g〉 〈g| → |e〉 〈g| → |g〉 〈g|.
Conversely, the term 〈µ̂I(t1)ρ̂(−∞)µ̂I(0)〉 refers to the time-evolution: |g〉 〈g| →
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|g〉 〈e| → |g〉 〈g|. All those terms can be evaluated looking at the corresponding
equations, but this can be cumbersome and time consuming, especially when deal-
ing with higher-order perturbations.
A more convenient diagrammatic way of representing interactions between the den-
sity matrix of a system and the time-dependent perturbations is given by the double-
sided Feynman diagrams (informally called just Feynman diagrams), or Liouville-
space pathways. In this representation, a vertical axis represents time, and the time
evolution of the density matrices is shown from the bottom to the top of the time
axis. The interactions with the external field(s) are included as arrows: namely an
arrow pointing to the right represents an electric field E(t) = E ′(t)ei(kx−ωt) while
an arrow pointing to the left represents an electric field E(t) = E ′(t)ei(kx+ωt) and a
dashed arrow represents signal emission.
Figure 2.1: Liouville-space pathways for a 2-level system. The vertical arrow repre-
sents time, and each horizontal line marks a time in which an interaction between
the field and the system takes place. The density matrix at each stage is written
between two vertical lines, and the electric field of each interaction is represented
by an arrow pointing towards or away from the density matrices. Arrows corre-
sponding to E(t) = E ′(t)ei(kx−ωt) point to the right, while those corresponding to
E(t) = E ′(t)ei(kx+ωt) point to the left. On the top of each pathway its correspond-
ing term in the first order polarisation is written. The pathways that survive the
rotating wave approximation are enclosed in dashed boxes.
To prove how convenient this way of representing field-matter interactions is,
an interpretation of the diagram labelled (a) in Figure 2.1 will be given: the sys-
tem, before any interaction is in an equilibrium ground state represented by the
population |g〉 〈g| and at time 0 interacts with an electric field which has form
E(t) = E ′(t)ei(kx−ωt), which will excite |g〉 to |e〉 (assuming that the resonance con-
dition is satisfied and that the system has 2 levels only) since the corresponding
arrow is pointing towards the density matrix.
Now the system is left in a coherent |e〉 〈g| state which will evolve until the next
matter-field interaction happens, but, since we are describing a first-order interac-
tion, this time will extend to infinity. In fact, the superposition prepared by the first
pulse will emit a signal which is represented by the dashed arrow pointing away on
the left from the density matrix, returning back to its ground state |g〉 〈g|. The first
term of the linear response function accounts for a second pathway (b) in Figure 2.1,
which can be shown to be negligible. In (b) at t = 0 the transition dipole moment
operator acts from the left, but since E∗ de-excites kets and excites bras, and it
is not possible to remove energy from the ground state |g〉, this pathway will not
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contribute to any signal.
The pathways (c) and (d) in Figure 2.1 are the adjoints of (a) and (b) respectively,
but the convention is to represent double sided Feynman diagrams in which the sig-
nal emission is from the ket (left) side, without the need to make explicit the complex
conjugate of the same pathways which will have an emission from the right, since
they account for the same photophysical process.
Now that a connection between response functions and Feynman diagrams has been
made, it can be shown that the derivation of such diagrams can be made far easier
and more intuitive if we apply some constraints. For example, if we want to obtain
again (a) of Figure 2.1 the following assumptions can be made:
• at any time t < 0 the density matrix has to be |g〉 〈g|,
• non-resonant interactions cannot generate physically meaningful pathways (ro-
tating wave approximation),
• the emission must happen from the ket side (left) and leave the system in
either an excited or ground state population,
• all interactions have to be first order (just one field at any given time t can
interact with the density matrix)
Employing these rules, pathways (b) and (d) can be excluded because they do not
satisfy the second condition (resonant interaction), while (c) and (d) do not satisfy
the third one i.e. they are complex conjugates of another pathway.
Using a more intuitive approach we have shown that the only Feynman double-sided
diagram needed to fully represent the linear response of a material system perturbed
by one time-dependent electric field is (a). This type of treatment will be extremely
useful when analysing higher (third) order responses, which are the ones normally
involved in the description of 2D-ES and fsTA experiments.
2.5 Third Order Response Theory
It is possible to compute the third order Response Function just substituting n = 3
in 2.15. If we then rearrange the terms inside the angle brackets after expanding the
commutators, using the invariance of the density matrix under cyclic permutations,
for a simple 2 level system, comprising a ground |g〉 and an excited |e〉 states we get
8 different Response functions (4 + 4 complex conjugates). As shown for the Linear
response theory before, each of these correspond to a pathway in Liouville space,
which is also a physical process that can happen when matter and fields interactions
occur.
The four Response functions R1, ..., R4 are shown below, following the nomenclature
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used by Hamm and Schlau-Cohen:67;68
R1 = 〈µ̂I3µ̂I0ρ̂(−∞)µ̂I1µ̂I2〉 (2.18)
R2 = 〈µ̂I3µ̂I1ρ̂(−∞)µ̂I0µ̂I2〉 (2.19)
R3 = 〈µ̂I3µ̂I2ρ̂(−∞)µ̂I0µ̂I1〉 (2.20)
R4 = 〈µ̂I3µ̂I2µ̂I1µ̂I0ρ̂(−∞)〉 (2.21)
The interaction of these terms with three radiation fields generates an enormous
number of different terms (864), but applying the experimental conditions of time-
ordering together with the points stated in Section 2.4, we can reduce the number
of physically meaningful interactions to 4. For example, if we consider R2, given by
Equation 2.19, µ̂I0 perturbs the equilibrium density acting on the bra (the right side).
We take the density matrix before any interaction as in a ground state population
ρ̂(−∞) = |g〉 〈g|, the only resonant option is to excite the bra, corresponding to a
left pointing arrow, yielding a coherent term |g〉 〈e|. Now, the µ̂I1 operator, in this
case acting from the left, can only excite the left side (ket) putting the system in
an excited population state, |e〉 〈e|. Finally, the third time interval starts after the
interaction of the density matrix with the operator µ̂I2. In a two-level system, the
only possible option is to de-excite the bra, yielding again a coherent state |e〉 〈g|,
which will relax to a ground state population |g〉 〈g|, emitting a signal from the
ket. A diagrammatic picture of this is given in Figure 2.2, together with all the
other possible Liouville-space pathways, which can be obtained applying the same
approach to R1, R3 and R4.
Figure 2.2: Liouville-space pathways surviving the RWA and giving significant con-
tributions to the macroscopic polarisation.
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2.6 Principles of 2D Electronic Spectroscopy and
its Relation to femtosecond Transient Absorp-
tion
The aim of this Section is to give a brief presentation of the basics of 2D spectroscopy,
following previously presented examples.14;28;68 Then we will show that fsTA can be
considered as a particular case of two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy. In a 2D
experiment three distinct ultrashort pulses are used to generate a map correlating,
for every delay time between t1 and t1 + t2, the excitation and emission frequencies,
in the same way as multidimensional NMR experiments do. Having introduced the
double-sided Feynman diagrams in the previous section it is possible to describe the
sequence of pulses in these terms. In Figure 2.3, as usual, time goes from the left to
the right, the system is starting from a ground state population |g〉 〈g| and this is
converted to a |g〉 〈e| or a |e〉 〈g| coherence, which will last for the time interval t1,
named Coherence time, τ or t1. then, the second pulse will convert the coherence
term to a population, which can be in the excited |e〉 〈e| or in the ground state
|g〉 〈g|; both ground and excited state populations are formally stationary, so no
relaxation should occur during this time interval T , or t2, named Population time
or Waiting time. Finally, the third pulse generates again a coherent superposition
|e〉 〈g| which will decay in time under the unperturbed Hamiltonian.
Figure 2.3: Pulse sequences and wavevectors involved in a (a) fsTA (pump probe)
and in a (b) 2D-ES experiment.
The most common spectroscopic method used to obtain information about the
third-order response of a material system is fsTA, which only employs one pump
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and one probe pulse spaced in time by an interval T , as shown in Figure 2.3 (a).
One of the main drawbacks of this third order technique is that there is an intrinsic
ambiguity on the value of the excitation frequencies of any measured signal.
In terms of the double sided Feynman diagrams introduced in figure 2.2, in a fsTA
experiment the single pump pulse interacts twice with the density matrix, so there
is no definite time-ordering between the first and the second interactions, happen-
ing within the timescale of the pump pulse. This condition makes it impossible to
recover any dynamical information relative to the system during the coherence time
τ . Conversely, in 2D-ES we experimentally control the coherence τ , the population
T and the signal t time delays. Although, in practice it is more convenient to dis-
perse the signal onto a detector with a prism, in order to measure it directly in the
frequency domain ν̃3. Conversely, ν̃1 is obtained taking the Fourier transform of
the coherence time interval, and corresponds to the wavenumber of the first arrow
in the double-sided Feynman diagrams. Achieving this for each population time
T , we can obtain a correlation map between the excitation ν̃1 and the detection ν̃3
wavenumbers.
2.6.1 Phase Matching
The technical details on how to experimentally detect and compute the third order
polarisation from a 2D-ES experiment will be described in detail in Chapter 4. So
far, we have not taken into account a fundamental question, in which direction do
we have to put the detector in order to measure the emitted signal? This degree of
freedom depends on the geometry of the system, and, since the third order polarisa-
tion has products between all the electric fields, the overall phase of the polarisation
at the third order will be ei((±k1±k2± k3)x±φ1±φ2±φ3), in which x is the direction of
propagation of the wave, and it can be shown that all the contributions can propa-
gate in the ±k1 ± k2 ± k3 directions.
Again, information about the directions of the desired signal can be obtained look-
ing at the Feynman diagrams of every response function, recalling that conjugated
fields E∗(t) fields will carry a −ik contribution in their exponential term. Looking
again at Figure 2.2 it is clear that in R1 and R4 the second interaction happens with
a conjugated field, meaning a signal emitted in the ksig = +k1 − k2 + k3 direction,
while R2 and R3 interact with a conjugate field (identical real part, opposite sign
of the imaginary part) at the beginning of the coherence time τ and then two in-
teractions with non-conjugated fields will take place, so the resulting propagation
direction will be ksig = −k1 + k2 + k3.
In practice, many different schemes have been proposed.69–71 A common one is the
collinear, pump-probe geometry where pulses 1 and 2 are collinear and there is a
small angle between them and the third pulse. In this case k1 = k2, so that the
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(self-heterodyned) signal will propagate along k3 for any pathway in Figure 2.2.
Another common geometry, which is the experimental setup chosen for this work, is
the BOXCAR geometry, where the three pulses focus on the sample starting from
three of the four corners of a square.
The experiment, its phase matching conditions and the procedure that allows to
record R1−4 will be described in Chapter 4.
2.6.2 rephasing and Non-rephasing Pathways
So far, we have raised the question of the differences among the R1,4 and R2,3 path-
ways in terms of their different wavevectors. This is not the only difference between
them; as an example the evolution of the density matrix over time of R1 and R3 is
shown, step by step, in Equations 2.22 and 2.23. This has been done applying the
transition dipole moments step by step, propagating the density matrix and finally
taking the trace. The result that we want to highlight here is that R1 (and R4) have
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 i〈 ˆµI3 ˆµI1ρ̂ ˆµI0 ˆµI2〉−−−−−−−−−−→ ie−ieeg(t−τ) (2.23)
We can give a microscopic interpretation of this phenomenon thinking of the fact
that the first pulse creates a microscopic alignment on many electric dipoles, forming
a |g〉 〈e| coherence during τ , which rapidly dephases because of the interactions
with the environment. After the second interaction (which creates a ground or
excited state population), the third pulse interacts with the system generating a
|e〉 〈g| superposition during t, but this is the adjoint of the term created during the
coherence time, meaning that the two dephasing effects cancel each other, so at t = τ
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the dipoles will be in phase again, this is why R2 and R3 are called ”photon echo”
signals, or rephasing pathways. On the other hand, R1 and R4 generate signals
which are analogous to a free-induction decay and we will refer to them as non-
rephasing pathways. Experimentally, different strategies that allow us to record
the rephasing and non-rephasing signals separately have been developed.72–74
2.7 Vibronically Coupled Systems
One of the early successes of two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy was to dis-
entangle the dynamics in nanostructured coupled molecular systems of biological
interest.25;75;76 Vibrational and vibronic effects arise from the interaction of an elec-
tronic transition with the nuclear motion on a normal coordinate; as a result, the
two level system introduced before cannot take into account the interactions with
the sublevels.
The displaced harmonic oscillator (DHO) model, depicted in Figure 2.4, can describe
a vibronic system well, as long as we restrain our treatment to the first couple of vi-
brational states. In the DHO model, the excited electronic excited state is displaced
a distance x on the vibrational normal coordinate Qi (the equilibrium distance for
an excited state is assumed to be longer than in the ground state), and optical ex-
citations are assumed to be vertical, so they cannot change the value of Qi. In this
Section we show how the presence of accessible sublevels within the bandwidth of
the laser pulses increases the number of physically meaningful possible third-order
pathways compared to the Liouville space shown for the pure electronic two-level
system in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.4: Scheme of the energy levels for an electronic transition coupled to a
normal vibrational mode.
In Figure 2.4 is described in the framework of the harmonic approximation,
which implies that ∆E between any pair of consecutive vibrational sublevels has to
be constant, also electronic transitions between any of the levels within the ground
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and excited state potential energy surfaces (PES) are allowed, while transitions be-
tween levels with different vibrational quantum number within the same PES are
not taken into account. The displacement between the ground and excited state
minima along the normal coordinate Qi, will favour transitions between states with
better overlap between vibrational wavefunctions, which leads to an higher value of
the Franck-Condon integrals.
To define a value for the density matrix of the system before any interaction with
the external field takes place, we assume the energy of the coupled vibrational mode
to be greater than kBT , this allows us to consider the system in the state |g0〉 〈g0|
(where the 0 labels are indicating ground vibrational levels) at t = −∞. While
this approximation holds in most cases for isolated molecular systems, in solid-state
systems,77 proteins78 or, in general, for systems in which low frequency vibrational
modes or optical phonons play a non-negligible role Liouville-space pathways ac-
counting for “hot” ground states such as |g1〉 〈g1| must be taken into account.
Following the conditions stated above, we can now proceed to draw the Feynman
diagrams for the 4 (one ground vibrational and one excited vibrational level for
both the electronic ground and excited states) level system. The initial state of the
system is |g0〉 〈g0| and the transition dipole operators contained in the four response
functions shown in Section 2.5 will be applied. All the resonant transitions will still
be between different electronic states, so that the resulting double-sided diagrams
will look like the one in Figure 2.2, but the transitions will connect different pairs
of vibronic sublevels.
We are expecting a much greater number of different pathways for each response
function. As an example, we show what happens when the non-rephasing R1 re-
sponse function acts on a 4-level vibronic system. The first interaction, a non
conjugated field, will induce transitions from |g0〉 to either |e0〉 or |e1〉. Then, after
the coherence time τ the conjugated field will bring the bra to 〈e0| or 〈e1|. After
the population time T the bra, regardless of its state, can be de-excited by the
non-conjugated field either to 〈g0| or 〈g1|. Finally, the signal emission must happen
from the ket, yielding a population state, so only one possible transition (based
on the state of the conjugate bra) is considered here. However, every field-matter
interaction can induce transitions to two different (vibrational or vibronic) states,
increasing the total number of possible pathways for R1 from 2 to 2
3 = 8, as shown
in Figure 2.5. The same calculation can be applied to R2, R3, R4, yielding a total
number of possible double-sided Feynman diagrams 23 × 4 = 32.
Now that the diagrams accounting for all the possible interactions have been
drawn in Figures 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 a connection between them and the features
present in 2D-ES spectra can be made. First, we need to highlight that in 2D maps
the excitation wavenumber ν̃1, shown on the horizontal axis, corresponds to the en-
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Figure 2.5: non rephasing pathways for R1 in the DHO approximation. The four
pathways on the left have excited state populations during T , while the four on
the right have vibronic superpositions during T , oscillating at positive or negative
frequencies in the excited state PES.
Figure 2.6: non rephasing pathways for R4 in the DHO approximation. The four
pathways on the left have ground state populations during T , while the four on the
right have vibrational superpositions during T , oscillating at negative frequencies in
the ground state PES.
Figure 2.7: rephasing pathways for R2 in the DHO approximation. The four path-
ways on the left have excited state populations during T , while the four on the
right have vibronic superpositions during T , oscillating at positive and negative
frequencies in the excited state PES.
ergy of the first arrow depicted in the double-sided Feynman diagrams, while the
detection wavenumber ν̃3, shown on the vertical axis, corresponds to the energy of
the signal, depicted as a dashed arrow pointing away from the double-sided Feyn-
man diagram on the ket side. The wavenumber (energy) associated with the second
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Figure 2.8: rephasing pathways for R3 in the DHO approximation. The four path-
ways on the left have ground state populations during T , while the four on the right
have vibrational superpositions during T , oscillating at positive frequencies in the
ground state PES.
and the third interactions is not a directly recoverable parameter of the 2D-ES ex-
periment, while the population time T is scanned in discrete steps, and for each T
a two-dimensional spectum will be obtained.
In the context of a DHO model, with a given vibrational mode with wavenumber
ν̃0, the four possible transitions between ground and excited state vibronic levels
will have three different energies, which will translate to different positions at which
the signal is expected to appear on the (ν̃1, ν̃3) plane; namely |g0〉 ←→ |e0〉 and
|g1〉 ←→ |e1〉 will be degenerate, at energy ν̃eg, |g0〉 ←→ |e1〉 will have energy
ν̃eg + ν̃0 and |g1〉 ←→ |e0〉 transitions will lie at ν̃eg − ν̃0.
In Section 2.5 we pointed out how the density matrix has to be in a population
state during the population time T , and the dynamics recovered during this time
delay will only account for population relaxation. Although, when vibrational levels
are coupled to an electronic transition (as it is in the DHO model), the first pair
of field-matter interactions can happen at a different wavenumber, preparing a co-
herent superposition of vibronic states, either in the ground or in the excited state
PES. While T is scanned, the vibrational (vibronic) coherence will evolve under the
unperturbed Hamiltonian Ĥ0, modulating the amplitude of the signal located at
the (ν̃1, ν̃3) coordinates, which are defined by the first and the last arrows of the
double-sided Feynman diagram at the ν̃0 frequency. Since the coherent superposi-
tion can either be in the ground or in the excited state, the four possibilities here
are: |g0〉 〈g1|, |e0〉 〈e1|, |g1〉 〈g0| and |e1〉 〈e0|. Now, since the density matrix is Her-
mitian, |g0〉 〈g1| = |g1〉 〈g0|∗ and |e0〉 〈e1| = |e1〉 〈e0|∗, if the coherent term |g0〉 〈g1|
beats during the population time as a function of e+iν0T its adjoint will modulate
the signal as e−iν0T . In fact, within a 2D-ES experiment we are capable of measuring
modulations with positive and negative frequencies happening during T .
The difference between oscillations with positive and negative frequencies are the
phase shift and the change in amplitude between their real and imaginary part of
the signal, this effect can be shown using Euler’s formulas to write the exponential
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term as a sum of cosine and sine functions:
e+iν0T = cos(ν0T ) + i sin(ν0T ) (2.24)
e−iν0T = cos(ν0T )− i sin(ν0T ) (2.25)
It is thus possible to experimentally measure and discriminate between real and
imaginary part of a 2D signal (See Chapter 4). The concepts described above can
be used to draw schemes that can predict where a third order signal will generate
amplitude on a 2D map in the (ν̃1, ν̃3) plane. In order to do this, some conventions
need to be listed:79
• a geometrical symbol is assigned to each Liouville-space pathway: squares
represent excited state population during T while triangles represent ground
state populations,
• black solid symbols account for population (non oscillating) pathways, while
open symbols account for coherence (oscillating) pathways,
• green colour is used to mark oscillations occurring at positive frequencies while
red marks oscillations occurring at negative frequencies.
The symbols are sorted on the excitation-detection (ν̃1, ν̃3) plane, according to the
pair of wavenumbers at which they are supposed to appear, since multiple pathways
can lead to a signal centered at the same pair of coordinates a black circle centred at
the exact pair of (ν̃1, ν̃3) coordinates was used to contain all the possible symbols that
can give contribution to the 2D map at that point. The procedure just described
leads to a the scheme shown in Figure 2.9, which highlights two important details:
• When a molecular vibration is coupled to an electronic transition, it is possible
to have pathways which will leave the system in an ”hot” ground state popula-
tion. These pathways will appear at a detection frequency ν̃3 = ν̃eg − ν̃0. One
might be tempted to assign this signal to a different electronic state, rather
than a vibrationally excited level within the ground state PES. Therefore, a
careful analysis of 2D-ES spectra must be done before claiming the presence
of new electronic states.
• The analysis of oscillations occurring on pathways detected at ν̃3 = ν̃eg − ν̃0
can be misleading as well. From Figure 2.9 it can be seen that two out of
the three coherent pathways in this region (green triangles) are caused by
oscillating terms in the ground state. One might be induced to think that, since
in this spectral region stimulated emission signals are detected, the coherent
oscillations propagate on the excited electronic state, but we have just shown
that this assignment will lead to wrong conclusions.
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Figure 2.9: Scheme of Liouville-space pathways in rephasing (left) and non-rephasing
(right) 2D-ES maps. Each geometrical figure represents a pathway, with squares
representing an excited state and triangles representing a ground state population
during T . Black symbols are used to indicate population (non-oscillatory path-
ways), whereas coherences (oscillatory) are marked with open symbols, which are
red for pathways oscillating at negative frequencies and green for positive oscillation
frequencies. The signal corresponding to each geometric figure is contained in the
circle centered at the relevant pair of (ν̃1, ν̃3) coordinates.
In the next section we are going to focus on another kind of system which can
generate similar features to the ones just described: the electronic coupling case.
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2.8 Electronically Coupled Systems
In this section we describe and present an interpretation of the Liouville-space path-
ways that can be obtained when applying the third order response formalism to a
three-level system, like the one shown in Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Scheme of the energy level for a three level system with two excited
states with a small energy separation between them.
This model gives a good description of the energy level structure of molecular
dimers, such as the perylene bisimide dimers studied in Chapter 5. In these systems,
dipole-dipole coupling between closely spaced chromophores induces a splitting of
the excited state in two excitonic states with different symmetry, and an energy
gap between them which scales with the third power of the reciprocal distance, as
described by Kasha80 in 1963.
Typically, the gap between the two exciton state is in the same energy range as
molecular vibrations,79 and this can potentially lead to incorrect assignments, where
vibrational coherences are misinterpreted as electronic ones, or vice versa. All the
relevant double-sided Feynman diagrams can be written following the same approach
used in the previous section, leading to diagrams for the non rephasing (Figure 2.11),
and rephasing pathways in Figure 2.12.
The first difference to be highlighted is that the pathways due to ground state
coherence are not present in this case. The key result is the different contributions
given by oscillating pathways in the vibronic case (Figure 2.9) and in the electronic
one (Figure 2.13). In the DHO model, rephasing and non rephasing maps have eight
possible coherence diagrams, that form a “chair pattern” around five pairs of (ν̃1, ν̃3)
coordinates. On the other hand, in electronic coupling it is impossible to prepare
ground state coherences, therefore only four excited state pathways are expected:
the one which will produce oscillating signals on the diagonal will be non rephasing,
while oscillations on the off-diagonal peaks will be produced by rephasing pathways.
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Figure 2.11: non rephasing double-sided Feynman diagrams resulting from the elec-
tronically coupled three level system shown in Figure 2.10
Figure 2.12: rephasing double-sided Feynman diagrams resulting from the electron-
ically coupled three level system shown in Figure 2.10
Tying these results together, it is possible to conclude that the lack of vibrational
(ground state) coherence in a 2D map, combined with the presence of oscillations
on the diagonal for non rephasing signals and oscillations on the cross-peaks for
the rephasing pathways is a strong signature of the electronic origin of the beating
observed during T , as observed first by Cheng81 and Cassette.82
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Figure 2.13: Scheme of Liouville-space pathways in rephasing (left) and non-
rephasing (right) 2D-ES maps. Each geometrical figure represents a pathway, with
squares representing an excited state and triangles representing a ground state pop-
ulation during T . Black symbols are used to indicate population (non-oscillatory
pathways), whereas coherences (oscillatory) are marked with open symbols, which
are red for pathways oscillating at negative frequencies and green for positive oscil-
lation frequencies. The signal corresponding to each geometric figure is contained
in the circle centered at the relevant pair of (ν̃1, ν̃3) coordinates.
Chapter 3
Femtosecond Transient Absorption
(fsTA) and Transient Anisotropy
(fsTAn)
3.1 Principles of fsTA
After commercial lasers capable of generating ultrashort pulses became available
in the 1990s, a new area of research flourished, with the goal of resolving in real
time ultrafast processes of primary importance in chemistry and biology, such as
the dynamics of: photosynthetic systems,83 the first events in vision;84 organic and
inorganic semiconducting materials with applications in solar energy conversion.85
To study these dynamics, fsTA is one of the most commonly used techniques.86
In fsTA, a small fraction of the molecules located at the focal position are excited
to a higher electronic (vibronic) state |en〉 〈en| through the interaction with a pump
pulse (which, in the double sided Feynman diagram picture, interacts twice with
the density matrix, with no defined time-ordering between the two perturbations).
After a time interval T , a second weaker pulse, named probe, interacts again with
the system generating a signal that will be collinear with the probe pulse. By chop-
ping the pump at a frequency which is usually chosen to be half of the repetition
rate of the laser, a differential absorption spectrum (∆A) between the spectra of
the pump-perturbed and the unperturbed sample can be computed. During a fsTA
measurement a ∆A spectrum is measured at a number of different time delays T
between the pump and the probe pulses, so that a map representing ∆A(λ, T ) can
be obtained. The surface ∆A(λ, T ) contains all the dynamical and spectral informa-
tion of the molecular system under investigation, such as excitation energy transfer
(EET), isomerisations, charge separation and recombination and intersystem cross-
ing (ISC). Information about these processes, and their timescales, can be extracted
from global analysis procedures, which will be described in Section 3.2.5.
An fsTA dataset will have contributions, which are often overlapped, due to its lack
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of frequency resolution on the excitation energies including:
• Ground State Bleach (GSB): for the DHO model shown in Section 2.7 GSB
is described by the double sided Feynman diagrams R3 and R4 in Figures
2.8 and 2.6, which have their corresponding density matrix in the ground
state density matrix |gn〉 〈gm|, where n = m (for populations) or n 6= m (for
coherences) during the delay time T . This effect can be intuitively understood
thinking that the sample excited by the pump pulse will have fewer molecules
in the ground state than the unperturbed sample, so a GSB signal will have a
negative ∆A signal, which will appear in the spectral region corresponding to
the steady-state absorption.
• Stimulated Emission (SE): for the DHO model introduced in Section 2.7,
SE is described by the double-sided Feynman diagrams labelled R1 and R2
in Figures 2.5 and 2.7. This process arises from the fact that, for a two-level
(electronic) system, the Einstein coefficients for the absorption A12 and for the
stimulated emission A21 must be equivalent. Therefore, once the excited state
density matrix |en〉 〈em|, where n = m or n 6= m, is prepared, the probe pulse
photons can de-excite the molecule back to its ground state |gn〉 〈gm| causing
it to emit photons. SE will produce a negative ∆A signal because those pho-
tons add to the probe intensity, and it will spectrally match the steady-state
fluorescence spectrum. When the molecular system under investigation has
a small Stokes shift (small reorganisation energy), the GSB and SE negative
signals tend to overlap into a broader negative band.
• Excited State Absorption (ESA): this contribution cannot be modelled
in the framework of a two-level system, and double-sided Feynman diagrams
which account for higher excited (such as two-exciton) states will be introduced
later on in this thesis, in order to discuss the spectral features of PBI excitonic
dimers in Chapter 5 properly. For now, ESA can be intuitively described
thinking that, after an excited state density matrix |en〉 〈em|, where n = m or
n 6= m, is created by the pump pulse, the delayed probe can induce optically
allowed transitions to higher energy states that can be generally written as
|fn〉 〈em| (or their complex conjugates). GSB will thus produce an increase of
the ∆A, so a positive signal, which has no correspondence with any kind of
steady-state feature, will be detected.
A fsTA example dataset is shown in Figure 3.2, before (a) and after (b) chirp correc-
tion (chirp comes from the group velocity dispersion (GVD) added by transmissive
optics, and it is removed using the procedure described in 3.2.3), in which the probe
frequency is the horizontal axis and the pump-probe delay time T is the vertical axis,
with negative GSB and SE features coloured in light and dark blue and positive ESA
features coloured in yellow/red.
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3.2 Experimental Implementation of fsTA
3.2.1 Time Resolution and Spectral Selectivity of a fsTA
Experiment
There is literature describing fsTA experiments carried out with laser pulses as
short as 5 fs.87 Due to the time-bandwidth uncertainty, which for Gaussian pulses
states that the product ∆t × ∆ν = 0.44, a short pulse will be extremely broad-
band, causing spectral selectivity problems. Moreover, when dealing with such
short pulses, additional contributions arising from the simultaneous interaction of
two pulses with the material system, have to be taken into account. These contribu-
tions are non-resonant and are usually merged together under the name of “coherent
artefact”,“coherence spike” or“cross-phase modulation”.66
Usually these signals are just ignored discarding the data points close to T = 0
during the data analysis process, alternatively an explicit term accounting for these
effects can be added to the model which is used to fit the data. The coherent arte-
fact manifests in fsTA as oscillations around T = 088 and in practice is usually
subtracted from the data recording a blank measurement of a cuvette filled with
solvent.
3.2.2 Light Sources: Ti:Sa Amplified Lasers and (Noncollinear)
Optical Parametric Amplifiers
Nowadays, fsTA setups can be divided in two macro-categories based on which kind
of amplified laser system is used to drive them. The first one makes use of high
repetition rate (40 - 250 kHz) amplifiers which provide small pulse energy,86 the
second one uses much lower repetition rate laser systems (1 - 5 kHz) which deliver
higher energy per pulse. Since the system used for this work belongs to the second
category, we will not give further details on fsTA experiments with high repetition
rate amplifiers.
Amplified laser systems which operate in the 1 - 5 kHz frequency range usually
provide 5 - 100 nJ pump pulses which, once focused down to 150 − 200 µm at the
sample position, can cause the excitation of 2 - 20 % of the molecules depending on
the extinction coefficient of the molecule and its concentration. The high energy per
pulse allows the study of diluted or weakly absorbing samples but at the same time
has some drawbacks, for instance the possibility of triggering multi-photon processes
and in general highly nonlinear processes, including Exciton-Excition Annihilation,
(EEA)89 as shown for a series of porphyrin nanorings in Chapter 8.
The amplified laser system which drives our fsTA setup is a regenerative Ti:Sapphire
unit (Spectra Physics Spitfire ACE pumped by an Empower ns laser and seeded by
MAITAI, a Ti:Sa oscillator) providing 120 fs pulses at 800 nm with 5 mJ energy
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per pulse when operated at 1 kHz. It can drive different, collinear (OPA) and
noncollinear (NOPA) parametric amplifiers which are available in the laboratory.
The fsTA data shown in this thesis were obtained using two systems. First, one
OPA (TOPAS Prime, Light Conversion) was used to provide ∼ 80 fs pump pulses
centred at 560 nm while a fraction of the fundamental (800 nm) of the amplified
laser, generated supercontinuum white light (SWLG) in a 3 mm thick sapphire plate,
resulting in a probe spectrum spanning from 440 to 750 nm; this configuration of
the experiment is sketched in Figure 3.1 and it has been used to acquire the data
shown in Chapter 6. The alternative configuration, adopts the TOPAS White NOPA
(Light Conversion) described in Chapter 4 to generate broader (shorter, ∼ 15 fs)
pump pulses centred either at 720 or 850 nm, synchronised with a TOPAS Prime
(Light Conversion) OPA tuned at 1200 nm, which is used as a seed for SWLG in
a 3 mm thick sapphire plate, producing a probe spectrum extending from 650 nm
to 1150 nm. This experimental setup, sketched in Figure 3.3 has been employed
to acquire the data shown in Chapters 7 and 8. In this configuration, the relative
polarisation of pump and probe beams is set at 45 ◦, which, in combination with a
cubic beam splitter set after the sample, allows transient anisotropy to be measured,
as described in Section 3.2.4.
3.2.3 fsTA Setup and Data Collection
In order to measure transient spectra at different delay times T , the pump is delayed
with respect to the probe with a mechanical linear delay stage (Physik Instrumente),
which allows delay times up to 3 ns. Pump and probe beams are focused with
reflective optics at the sample position in order to obtain spot sizes of 170 and
30 µm (FWHM) respectively, resulting in excitation powers ∼ 0.4 GW/cm2. The
pump beam is set at the magic angle i.e. 54.7◦ with a half-wave plate and a polariser∗
to suppress effects of rotational reorientation. The pump is then chopped at 500 Hz
to allow calculation of differential absorption between adjacent pairs of pulses.
∗When performing Transient Anisotropy measurements, the probe polarisation is set at 45◦
relative to pump and the parallel and perpendicular components of the probe are split after the
sample, and simultaneously measured on two different CCD cameras.
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the fsTA experimental setup used for the measurements shown
in Chapter 6 where λ/2 + P are a half-wave plate and a polariser, M are mirrors,
L are lenses, I is an iris, BS are beam splitters, CM is a concave mirror, S is a
sapphire window, P is a prism, C is a chopper, A is the sample, DL + RR are
the delay line and retroreflector mounted on it and CCD 1, 2 are the signal and
reference cameras. BS2 allows the use of a reference probe beam which does not
travel through the sample, the signal and the reference beam are vertically offset
after M13, then dispersed using the same prism and imaged on CCD1 and CCD2,
after the bottom beam (Ref) is steered onto CCD2 by M14. The data imaged onto
the two cameras are then used to compute the transient absorption Equation 3.1.
After the sample the probe beam is recollimated, focused onto a home-built ul-
trafast prism-based spectrometer with 3 nm spectral resolution and imaged on a
CCD Camera (Stresing) triggered at 1 kHz by the amplified laser; a 50:50 beam-
splitter set before the sample holder sends half of the probe intensity into the same
spectrometer and onto a reference camera (the second camera can also be used to
measure both parallel and perpendicular polarisation at the same time when tran-
sient anistotropy experiments are performed, see Section 3.2.4). A sketch of the
experimental setup described in this section is shown in Figure 3.1.
In practice, the fsTA experiment is carried out in the following way: the delay stage
is set to a fixed position, corresponding to an inter-pulse delay T , then a mechani-
cal chopper (Thorlabs MC2000B) synchronised with the amplifier at 500 Hz blocks
every other pump pulse. In this way, the probe pulse will alternatively interact
with a pump-perturbed and with a non perturbed sample, until a number of shots
high enough to give a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), usually around 103− 104, is
recorded on the detector, and subsequently averaged. In order to improve the SNR,
a reference camera records probe pulses which have not interacted with the sample,
the four spectra are then used to compute the ∆A(λ, T ) using Equation 3.1, where
Pr(λ) and Ref(λ) are probe and reference spectra.
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When the desired number of transient spectra has been collected, the delay stage is
moved to another position and the procedure described above is iterated, shutting
down the cameras while the delay stage is moving. This is repeated until all the
desired time points T are collected. Usually, 100 - 200 transient spectra between
0 and 3 ns are collected, with a short interval between them for T close to 0 (in
order to reconstruct the coherence spike and capture fast oscillations), with increased
spacing for longer pump-probe delay times. Moreover, a number of transient spectra
at negative delays are collected to estimate the baseline. Samples sensitive to photo
degradation have been flowed using a flow cell and a peristaltic pump.
Because of the way in which SWLG is generated, it is highly chirped, meaning
that it will have an intrinsic group-velocity dispersion (GVD); in addition to this,
every transmissive optic (including the sample cell) which it encounters on its path
will increase its dispersion, to values within the ps range. The continuum could
be recompressed using prisms, gratings, chirped mirrors or combinations of these
optical elements,90;91 but in practice it is often more convenient to measure transient
spectra with a chirped probe pulse and to correct for its dispersion during the data
processing stage, fitting the T vs wavelength profile of the coherent artefact with a
fourth order polynomial function and then subtracting it from the ∆OD(λ, T ) 2D
dataset, an example of this procedure in shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: fsTA example dataset without (a) and with (b) correction and back-
ground subtraction for white light chirp (see text for details) of a 40-membered
porphyrin macrocyle. Probe frequency is on the x axis and pump-probe delay time
is on the y axis on a log scale; yellow, orange and red represent positive signals
while light and dark blue represent negative signals. On the top panel the transient
spectrum at T = 500 fs is shown in green, the pump spectrum is shown in blue and
the steady-state absorption spectrum of the sample is shown in red.
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3.2.4 Transient Anisotropy
Ultrafast excitonic delocalisation and energy transfer dynamics in supramolecular
systems with a defined structure can be gauged through fsTA experiment performed
with specific relative polarisation of pump and probe pulses.86;92 The time-dependent




∆A‖(T ) + 2∆A⊥(T )
(3.2)
In Equation 3.2 ∆A‖(T ) is the transient spectrum at a given T measured with paral-
lel pump and probe polarisations, while ∆A⊥(T ) is the transient spectrum measured
with perpendicular pump and probe polarisations. The denominator of Equation
3.2 corresponds to the isotropic signal, i.e. the signal measured when the relative
pump-probe polarisation is at 54.7◦.
Usually exciton migration and diffusion dynamics produce small changes and shifts
in transient spectra, which make them difficult to detect in the magic angle polar-
isation conditions, while ultrafast Transient Anisotropy provides an efficient (and
relatively easy to implement) way to disentangle energy migrations from the un-
derlying population relaxation dynamics, because exciton motion will translate to
reorientation of transition dipole moments and depolarisation.93;94
In our laboratory, Transient Anisotropy (fsTAn) measurements have been carried
out measuring the parallel and perpendicular components simultaneously. To do
this, the relative pump and probe polarisation angle has been set to 45
◦
with a
half-wave plate, a polariser and a cubic beam splitter added after the sample cell, as
schematised in Figure 3.3. Doing this, the parallel and perpendicular probe signals
are split and then directed to the cameras through the home-built prism spectrom-
eter at the same time using both cameras described in Section 3.2.3. Subsequently,
the parallel and perpendicular ∆A(λ, T ) scans are averaged and Equation 3.2 is
computed.
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Figure 3.3: Sketch of the fsTAn experimental setup used for the measurements shown
in Chapters 7 and 8, in which λ/2 + P are half-wave plates and polarisers, M are
mirrors, L are lenses, I is an iris, BS is a beam splitter, CBS is a cubic beam splitter,
CM is a concave mirror, S is a sapphire window, P are prisms, C is a chopper, A is
the sample, DL + RR are the delay line and retroreflector mounted on it and CCD
are the signal and reference cameras.The CBS allows the parallel and perpendicular
components of the probe beam to be separated. They are then dispersed by the
prisms and imaged onto the two cameras, making it possible to compute Equation
3.2.
This way of measuring fsTAn is less cumbersome and gives more reproducible
results than acquiring two separate fsTA datasets at different polarisation conditions
at the price of losing the reference channel. An example fsTAn dataset of a 40-
membered porphyrin macrocyle in toluene with 1% pyridine is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: fsTAn example dataset after correction for white light chirp (see text
for details) of a 40-membered porphyrin macrocyle. Probe frequency is on the x
axis and pump-probe delay time is on the y axis on a log scale; yellow, orange and
red represent positive signals (maximum + 0.4) while light and dark blue represent
negative signals (minimum - 0.2). On the top panel the isotropic transient spectrum
at T = 500 fs is shown in green, the pump spectrum is shown in blue and the
steady-state absorption spectrum of the sample is shown in red.
3.2.5 Data Analysis
A typical dataset ∆A(λ, T ) from a fsTA experiment will comprise thousands of data
points: hundreds of wavelengths being sampled for one to two hundreds pump-probe
delays T .95 In the first place, as a preliminary analysis, it can be convenient to take
slices parallel to the wavelength (transient spectra) and look at their appearance,
or to the time axes (time trace at a given wavelength) and look at their evolution,
and try to fit them individually with a sum of n exponentially decaying (rising)
functions. Such visible inspection or simple fitting gives an important indication of
the nature of the dynamics and their timescales.
Subsequently, a Global Analysis procedure can be applied to the dataset, in order to
condensate the large amount of dynamical information into a reasonably small num-
ber of different spectra, each of these associated with its characteristic time constant
τn. In the crudest model, the data are globally fit to a kinetic model which repro-
duces a number n of Decay-Associated Difference Spectra (DADS), which evolve in a
parallel fashion through first order steps, with time constant τn with n = 1, 2, 3, ...,∞
and τn > τn−1. With this procedure, the evolution of the ground and excited states
after photoexcitation can be rationalised.
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The global analysis model can be extended in order to include a polynomial func-
tion that will account for the chirp of the SWL and for oscillations around T = 0
making it possible to fit the coherence spike together with the multiexponential de-
cays, without the need of removing the points close to 0, where significant features
concerning wavepacket dynamics and ultrafast internal conversion are often located.
These analysis methods are extensively reviewed by Van Stokkum et al.95 and here
we give a brief description of how the Glotaran global/target data analysis software
works, and what kind of output data it produces.96 fsTA and fsTAn data are a
function of the experimentally measured wavelength λ and the independent variable
T , which is the interpulse delay time. A model which describes the experimental
data can be a matrix Ψ, which will be a superposition of a number of different
components ncomp, as described by Equation 3.3:




Where cl is the unknown concentration profile and εl is the spectrum of the l com-
ponent. The data matrix is then processed using a singular value decompostion
(SVD) procedure. SVD factorises the matrix into a number of spectral and time
independent components, which is critical to define an initial model. The SVD of
the dataset is defined in Equation 3.4:




Where nmax is the minimum number of rows and columns in the matrix. Typically,
a number of different SVD components should be added to the model until the left
and right singular vectors of the SVD start to show little structure and/or noisy
behaviour, this indicates that the number of independent components has been
reached.
It is now possible to fit the dataset giving as an input reasonable initial guess values
for the minimum set of unknown parameters which are needed to properly fit the
dataset. The controllable parameters are:
• A number of kinetic rates, which will be the reciprocal of the lifetimes τl,
• the instrument response function (IRF),
• the dispersion of the IRF, in case it has a wavelength dependence,
• weighting parameters, if we want to give different weights to regions of the 2D
matrix, on one or on both axes (T, λ),
• specifications for the coherent artefact, which is modelled on the basis of the
IRF.
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All the parameters mentioned above are estimated by means of variable projection
and used to calculate Equation 3.5 after Equation 3.3:




Where θ and εl(λ) are the unknown parameters and the conditionally linear pa-
rameters, respectively. Once the fit is accepted it is possible to look at the results,
in particular we are going to focus on DADS and evolution associated difference
spectra (EADS).
DADS can be included in Equation 3.3 yielding Equation 3.6:
Ψ(λ, T ) =
ncomp∑
l=1
cDADSl (T, θ)DADSl(λ) (3.6)
in which cDADSl (T, θ) is the convolution of the IRF with the concentration of the
component l, which will exponentially decay with a time constant (reciprocal of the
rate) τl. In a sequential non-branched model, the associated spectra will evolve one
into the other until the final spectrum is reached. These spectra are called EADS,
and the model shown in Equation 3.3 becomes Equation 3.7
Ψ(λ, T ) =
ncomp∑
l=1
cEADSl (T, θ)EADSl(λ) (3.7)
With the condition of having successively decreasing rates (increasing lifetimes),
with EADS it is possible to visualise the spectral evolution of the system. As an
example, DADS and EADS for each lifetime τ1−5 (where τ5 =∞) from Glotaran fit
of the fsTA dataset of a 40-membered porphyrin macrocycle (cP40, shown in Figure
3.2) are shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Example of DADS (a) and EADS (b) obtained from global analysis of
the fsTA dataset of a 40-membered porphyrin macrocycle (cP40) in toluene with
1% pyridine shown in Figure 3.2.
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3.3 Summary
In this Chapter a brief description of the principles of fsTA has been presented.
In Section 3.1 we have briefly reviewed the developments and the state of the art
of femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. Subsequently we have listed the
photophysical processes that can be detected with a fsTA experiment and how they
can be connected to the different Liouville-space pathways listed in Section 2.5.
In Section 3.2 a description of the experimental setup used to collect the fsTA data
shown in this thesis is given, explaining which light sources have been used for the
study of different molecular systems (Section 3.2.2), the geometry of the experi-
ment and the data acquisition and processing. Also described was how to perform
Transient Anisotropy measurements with small adjustments to a standard fsTA ex-
periment (Section 3.2.4).
Finally, the global analysis procedure, which is routinely employed to extract timescales,
(DADS and EADS) of the many overlapping components which are simultaneously





The first two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2D-ES) experiment operating in
the visible was demonstrated by the Jonas group14 at the same time as the first
implementation of multidimensional spectroscopy experiments in the infrared (2D-
IR)18, but developments on the latter thrived better than the former67. The main
reason for the gap between the advancement of the technique in the two different
spectral regions is the difficulty in achieving phase stability. Good quality data can
only be recovered with sufficiently good phase stability, i.e. if the relative phase
between pulses does not change or drifts during a measurement.14
Since the first realisation of a 2D-ES setup, a number of different designs have been
proposed and tested to overcome the phase stability problem70, making it possi-
ble to build experiments capable of measuring 2D spectra even in the ultraviolet
(UV).97;98 A full review of the historical advances of 2D-ES will not be given to the
reader here, instead the following discussion will focus on the development of the
setup used for this work and how it can be compared to others.72
Many experimental setups for two-dimensional spectroscopy are based on the BOX-
CARS geometry, which employs four parallel beams sitting at the corners of a square
which are then focused to a common position on the sample cell. In this configura-
tion, the third order signal will be generated in its phase-matched direction, which
will overlap with the fourth beam, which is used as a local oscillator (LO) for het-
erodyne detection.99 The alternative is the simpler pump-probe geometry which has
been applied in 2D electronic, vibrational and electronic-vibrational spectroscopy
experiments have been carried out in the pump-probe configuration.74 2D spec-
trometers in pump-probe geometries have three convenient features when compared
to fully noncollinear designs:
• they automatically produce absorptive data (equally weighted sum of rephas-
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ing and non rephasing), without the need of phasing procedures, because of
the self-heterodyne condition imposed by their geometry, in which the probe
beam and the signal are forced to be collinear;
• they are inherently phase stable, because the optical elements used to generate
the pair of pump pulses separated by τ (acousto-optic modulators, spatial light
modulators, pairs of birefringent wedges100) generate phase stable collinear
pump pulses, with controllable relative phase shift between them;
• building a setup which is broadband, at least on the detection axis, is easier
in the pump-probe geometry, because the introduction of a supercontinuum
white-light (SWL) probe, is much easier in this configuration.101
Pump-probe setups also present some disadvantages, namely:
• the self-heterodyne condition, which simplifies the recovery of absorptive spec-
tra, makes it more difficult to discriminate between rephasing and Non-rephasing
signals. In 2D experiments conducted in the pump-probe geometry, this disad-
vantage can be overcome systematically shifting the relative phases of pulses
1 and 2 by a controlled amount, this procedure is known as phase-cycling;102
• the quasi-collinear geometry makes it impossible to control each beam polari-
sation independently.
A considerable amount of effort is being put in the improvement of 2D-ES spec-
trometers in different configurations operating in different spectral regions and with
different light sources.69;103–106 In the next sections the laser system, the light sources
and the setup which have been used for this thesis will be described in detail.
4.2 Amplified Laser and Noncollinear Optical Para-
metric Amplifier
The 2D setup used to collect the data shown in this thesis hinges on a commer-
cial Chirped Pulse Amplifier (CPA) which drives a commercial noncollinear optical
parametric amplifier (NOPA). The CPA has already been described in Chapter 3.
When performing 2D experiments, its output is sent through a 90:10 beamsplitter
which sends 10 % of the energy to a TOPAS White (Light Conversion), a com-
mercial NOPA capable of providing ∼ 15 fs pulses in the 490-750 nm range, with
a typical power (at 550 nm central wavelength) of 25 mW. The NOPA output is
recompressed with an external folded prism compressor and it is highly attenuated
before entering the 2D setup (usually to 0.6 mW) with a variable neutral density
filter. The pulse to pulse fluctuation of the NOPA system is typically below 1 %
RMS at the central wavelength at which the NOPA is set.
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4.3 Two-Dimensional Electronic Spectroscopy Setup
The experimental setup described in the present work relies on the BOXCAR ge-
ometry and was based on earlier work by Selig et al.107 It only uses conventional
optics to generate the four phase-coherent beams, and the fully-noncollinear geom-
etry makes possible the separate detection of rephasing and non-rephasing signals.
Figure 4.1: Sketch of the experimental setup assembled where: BS1,2 are beamsplit-
ters; P1,2 are aluminium coated knife-edge right angle prisms; DS1 and PZ1,2 are
mechanical and piezoelectric delay stages respectively; C1,2 are optical choppers;
λ/2+FS are half wave plates plus fused silica windows; ND is a neutral density
filter; SM is a spherical mirror; FM is a folding mirror. The pulse arrival sequence
on the sample as well as the signal emission and LO position in time relative to
pulse c are shown in the upper right corner. In the upper left corner the home-built
polychromator is shown: it is composed of a mirror, a highly dispersive flint glass
prism, a lens and the CCD camera.
This approach differs to the others reported in literature because two beam-
splitters are used to generate four replicas of the attenuated NOPA beam rather
than diffractive optics,108 and the coherence τ and population T time delays are
introduced with the synchronous movement of two (three) mechanical translation
stages as shown in Figure 4.1. When employing a noncollinear geomtery, additional
problems in achieving phase-stability must be taken into account, because any vi-
brations of the optical table could introduce alterations of the relative pathlength
difference between the arms, which will translate to unpredictable phase-shifts. In
our experiment, this problem has been overcome adding pulse delays in a pairwise
fashion, which makes the pathlength fluctuations anti-correlated and leads to pas-
sive stabilisation of the phase jitter.108 Further details and demonstration of this
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effect will be given later in this Chapter (Section 4.5).
A sketch of the spectrometer is shown in Figure 4.1, the NOPA beam, attenuated to
0.6 mW is steered to the setup with two mirrors. Two irises at the entrance of the
experiment (and more along the way) are kept in place to ensure reproducibility. BS
1 and 2 are tailor made through thin film deposition onto a 0.5 mm thick fused silica
window (Vortex Optical Coatings) in order to give 50:50 transmission-reflection in
the 350-950 nm spectral region. BS1 splits the incoming beam into two at two differ-
ent heights, at 7 and 9.5 cm from the optical table surface, with the goal of keeping
all the beams as low as possible, to minimise the impact of angular oscillations of
the optical mounts on the different beam paths.
Subsequently, the top beam is split in two beams, which will be called c and local
oscillator (LO), while the lower one is also split to generate beams a and b. Before
that, the top beam travels through a pair of delay stages which are sitting on the top
of each other. The lower DS1 (Newport, UTS100CC) has a bidirectional precision
of 2 fs and can travel over 0.25 m, while PZ1, sitting on top of DS1 (Physik In-
strumente, P-622.ZCD) is a piezoelectric mover and it can travel over 250 µm with
sub-femtosecond precision (0.5 fs). The whole setup is aligned in a way that the
position of DS1 compensates the extra distance (2.5 cm) travelled by the bottom
beam after BS1.
Both the lower and the upper beam are then sent through a second 50:50 beamsplit-
ter (BS2), which generates the four phase-coherent collinear beams propagating at
the corners of a square with a 2.5 cm side. Afterwards, beams a and c encounter
another piezoelectric delay stage PZ2, aligned to compensate for the longer path-
lengths travelled by beams b and LO after BS2. The beams pass through four
different achromatic half-wave plates, that allow control of their individual polar-
isation. Here a neutral density filter and a plate of fused silica are added on the
LO path, to delay it in time with respect to the homodyne signal and to make it
weak enough not to generate competing signals. Before the sample, all four beams
hit a spherical focusing mirror (SM, focal length 0.15 m) which focuses all of them
to a common spot at the sample position, via a single folding mirror (FM). Two
optical choppers are placed between the waveplates and the SM, and since they are
the most significant novelty of this 2D spectrometer the chopping sequence will be
explained in detail in Section 4.4.
The sample lies at the focal position of the spherical mirror and beams a, b
and c are blocked by a mask while LO is collimated with a lens (see Figure 4.2)
and guided to a home-made polychromator109. In this, a highly dispersive flint
glass prism disperses the interference between signal and local oscillator, which is
imaged (using a 0.3 m focal length lens) onto a CCD camera which consists of a
single line of 1024 pixels. The CCD used in our setup is a e2v AVIIVA EM1, which
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Figure 4.2: BOXCARS beams arrangement and choppers employed in the 2D-ES
setup.
acquisition rate can be regulated up to 77 kHz. The amplifier triggers the camera
via TTL at 1 kHz and a TTL signal is sent to a voltage acquisition board, which
records the chopper state for every shot. In this way, every time the camera records
a spectrum, the state of choppers 1 and 2 is acquired as well, allowing the data
acquisition software to track if b and c beams were blocked or unblocked for each
spectrum. All this information allows computation of the different signals, as will
be described in Section 4.4.
4.4 Data Acquisition and Removal of Scattered
Light
The camera employed in our experiments allows data acquisition at frequencies up
to 77 kHz, but the amplified laser system is operated at 1 kHz and subsequently
the camera is triggered at 1 kHz, while the chopper frequencies have been chosen
in order to be one half of the fundamental for C1 (500 Hz) and one quarter of it
for C2 (250 Hz). Together, the two choppers give four possible combinations, and
one laser shot is individually acquired for each of those, which will be explained in
detail in this Section.
Before focusing on how the chopper sequence permits fast data acquisition and
efficient scattering removal, a brief excursion into how other BOXCARS-type ex-
perimental setups deal with the scattering problem will be given to the reader. The
biggest experimental concern here is diffusively scattered light from the sample prop-
agating with the same wavevector of the signal and LO. Light scattered from the
pump beam will be phase coherent with LO and signal and will produce interfero-
metric signals on the camera.99 Another problem is that, because the LO beam is
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delayed from the signal by 550 fs, it can act as a probe pulse for transient grating
(TG) signals produced by the interaction between every possible combination of a,
b and c.102
In some setups the pump-probe contributions are negated by having the LO beam
travelling around the sample cell. For heterodyne detection this is not ideal be-
cause, when the LO is transmitted through the sample, it acquires the same enve-
lope and phase distortions experienced by the signal itself,“cleaning” the resulting
heterodyned signal from these contributions. This makes it possible to study high
concentration samples (OD > 0.3).110
A number of other methods to deal with scattering are present in literature, among
those it is worth mentioning double modulation with lock-in detection111 or the use
of shutters.99 The drawback of the first is that lock-in has to use high-repetition
rate laser systems, while in the second, the mechanical shutter considerably slows
down the measurement procedure. The scattering removal procedure employed in
our laboratory is an intermediate of those, because choppers act like a shutter, but
they have the advantage that they can be synced to the laser output and the data
acquisition electronics, allowing us to detect one single laser shot for the different
condition of the two choppers C1 and C2, blocking and unblocking beams b and c
at different frequencies, as sketched in Figure 4.3.
Chopper C1 which modulates beam b with wavevector ~kb, is synchronised with the
amplifier at one half of its repetition rate (one cycle takes 2 ms) while C2 acts on
beam c with wavevector ~kc, at one quarter of the laser repetition rate (one cycle
every 4 ms). The combined effect of C1 and C2 is to create four different combi-
nations A,B,C,D which will be repeated over time∗; every time b will be blocked
or unblocked, the sample will be illuminated by beam c once, while in the other
case c will be blocked. Since the camera is synchronised with the laser, it is possi-
ble to acquire each single shot modulated by the pattern imposed by the combined
action of C1 and C2, resulting in the A, ..., D conditions shown in figure 4.3. This
permits incorporation in the data acquisition software of a routine to process these
combinations. Defining Sn as scattering and pump-probe contributions from beams
n ∈ {a, b, c} and with ELO and Esig defined as the electric fields of the local oscillator
and of the signal, the software is set to compute the following quantities:
α = A−B = |Sa + Sb + ELO|2 − |Sa + ELO|2
= |Sb|2 + 2<{SaS∗b }+ 2<{SbE∗LO},
(4.1)
∗for a given pair of τ, T times, corresponding to a defined position of the delay stages, until a
number of laser pulses high enough to ensure a good SNR (usually 300) is recorded on the CCD
camera.
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Figure 4.3: Scheme showing the different sample illumination conditions created by
the chopper sequence used. Chopper C1 acts on beam b with a frequency of 500 Hz
and chopper C2 acts on beam c with a frequency of 250 Hz
β = C −D = |Sa + Sb + EsigELO|2 − |Sa + Sc + ELO|2
= |E2sig|+ |Sb|2 + 2<{SaS∗b }+ 2<{SbE∗LO}+ 2<{SaE∗sig}+ ...
...+ 2<{SbE∗sig}+ 2<{ScE∗sig}+ 2<{SbS∗c}+ 2<{EsE∗LO},
(4.2)
β − α = |Esig|2 + 2<{SaE∗sig}+ 2<{SbE∗sig}+ 2<{ScE∗sig}+ ...
...+ 2<{SbS∗c}+ 2<{EsigE∗LO}
(4.3)
The only term which should reach the detector is the last of Equation 4.3, which
coincides to the signal heterodyned by the local oscillator, but the five other terms
are phase coherent with it and will be detected as well. However, for the reasons
listed below, they produce negligible contributions:
• the three products <{SnE∗sig} arise from interference between elastic scattering
of the nth beam along the phase matched direction and the signal electric field,
but these terms become small because of the small amplitude of the signal,
although they could become significant for highly scattering samples such as
thin films, nanocrystal or nanoparticle suspensions, or in general for large
(molecular) aggregates of dimensions comparable to the laser wavelength,
• the fifth term <{SbS∗c} does not carry any pump-probe contribution along the
LO wavevector, but only along the directions of either beams b or c. Its actual
impact on the detected signal will then just be the interference of Rayleigh
scattering of beams b and c, which it is reasonable to consider as very small,
• finally, the first term corresponds to the homodyne signal, which is strong
enough to be detectable. Despite this, the spectral interferometry procedure
which is applied to the detected signal, comprises a time windowing of the
signal’s inverse Fourier transform over the ν̃3 axis, so that the signal will be
resolved on the conjugated detection time t axis.99 On this axis, the homodyne
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contribution, since it is generated by beams a, b, c, will appear at an earlier
time (0 fs) compared to the heterodyne signal, centred at tLO, which arises
from the interaction of beams a, b, c, LO, where LO is delayed by an amount
of time depending on the amount of glass inserted on its path (550 fs in our
case). Hence, the homodyne signal is discarded because it is centred at a time
point which is outside the Fourier window.
The time windowing procedure not only makes it possible to distinguish between
homo- and heterodyned signals, but also to filter out all the scattering components
which are not centred at tLO.
Another point to be highlighted is that chopping beam c with C2 allows elimina-
tion of the term 2<{SbE∗LO} from Equation 4.2. This product contains pump-probe
contributions from b and LO, which cannot be time-windowed out of the signal and
can be significant for samples with high χ(3) values.72
A further advantage of employing the double-chopper scheme is that, together with
a 2D spectrum, at each population time T , a pump-probe and a LO spectra are
obtained, in identical experimental conditions and without the need for extra acqui-
sition time. The explanation is illustrated in Figure 4.3, following the procedure at
one T . Initially, when we are in the condition B of Figure 4.3, both beams b and c
are blocked, so that only a and LO can induce perturbations in the sample. Some
small pump-probe contamination arising from interactions of a and LO could be
detected, but what is being measured here is essentially the spectrum of LO.
Figure 4.4: Top: example of an interferogram measured with the 2DES setup. Bot-
tom: a horizontal cut from the interferogram, displaying the signal acquired in a
single coherence time (τ = 0) in the spectral domain.
After the acquisition of the LO spectrum, a pump-probe spectrum (at the given
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T ) is measured, through the use of Equation 4.1, which subtracts the data recorded
when only a and LO are present from the data recorded with a, b and LO unblocked.
To obtain a pump-probe spectrum for the correct value of T , the long DS1 delay stage
moves in order to compensate the delay between c and LO, which is experimentally
determined before the start of the experiment. Doing this, the LO is shifted to time
0 fs in order to generate a pump-probe signal where b is the pump perturbation
and LO probes it. Now that LO and pump-probe spectra have been collected DS1
moves back to its previous position and the 2D interferogram, shown in Figure 4.4
is acquired by scanning τ in 4 fs steps. Usually, acquiring 2D interferogram, pump-
probe and LO spectra requires 90 seconds (when averaging over 300 laser shots for
each coherence time point) per each T point.
4.4.1 Delay Stages Movement Sequence
We have anticipated in the previous section that a complicated sequence of delay
stage movements is required in order to recover a 2D-ES spectrum. In this sec-
tion we will explain how this procedure is carried out in our experimental design.
The final objective of the measurement is to recover a complex third-order func-
tion S(3)(ωt, T, ωτ ) (see Section 2.5) which will be made up of the Real absorptive
<{(ωt, T, ωτ )} and the Imaginary dispersive ={(ωt, T, ωτ )} responses of the sample
under investigation.
The complex function S(3)(ωt, T, ωτ ) is not straightforwardly obtained from the 2D
measurement, and in the BOXCARS geometry the relative timing of the pulses will
affect the direction on which the different nonlinear signals will be emitted. More-
over, the absorptive 2D lineshape is given by the sum of equally weighted rephasing
and non-rephasing signals.112 so it will be necessary to separately record these two
components. After the sample is perturbed by the interactions with beams a, b, c
(neglecting here interactions with the weaker LO pulse), it will contain contributions
propagating on one of the ±~ka ± ~kb ± ~kc directions, as highlighted in Section 2.5.
In the (fully noncollinear) BOXCAR geometry the third order signals generated by
a first interactions with a, followed by interactions with b and c will be emitted in a
direction along which no other contributions are supposed to interfere, it is in fact
a “background-free” geometry. In Section 2.5 we have also stressed out how the 864
possible interactions, reduce to four if we invoke the rotating wave approximation
and the semi-impulsive condition. Two of these (rephasing) response functions will
propagate along ~ksR = −~k1 + ~k2 + ~k3 while the other two (non-rephasing) will have
a resulting wavevector of the form ~ksNR = +~k1 − ~k2 + ~k3; in these equations the
numeric indexes are related to the time ordering of the pulses, so there is no fixed
correspondence between 1, 2, 3 and a, b, c. The experiment is designed in such a way
that only signals propagating collinearly with the LO will reach the detector, which
will carry contributions which will now be described, using Figures 4.5 and 4.6 as
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references. In these two figures the BOXCAR beam arrangement is sketched in a
coordinate system and and the time ordering of the three pulses is shown.
The wavevector of pulses a, b, c can be written in this coordinate system (as shown
in Figure 4.5) as:
ka = (p,−p, 2p)
kb = (p, p, 2p)
kc = (−p,−p, 2p)
kLO = (−p, p, 2p)
Now that a framework has been established, it is possible to correlate the pulse
Figure 4.5: Scheme of the wavevectors in the BOXCAR geometry with a coordinate
system centred at the centre of the square formed by beams a, b, c, LO. The com-
ponent along the z axis is equal for every beam, while the components along x and
y are equal in module, set to p, while the 2p component along z has been chosen
arbitrarily.
arrival sequence with the signals which are detected in each case. If the sample first
interacts with pulse a, and subsequently with pulses b and c, as shown in Figure 4.6
(right-hand side) for the particular T = 0 condition, at which b and c are coincident
in time ~k1 = ka, ~k2 = kb and ~k3 = kc, the only combination of plus and minus sign
which will give a detectable signal, which has to be collinear with the local oscillator,
will be:
− ~k1 + ~k2 + ~k3 = −ka + kb + kc = kLO (4.4)
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Figure 4.6: Time-ordering of the pulses for the rephasing and non-rephasing condi-
tions
Which corresponds to the rephasing contribution already discussed. Therefore, the
rephasing dataset will be acquired in our experiments when the time ordering of the
pulses is a first, followed by b, and then by c.
It is important to recall that, in this experimental configuration, a non rephasing
signal is still being emitted, but its propagation direction will be ka − kb + kc =
(−p,−3p, 2p) so it will not reach the detector. In principle, another detector (and
a second LO beam) could be added on this direction but its implementation would
make the setup even more complicated, and the further problem of requiring exactly
balanced detectors will appear, given that the absorptive 2D spectrum is the sum of
equally weighted rephasing and non rephasing spectra. Experimentally, this problem
is bypassed making use of the phase-matching condition:73 if the time ordering
between first and second field-matter interactions is reversed, namely if the arrival
order is b, a and c, then ~k1 = kb ~k2 = ka and ~k3 = kc, the non rephasing signal will
have a wavevector given by:
~k1 − ~k2 + ~k3 = ka − kb + kc = kLO (4.5)
Thus, it is possible to avoid the additional complications and expense of having
another LO and detector placed in another direction, and just obtaining a Non-
rephasing signal generated on the same direction as the rephasing one (and of the
LO) merely swapping pulses a and b in time.
Now that we have emphasised the fact that rephasing and Non-rephasing contri-
butions can be obtained in such a convenient way, it is possible to move on and
describe the actual delay stages movement sequence. The starting position is taken
as the one in which a, b, c coincide in time, followed by LO, delayed by ∼ 550 fs. In
Figure 4.6 both the rephasing (left hand side) and Non-rephasing (right hand side)
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conditions are schematised, with LO depicted as a dashed red Gaussian.
T , the population time, is marked by the condition of having either beams a or b
being overlapped in time with c. This point also serves as a reference to determine
coherence τ and signal t times; the population time T is defined T = tc− tn where n
is the last pulse which arrives in the sample (can be either a or b). Conversely, the
coherence time τ is defined as τ = tb − ta, basically τ will have positive values for
rephasing signals (if tb > ta, then the pulse arrival order will be a, b, c which corre-
sponds to a detectable rephasing signal) while negative values of τ will correspond
to non rephasing signals being collected at the detector (if tb < ta, then the pulse
arrival order will be b, a, c which corresponds to a detectable non rephasing signal).
When scanning the τ time interval the “more negative means earlier” convention
does not apply for the coherence time. The condition stated above still holds for
the detection time t, for this reason in Figure 4.6 coherence times are reported as a
support, but in order to evaluate which pulses arrives at which time, their position
along the t scale has to be considered. The net result is that left means earlier while
right means later.
When performing a measurement, the first step is setting T at the desired point, this
is done moving DS1, which in turn will change the interpulse delay between the pulse
pairs (a, b) and (c, LO). Afterwards, the coherence time can be scanned stepping
PZ2, which acts orthogonally to PZ1, altering the relative delays between (a, c) and
(b, LO). As a side effect of the scan over the coherence time τ , the delay between c
and LO will change as well. This could have an effect on the aforementioned Fourier
windowing procedure, which requires a fixed delay between the third-order signal
(which is linked in time to the arrival of the third pulse c on the sample) and LO.
The signal emission maximum in time is regulated by τ , as shown in Figure 4.6,
where it is more evident for the rephasing case. The Non-rephasing signal is less
straightforward to imagine, and one has to think as if the signal was continuing at
negative detection times, where the maximum amplitude will be located. Therefore,
the delay added between LO and c allows manteinance of a constant delay between
the maximum of the third-order signal and LO.72
In fact, to acquire the non rephasing signal, which corresponds to negative coherence
times, PZ2 has to be scanned forwards. The arrival order is swapped and pulse b
arrives first at the sample, and the delay stage movement changes the relative time
delays of pulses a and c with b. Scanning positive coherence times has an additional
complication, in this case PZ2 is translated backwards, to ensure the pulse ordering
to be (a, b, c), but when PZ2 is moved backwards, c and a will arrive at the sample
before b, generating a third-order signal with a different phase matching condition.
To correct for this effect, PZ1 has to be moved forwards in order to counterbalance
the backwards movement of PZ2.113
Moving the delay stages in the fashion described automatically gives the rotating
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frame conditions74 (introduced in Section 2.5). This derives from the fact that the
phase shift between signal and LO is inherently locked to the phase shift of the co-
herence time (between a and b). To elucidate this effect the phase of the measured
signal has to be taken into account. If ∆φab = φa − φb and ∆φcLO = φc − φLO the
signal will be proportional to:
Is ∝ <(e−i(∆φab−∆φcLO)e−iω(t−τ)R′(τ, T, t)) = <(e−i(∆φab−ωt)ei(∆φcLO−ωτ)R′(τ, T, t))
(4.6)
in which R′(τ, T, t) is the envelope of the response function. We have already shown
how shifting the coherence time by a ∆τ so that τ ′ = τ + ∆τ will produce an op-
posite shift in the timing of the local oscillator t′LO = tLO − ∆τ . Using Equation
4.6 it is easy to prove that the phase shift induced in the signal by the shift in the
coherence time will also be canceled by the local oscillator delay.
The signal we are measuring will not be oscillating close to the optical frequency
during the acquisition of the coherence times, because of the phase offset which is
constantly added to LO while τ is being scanned bringing the resulting frequency
to zero, making it possible to undersample τ by only taking enough points to re-
construct the envelope of the response functions, rather than their fast oscillations.
This condition is convenient for two principal reasons:
• The signal acquisition time becomes substantially shorter: for the whole re-
sponse function to be measured, at least two time points for each cycle of
the highest optical frequency contained in the signal have to be acquired in
order not to lose information, as stated by the Nyquist-Shannon theorem. As
an example, at 600 nm the optical cycle is roughly 2 fs, requiring τ to be
sampled at least with 1 fs time steps. In our setup, due to the rotating wave
condition, coherence time steps of 4 fs, which are dense enough to accurately
track the envelope of the response function, are routinely used, speeding up
the acquisition by, at least, a factor of four.
• Phase stability requirement: since we are only measuring the envelope of the
response function, the phase stability constraint over a fraction of the optical
cycle is relaxed, it is in fact sufficient to keep the phase stable for a fraction
of the pulse duration (15 fs).
4.5 Phase Stability
As said earlier, the key issue for 2D-ES experiments is keeping the phase stability
between pulses. Mechanical displacement of the optical components, vibrations of
the optical table or air flow in the laboratory can negatively affect it, having a
detrimental effect on the quality and accuracy of the recorded data.
As anticipated in the previous Section 4.4.1, the resulting phase of the signal depends
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on its phase matching conditions (see Equation 4.6). Because of the way in which
our setup was designed, the rephasing signal will have wavevector ks−ka + kb + kc
and the heterodyned 2D signal will carry a phase:
∆φs = −φa + φb + φc − φLO + φsig (4.7)
where φs and φsig are the phase contributions carried by the heterodyned and ho-
modyned signals, respectively. The fluctuations in the phase components can be
written as follows:
δ(∆φs) = (δφb − δφa) + (δφc − δφLO) (4.8)
It is possible to find an analytical expression for the total phase fluctuation by going
through the experimental setup for each of the four beams (referring to Figure 4.1),
keeping track of every possible fluctuation induced by each of the optics along their
paths. As an example, if we do so for beam a, we get:
δφa = δφBS1 + δφM1 + δφBS2L + δφPZ2+P2 + δφSM + δφFM (4.9)
If the same analysis is carried out for beams b, c, LO it is possible to calculate the
two bracketed sums on the right-hand side of Equation 4.8:
δφb − δφa = δφM2 − δφPZ2+P2 (4.10)
δφc − δφLO = −δφM2 + δφPZ2+P2 (4.11)
From these two equations is is evident that the contributions are anti-correlated, this
results in a net zero phase fluctuation: δ(∆φs) = 0. Thus, even if the phase between
all the possible beam pairs experiences fast fluctuations during the acquisition time,
our 2D-ES setup is designed in such a way that they cancel out, improving the phase
stability without the need to actively correct for it.108
Here it is important to highlight that the just described self-compensation for phase
fluctuations only holds for perturbations induced by the optics in the setup, and it
does not account for single beam fluctuations that could be generated, for instance,
by strong air currents. To minimise this problem the whole setup is enclosed in
a plastic box and the footprint of the whole 2D spectrometer is kept as small as
possible (30 × 50 cm) on the optical table.
4.6 Data Processing
The aim of this section is to illustrate the steps required to obtain complex-valued
2D spectra from the raw datasets recorded from the experimental setup used in this
work. At any given population time T , the raw output is made up of three files:
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• The interference between the transient grating signal of the sample and the
local oscillator, resolved along the emission axis ν̃3 and recorded as a function
of the coherence time τ , shown in Figure 4.7, which contains the information
needed to generate a 2D-ES spectrum. This file will be indicated as spectral
interferogram;
• the pump-probe signal recorded for the same value of T , using beam b as a
pump and probing with the LO beam. The pump-probe data are used to
recover the phase information of the 2D-ES spectrum, as explained in Section
4.6;
• the spectrum of the local oscillator, measured after it has travelled through
the whole experimental setup and the sample (shown as a red solid line in
Figure 4.10).
It is useful to recall that all three file are obtained through acquisition at different
combinations of choppers C1 and C2, as described in Section 4.3. Before starting
the acquisition of a dataset, two preliminary steps need to be executed. To begin
with, a Transient Grating-Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (TG-FROG) scan
between beams a, b and LO on a cell filled with neat solvent (typically cyclohexane)
is acquired to measure phase, and also to check the time resolution, the temporal
position and the recompression of the NOPA pulses. The delay stages used here are
DS1 + PZ1 (refer to Figure 4.1), which move beams c (which for this TG-FROG
measurement is blocked) and LO against beams a, b. The phase matching condition
of this signal is that it will be emitted collinearly with beam c, which makes it
necessary to introduce a flip mirror in its path to steer it to the detection section.
After acquisition of the TG-FROG signal between a, b and LO, the experiment
is brought back to the standard configuration, to perform a 2D-ES scan of the
solvent cell. The interference pattern between TG-FROG data on the solvent cell
and LO are reported in Figure 4.7 (a), while in (b) the same result is reported for a
perylene bisimide monomer sample dissolved in toluene, at T = 75 fs. The details
of this sample will be extensively discussed in the next Chapter, for now they are
just shown in order to help the discussion of the data processing method. The final
purpose is to use the spectral interferograms, such as the one shown in Figure 4.7, to
compute complex-valued 2D-ES spectra for every population time T , as a function
of excitation and detection wavenumbers (ν̃1, ν̃3). The spectral interferogram shown
in Figure 4.7b can be written as:
ISI(τ, T = 75fs, ν̃3) = |Es(τ, T = 75fs, ν̃3)|2




+ E∗S(τ, T = 75fs, ν̃3)ELO(ν̃3)e
−i2πcν̃3(ts−tLO) (4.12)
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Figure 4.7: (a) spectral interferogram arising from the interference of the local oscil-
lator with the transient grating signal from a 1 mm static cell filled with cyclohexane
at T = 0 fs. For this measurement, the delay between signal and LO was measured
to be 588.4 fs (measurement procedure described in Section 4.6). (b) same as (a),
but for a perylene bisimide monomer sample at T = 75 fs. The weak negative
time independent signal is due to residual scattering of beams a, b, c or LO in the
detection direction. This file is a part of the data shown in the next Chapter.
Where the scattering contributions explained in Equation 4.3 have been omitted,
and due to the chopping sequence the intensity of the LO does not have to be
introduced in this equation. We now highlight how all the three terms of 4.12 are
separated if shown on the detection time axis (the Fourier pair of the detection
frequency 2πcν̃3): the first term, which is the homodyne signal, is centred at t = 0
while the second and third terms of the expression appear at ±tLO, respectively.
Since we want to extract the component Es(τ, T = 75 fs, ν̃3) from the spectral
interferogram, we can perform a discrete Fourier transform over the ν̃3 axis. The
result of this operation is shown in Figure 4.8 (in terms of their absolute value
and for T = 0) for the cyclohexane cell and for the perylene bisimide monomer for
T = 75 fs. All the terms present in Equation 4.12 can be identified according to
their different timing in t.
The Fourier transform along the detection axis is applied for each point on τ
and then a rectangular window applied in the time domain filters out the undesired
signals contributions (the ones appearing at t = 0,−tLO), leaving only:
Es(τ, T = 75fs, ν̃3)E
∗
LO(ν̃3)e
i2πcν̃3(ts−tLO) = |ES(τ, T, ν̃3)||ELO(ν̃3)|
× ei2πcν̃3(tS−tLO)et(φS−φLO) (4.13)
here the signal and (conjugated) local oscillator electric fields have been rewritten in
order to highlight their absolute values and phases. The intensity of the LO beam
after transmission through the sample |ELO(ν̃3)| is acquired for every value of T ,
and the phase ei2πcν̃3(tS−tLO)et(φS−φLO) can be extracted from the measurement on
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Figure 4.8: Discrete Fourier transform of the spectral interferograms shown in Figure
4.7 for τ = 0. The desired component of the signal in the time domain can be isolated
windowing a rectangle around the signal centred at positive times.
the cyclohexane cell (Figure 4.7 (a) and red solid line in Figure 4.8) since the delay
between LO and transient grating is known.
However, the information gathered so far are not sufficient to recover the phase of
the 2D-ES spectra. This is because the phase component φS of the non-resonant
solvent transient grating signal is measured in a different phase-matched direction
(−ka+kb+kc) and will thus be different from that of the sample, which arises from
resonant rephasing and Non-rephasing interactions. To overcome this problem, the
projection-slice theorem is used,114 taking as a reference the pump-probe spectrum
at the same value of T . Note that, to pre-process the data before applying the
projection-slice theorem, we isolated the modulus |ES(τ, T, t)| and collected the
phase value on the detection frequencies ν̃3 for every value of τ . Because of the
validity of the rotating wave frame condition, this function will be a slowly varying
function of τ ; hence, the product of the measured signal with an exponential of the
form ei2πcν̃0τ , in which ν̃0 is the central wavenumber of the NOPA pulse spectrum,
will yield the desired signal oscillating over τ . The outcome of this procedure (the
real part of the signal, for ν̃3= 18865 cm
−1) for the data shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8
is shown in Figure 4.9. From this figure it is also obvious that, if we were not in the
rotating frame condition, sub-fs time steps would become necessary when sampling
the coherence time τ .
Through all the steps mentioned so far, we obtained a time- and frequency-
dependent signal electric field ES(τ, T, ν̃3) which now, will yield rephasing and non
rephasing 2D spectra after applying a Fourier transform over the positive and neg-
ative coherence time axes, respectively. Nevertheless, the phase of the 2D maps
we have just obtained still needs to be adjusted, this is done applying a phasing
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Figure 4.9: Real part of the signal field oscillating over τ , at ν̃3 = 18865 cm
−1. Here,
coherence times τ > 0 (< 0) identify the rephasing (non rephasing) component of
the third order signal.
algorithm.14;113;114 This algorithm, is based on the projection-slice theorem, which,
in the appropriate formulation for 2D-ES case, declares that a broadband tran-
sient absorption spectrum (colloquially known as pump-probe spectrum) is equal
to the integration over the excitation frequency axis (ν̃1) of an absorptive 2D-ES
spectrum,14 apart from a phase factor which is the value we are going to determine.
The pump probe signal is self-heterodyned so it is automatically phased, more-
over it contains contributions from both the rephasing and Non-rephasing pathways,
while an absorptive 2D spectrum is the equally weighted sum of rephasing and
Non-rephasing 2D spectra.73;112 Consequently, to recover the phase information, the
rephasing and non rephasing 2D maps are summed over the detection axis and then
multiplied by a total phase ei((ν̃3−ν̃0)2πctc+φc), where tc and φc are parameters chosen
in order to give the best fit between the integral over ν̃1
99 of the 2D data and the
pump probe spectrum. An amplitude scaling factor is also used to match the am-
plitudes of the 2D and of the pump-probe signals. The result of this operation for
the perylene bisimide monomer dataset used above can be seen in Figure 4.10.
The final results of the whole procedure are the complex-valued Absorptive (Real,
<) and Dispersive (Imaginary, =) 2D spectra, shown in Figure 4.11 (a) and (b),
respectively.
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Figure 4.10: Juxtaposition of the pump-probe data and the integration over ν̃1 of
the real part of the equally weighted, rephasing and non rephasing, 2D maps, all
taken at T = 75 fs. The phase of the 2D dataset has been adjusted in order to give
the best match with the pump-probe data.
Figure 4.11: Phased (a) Absorptive (Real) and (b) Dispersive (Imaginary) 2D-ES
maps of perylene bisimide monomer at T = 75 fs. Each map has been normalised
to its positive maximum.
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4.7 Summary
To summarise, in this Chapter we have explained how the 2D-ES spectrometer
works, emphasising its advantages. The fully non-collinear BOXCARS beams ar-
rangement helps to minimise the background signal and permits independent ac-
quisition of the rephasing and non rephasing third order signals. The way in which
the four beams are generated (conventional optics) and the relative delays intro-
duced between beams a, b, c and LO ensures passive phase stabilisation and set the
conditions for the rotating wave frame, which speeds up the acquisition time. More-
over, the double chopper solution allows a better removal of scattered light in the
detector direction and also a quasi-simultaneous measurement of local oscillator,
pump-probe spectra and the spectral interferogram, from which the 2D-ES spectra
are reconstructed. In Chapter 5 we will show the results of measurements performed
using this setup on two covalently-bound perylene bisimide J dimers with increas-
ing interchromophoric separation and in Chapter 6 on a subphtalocyanine - zinc
porphyrin flexible heterodimer.
Chapter 5
One- to Two-Exciton Transitions
in Perylene Bisimide Dimers
5.1 Introduction
Perylene bisimide (PBI) based molecular structures have attracted a lot of inter-
est because of their exceptional fundamental photophysical properties, such as ex-
tremely high emission yield,115;116 efficient energy117–119 and electron transfer120;121
and singlet fission.122;123 In addition they are good candidate molecules for appli-
cations as active materials in optoelectronic devices; studies are presented in the
literature in which PBIs have been used in solar light harvesting,124;125 optical sen-
sors126;127 and optical power limiters.128
In the aforementioned systems, many chromophores are in close proximity to one
another, making it impossible to understand and rationalise their behaviour with-
out accounting for collective effects such as excitonic coupling.129–131 For this reason,
the properties of PBI aggregates prepared by chemical synthesis132;133 or via self-
assembly134;135 strategies have begun to be investigated. These newly synthesised
PBI-based structures display exciting new optical properties which stem from the
formation of new collective excited states of different energy and symmetry, which
produce narrowed (or broadened) blue- or red- shifted absorption peaks. Intermolec-
ular coupling can also lead to the emergence of new properties such as superradi-
ance.136 Determining the role and mechanisms of electronic couplings, their interplay
with molecular vibrations, and how coupling affects exciton dynamics is critical to
develop more efficient, next generation optoelectronic and photovoltaic devices.
The first description of optical properties of chromophore dimers was given by
Kasha more than five decades ago.80 Electronic coupling between (at least) two
chromophoric units generates delocalised Frenkel exciton states, which can be ob-
served as energy shifts of the absorption peaks and changes in the radiative emission
rate compared to the uncoupled monomers.136 The symmetry of the dimer will affect
the direction of the energy shift. In so called H-dimers, in which transition dipole
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moments are aligned in a side-by-side fashion, the higher in energy, out of phase,
exciton state will carry oscillator strength, causing the absorption spectrum to be
blue-shifted compared to the monomer. Conversely, in J-dimers, in which the tran-
sition dipole moments are aligned in a head-to-tail fashion, the allowed exciton state
will be the lowest energy, in-phase one, which will give rise to red-shifted absorption
peaks and an enhanced radiative rate.137
A dimer which behaves according to Kasha theory will also necessarily display fea-
tures linked to the existence of two-exciton states, in which both the chromophores
in the dimer are in their excited state, and will lie at (approximately) twice the
energy of the one-exciton states. The one- to two-exciton excited state absorption
(ESA) appears to be blue-shifted compared to the ground to one-exciton state tran-
sition because of the Pauli exclusion principle.48;138;139 The mismatch between these
two transitions correlates with the size of the exciton, and thus can be used to de-
termine the coherence length.48 Two- and, in general, multiexciton states and their
dynamics have to be carefully characterised because they can be the gateway to
detrimental processes, for instance Exciton-Exciton Annihilation (EEA), in light-
harvesting structures, materials and optoelectronic devices.137
In this Chapter the exciton structure of two covalently bound dimers based on the
PBI repeating unit will be studied and characterised using two-dimensional elec-
tronic spectroscopy (2D-ES), in order to obtain a full picture of their vibronic140;141
and interchromophoric coupling.70;142 2D-ES has previously been used to study pho-
tophysics and photodynamics of excitons in PBI heterodimers.143
The main result shown in this Chapter is the unambiguous demonstration of the
presence of a one- to two- exciton ESA in a strongly coupled dimer; this transi-
tion is not affected by vibrational motions which are quasi-resonant with the ESA
transition. This result is compared to 2D-ES measurements of the PBI monomer
and another dimer in which the interchromophoric separation has been increased by
adding a para-phenylene spacer between the two PBI units, in order to decrease the
strength of dipole-dipole coupling. The experimental data are accurately reproduced
by theory, employing a model in which only electronic levels are included.
5.2 Steady-State Spectroscopy of Perylene Bisimide
Monomer and Dimers
The ball-and-stick molecular structures of the PBI samples studied here are shown
in Figure 5.1, and labeled as M for the monomer, D0 for the strongly coupled dimer
and D1 for the dimer with a para phenylene spacer between the PBI units. In D0,
in which the center to center distance R is 1.27 nm, there is a nitrogen-nitrogen
single bond connecting the two PBI units at one of the imide positions, restricting
the two PBIs to lie on two planes, perpendicular to each other. In the D1 dimer, the
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Figure 5.1: Molecular structures of PBI M, D0 and D1. End aliphatic chains (C19,
linked at C10 position) added at the N- position to improve solubility have been
replaced with hydrogen to aid visualisation.
PBI units are linked with a para phenylene spacer connecting them at the amide N
position, causing them to be 1.70 nm apart, and adding conformational flexibility
to the molecule. The samples were synthesised as previously reported.144–146
The steady-state absorption data of M, D0 and D1 are reported in Figure 5.2. The
monomer spectrum (blue solid line) shows a strong Franck-Condon progression start-
ing at the pure electronic S0 → S1 transition at 527 nm. The electronic transition
is coupled to a number of vibrational modes, the most strongly coupled of them are
ν12 = 231 cm
−1 assigned to in plane C-C stretching, ν30 = 550 cm
−1, corresponding
to C-C-C in plane bending of the perylene core, ν77 = 1308 cm
−1 given by C-C
stretching and C-H bending and ν100 = 1660 cm
−1, assigned to in plane C-C bend-
ing. This assignments follow the detailed work by Clark et al.147
The D0 dimer spectrum, shown in solid orange, has a number of different character-
istics compared to its parent monomer M. Its main S0 → S1 transition is red-shifted
by 9 nm compared to M, with its maximum at 536 nm. Furthermore, the amplitude
ratio between the pure electronic S0 → S1 transition (I0,0) and its closest energy
vibronic replica (I0,1) is increased with respect to M. Both features are indications
of a J-coupling scheme for the excited states of D0.148 The S0 → S1 electronic tran-
sition in D1 dimer, reported in solid green, lies at roughly the same wavelength as
its parent monomer (527 nm) and presents a similar vibronic progression, but all
the peaks undergo some broadening toward the high-energy end of the spectrum;
this effect might be caused by the additional flexibility given by the para phenylene
spacer.
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Figure 5.2: Normalised steady-state absorption spectra of PBI M, D0 and D1 in
toluene. Peak OD of 0.3 and optical path length of 1 mm.
5.3 2D-ES Experiments on PBI Monomer and
Dimers and Comparison with Theory
Experimental two-dimensional absorptive electronic spectra for M (left), D0 (cen-
tre) and D1 (right) at population time T = 0.105 ps are shown in Figure 5.3 and
compared to calculated 2D-ES spectra, reported in Figure 5.4, obtained using the
three-level pure electronic model described in our recently published paper149. In
the 2D-ES spectra positive signals, shown in red and yellow, represent ground state
bleaching (GSB) and stimulated emission (SE), the negative excited state absorp-
tion (ESA) signals, when present, are colored in light blue.
The monomer spectrum does not show any negative ESA feature. The overall
signal only comprises of a mixed GSB/SE peak appearing in the region covered by
the NOPA spectrum, with an elongation toward the red region on the detection axis
explicable in terms of a SE contribution, given that it is spectrally matching the
steady-state fluorescence spectrum of M. The positive peak appears to be stretched
along the diagonal, this effect is caused by inhomogeneous broadening and is a sig-
nature of static disorder among the ground state population of M in solution.
The dimer D0 spectrum, shown at the centre of Figure 5.3, has a positive signal
down-shifted in energy, with respect to M, as expected from the steady-state data,
but its main new feature is the presence of an off-diagonal negative ESA peak, not
present in M, centred at the coordinate ν̃1 = 18612 cm
−1, ν̃3 = 19202 cm
−1. Differ-
ently, the D1 spectrum (shown at the right-hand side of Figure 5.3) resembles more
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Figure 5.3: Measured ∆T/T 2D-ES absorptive spectra for M (left), D0 (centre) and
D1 (right) at T = 0.105 ps. Each 2D spectrum has been normalised to its positive
maximum and the contour plot has 21 evenly spaced lines. In the top panels the red
and blue solid lines are the steady-state absorption spectrum of each molecule and
the NOPA spectrum used for that measurement. Blue and green squares highlight
the area that was integrated to give the time traces shown in Figure 5.6(b).
Figure 5.4: Calculated 2D-ES absorptive spectra for M (left), D0 (centre) and D1
(right) at T = 0.105 ps. Each 2D spectrum has been normalised to its positive
maximum and the contour plot has 21 evenly spaced lines. In the top panels the
red solid line is the steady-state absorption spectrum of each molecule.
M, as it only has positive, diagonal, GSB/SE features centred at the frequency co-
ordinate ν̃1 = 19875 cm
−1, ν̃3 = 19875 cm
−1, this signal is broader than in M, as
was also observed in the steady-state absorption spectrum.
The observed photophysics of the series of PBI structures can be described referring
to the proposed energy level scheme shown in Figure 5.5a, which is obtained from
Kasha theory for excitation in coupled chromophores. In D0 and D1, the two PBI
units are disposed in a “head-to-tail” fashion, hence the coupling mechanism obeys
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the rules for J-aggregates. In fact, the new fully allowed transition (Solid arrow in
Figure 5.5a) connects ground |g〉 and bottom (in-phase) exciton |e′〉 states, while
the transition to the upper (out of phase) |e′′〉 state does not carry any oscillator
strength, so it cannot contribute to the linear and nonlinear spectra of the dimer
and it is therefore drawn as a dashed arrow in Figure 5.5a. The new allowed tran-
sition is the reason for the red-shifted signal (if compared to M) observed in D0 in
steady-state and 2D-ES measurements. In D1, the para phenylene spacer causes the
centre to centre distance between the PBI units to be bigger than in D0, dramati-
cally reducing the coupling strength in this dimer, consistent with the absence of a
red-shift for its positive peak.
Figure 5.5: (a) Jablonski diagram showing energy levels and transitions for a PBI
monomer (left) and excitonically coupled J-type dimer (right). Solid arrows rep-
resent allowed transitions and dashed arrows represent forbidden transitions. The
energy difference between the bottom e’ (allowed) and the top e” (forbidden) exciton
states corresponds to 2J (twice the exciton coupling energy). (b) the two Feynman
(non rephasing, left and rephasing, right) diagrams for the ESA to a 2-exciton state
are reported. The model is purely electronic and it involves transitions which cou-
ple three states: |g〉 (ground), |e′〉 (in phase, low energy, allowed 1-exciton) and
|f〉 (two-exciton). These pathways will generate a cross peak above the diagonal
(ν̃3 > ν̃1) with negative amplitude, because of the odd number of interactions from
the right.
The new ESA (negative) signal present in D0 can be explained in the framework
of the proposed energy level scheme as well. The first two NOPA pulses can create
an excited state population during T |e′〉 〈e′| in the in-phase exciton state, and the
third laser pulse can convert this population to a coherence between the higher en-
ergy two-exciton state |f〉 and 〈e′|. This superposition will generate a negative ESA,
which is only observed in the 2D spectra of D0. The Feynman diagrams representing
the field-matter interactions that lead to the one- to two-exciton state ESA150 are
rationalised in the Feynman diagrams shown in Figure 5.5b.
The excitonic coupling strength, J , in D0 can be retrieved by looking at the spec-
tral separation between the centre of the positive GSB transition (corresponding to
g → e′) and the negative ESA (due to e′ → f) observed in the 2D spectrum. A
vertical cut, taken at a fixed excitation frequency (ν̃1 = 18682 cm
−1) of the absorp-
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tive 2D spectrum of D0 in toluene is shown in Figure 5.6a. The particular value
of excitation frequency has been selected because it matches the maximum of the
absorption for a given excitation frequency (which has been marked with blue and
green squares in Figure 5.3) in order to maximise the contrast between positive and
negative maxima. Even though the magnitude of the exciton coupling is not depen-
dent on the specific frequency, the error in its evaluation is minimised when looking
at the frequency gap between the GSB and ESA maxima.
Dashed lines in Figure 5.6 match and highlight the positive and negative maxima,
and their frequency splitting, 520 cm−1. Thus, the energy stabilisation given by the
coupling of the two PBI units in D0 is half of this value, i.e. 260 cm−1, in good
agreement with the red-shift observed in the steady-state spectrum (Figure 5.2) and
with literature data.133 As mentioned before, the strong ESA peak is a unique char-
acteristic of the 2D-ES spectrum of D0, and it is not present in D1 and M. This
feature has been assigned to a one- to two- exciton transition, and its absence in
D1 implies that the coupling is absent, or much weaker, in this molecule. This is in
agreement with our hypothesis because the distance between PBI units increases by
more than 30% going from D0 to D1. Assuming a dipole-dipole coupling scheme,
the interaction energy scales with the third power of the inverse of the distance,
J ∝ R−3. So, the interaction energy in D1, JD1, should be about the 40% of D0, i.e.
JD1 = 0.4JD0, which, in wavenumbers, should translate to a JD1 value around 100
cm−1. Again, this value matches well the calculated spectrum of D1 (Figure 5.4,
right), in which the weaker coupling produces a much smaller downshift (108 cm−1,
from spectra in Figure 5.3) with the large majority of the ESA peak being overlap-
ping with the positive GSB/SE peak.
The spectra were calculated defining the transition energy of M as ν̃eg = 18939 cm
−1
and its transition dipole moment was calculated from steady-state absorption as
|~µ| = 11.218 D. R = 1.27 nm and JD0 = −260 cm−1 were used for D0 while for D1
R = 1.70 nm and JD1 = −108.4 cm−1, where εr = 2.38 for toluene.151 The simula-
tions were run at 298 K, with the strength of the system-bath coupling η = 20 cm−1
and the inverse of the correlation time of the bath γ = 75 cm−1. The laser (NOPA)
spectra were centred at νm = ν̃eg for M and at νm = ν̃e′g for D0 and D1, with FWHM
of 5 fs and χm = 1× 107 V/m.
The simulated spectra reproduce the positive GSB-SE feature and the inhomoge-
neous broadening (obtained with the η and γ parameters) observed in M (Figure
5.3, left). The elongation to lower ν̃3 frequencies observed in the experimental data
is given by contributions of vibrational modes which were not included in the sim-
ulations, therefore it is absent in the calculated spectrum of M, shown on the left
of Figure 5.4. The red-shift of the g → e′ transition, present in the experimental
spectra of D0 and D1 (Figure 5.3 centre and right, respectively) is also well repro-
duced by the simulations (centre and right of Figure 5.4). Nevertheless, because of
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Figure 5.6: (a) Vertical slice at a fixed excitation frequency (ν̃1 = 18682 cm
−1) from
the absorptive 2D electronic spectrum of D0 in toluene shown in Figure 5.3 (cen-
tre). The frequency axis reported here corresponds to the detection frequency ν̃3 of
Figure 5.3. Dashed lines are added to highlight the frequency difference (propor-
tional to the excitonic splitting) between the minimum of the ESA signal and the
maximum of the GSB/SE signals. (b) Evolution over T of the amplitude, integrated
over 150 cm−1 square area centred at the GSB/SE positive maximum (blue circles)
and ESA negative minimum (green triangles). Magenta and purple solid lines are
the biexponential fits of the integrated amplitudes vs T , which have similar time
constants, suggesting the hypothesis of the two transition sharing a common state
(|e′〉 〈e′|).
a higher degree of flexibility due to the present of a para phenylene spacer, D1 will
present an higher amount of static disorder compared to D0 (and to M), as seen in
the steady-state absorption data in Figure 5.2. Consequently, the ESA feature in
the 2D spectrum of D1, reported in Figure 5.3 (right), is not detectable. Such disor-
der also tends to interfere with coherence, disrupting the excitonic coupling between
the two PBI units in D1. However, the amounts of static disorder in the calculated
spectra of M, D0 and D1 were kept constants in order to better demonstrate the
diminished dipole-dipole coupling resulting from the increased interchromophoric
separation, as predicted by Kasha model.
The dynamics of the negative and positive peaks in D0 are mirroring each other,
as shown in Figure 5.6b. Here, the evolution over the population time T of the
integrated ESA (green triangles) and GSB/SE signals (blue circles) are shown. This
plot has been obtained by integration of a 150 × 150 cm−1 square of the D0 2D elec-
tronic spectrum around the positive (blue square) and the negative (green square)
maxima, as highlighted in Figure 5.3 (centre). These curves have been fit with a
biexponential function and the recovered time constant are very similar. The fast
dynamics have been assigned to vibrational cooling (VC), while the slow decaying
component is assigned to population relaxation. Similar sub-ps cooling dynamics
are taking place in the excited states of M and D1, and they can be observed as a
spectral reshaping, occurring within the same time window (see top row of spectral
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progressions for M, D0 and D1, for T ranging from 0.1 to 300 ps in the Appendix
of this Chapter).
5.4 Oscillations Analysis
In the Theory chapter we have highlighted how it is possible to use two-dimensional
electronic spectroscopy to discriminate between electronic and vibrational (vibronic)
coherences. To assess the origin of amplitude oscillations during T observed in PBI
samples, we first took the power spectrum of M and D0∗, integrating each 2D spec-
trum over ν̃1 and ν̃3 to obtain a single trace as a function of T , over which a FFT
is taken. In the monomer power spectrum (Figure 5.7, red solid line), the main
oscillating contributions are Raman active vibrational modes coupled to the elec-
tronic transition, producing a broad band at frequencies < 250 cm−1 and a narrow
band at 532 cm−1, assigned to a C-C-C in-plane bending of the perylene core.147
The power spectrum of D0 can be described in terms of vibronic oscillations as well.
For this dimer, a new low frequency signal (100 cm−1), corresponding to the N-N
stretching (not present either in M or D1) is anticipated from DFT calculations.† A
narrow, medium intensity signal is in fact detected at this frequency in the experi-
mental power spectrum of D0 only (Figure 5.7, blue solid line). Similarly to M, the
strongest oscillation is given by the C-C-C in-plane bending, slightly blue-shifted for
D0 (550 cm−1). From the power spectra of D0 we can assume that there is no hint
of energy transfer from the upper (e”) to the lower (e’) exciton states, proving again
that the higher energy transition to the out-of-phase exciton state is completely
dipole forbidden. If there was any coherence between the two excitonic states, we
would observe a fast dephasing oscillation in the population time domain, yielding
a broad peak centred at 520 cm−1 in the frequency domain.
In order to characterise the amplitude and the position of the signals on the
ν̃1, ν̃3 plane resulting from the modes contributing to the power spectra of M and
D0, we focused on the rephasing signals because they contain half of the Liouville-
space pathways contributions compared to the absorptive signals. We took a Fourier
transform over all population time traces in the 3D matrix obtained by stacking to-
gether all the measured population times T , in order to obtain a data matrix which
will be a function of (ν̃1, ν̃2, ν̃3), in which ν̃2 will be the Fourier pair of T . If this
operation is performed on the dataset as it is, the part of the signal which is not oscil-
lating during T will produce a large baseline around ν̃2 = 0. To remove this artefact
from the FT data, a global multi-exponential fit of the whole rephasing 2D dataset is
∗D1 was excluded from this analysis because the distance between PBI units is increased, and
so the exciton coupling strength is strongly decreased.
†DFT calculations are not reported in this thesis, although they can be found in the Supple-
mentary Information of Bressan et al.152
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Figure 5.7: Power spectra of the residuals of the two-dimensional global fit performed
on M (red) and D0 (blue) 2D datasets. M has a main contribution centred at 532
cm−1, given by a C-C-C in-plane bending mode of the perylene core, the same mode,
blue-shifted to 550 cm−1, is the strongest feature in the power spectrum of D0. In
addition to that, a new low frequency vibrational mode (100 cm−1), assigned to N-N
stretching is present in D0 spectrum.
done beforehand, i.e. the FFT is only applied to the residuals of the fit. The result-
ing Fourier transformed 3D matrix will contain amplitude and phase information for
every excitation, population and detection wavenumbers triad (ν̃1, ν̃2, ν̃3). These 3D
matrices have been inspected using home-built LabVIEW software which makes it
possible to scan over the different population wavenumbers (ν̃2) and observe in real
time the contribution of this frequency to the overall oscillatory amplitude on the
usual excitation-detection (ν̃1, ν̃3) plane. From the power spectra shown in Figure
5.7, the emerging frequencies correspond to the C-C-C in-plane bending mode of
the perylene core (present at 532 cm−1 in M and at 550 cm−1 in D0) and to the N-N
stretching in D0 only, occurring at 100 cm−1.
The Fourier pair of T was then fixed to these frequencies and the amplitude distribu-
tion of the Fourier transformed 3D frequency matrix as a function of the excitation-
detection frequency pair (ν̃1, ν̃3) was plotted to obtain the maps shown in Figure 5.8.
In Figure 5.8(a) are the data for M at ν̃2 = 532 cm
−1, (b) and (c) are the data for
D0 at ν̃2 = 550 cm
−1 and ν̃2 = 100 cm
−1, respectively. By comparison of these maps
with the Figures shown in Section 2.7 we can conclude that the origin of the oscil-
lations during the population time is due to coherent superposition of vibrational
states in the ground and in the excited state electronic potential energy surfaces.
The quasi-resonance between the excitonic and the vibronic (due to coupling of the
electronic transition in the PBI to the C-C-C in-plane bending) splittings could lead
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to the existence of some Liovulle-space pathways which are involved in coherence
transfer between the electronic and vibronic off-diagonal elements of the density
matrices. However, the lifetime of the oscillations (i.e. the narrow bandwidth of the
signal at 550 cm−1) in D0 together with the FT amplitude pattern matching well
with what is expected from the vibronic model described in Section 2.7, allow us to
confirm that this oscillation is completely vibronic in its nature.
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Figure 5.8: rephasing FT amplitude maps, defined on the on the usual excitation-
detection (ν̃1, ν̃3) plane (in wavenumbers). Each 2D graph has been normalised to its
positive maximum and the amplitude has 21 evenly-spaced contour lines. 2D plots
have been extracted out of the 3D matrix (ν̃1, ν̃2, ν̃3) at frequencies corresponding to
the in-plane C-C-C bending mode of M (a, ν̃2 = 532 cm
−1), D0 (b, ν̃2 = 550 cm
−1)
and at the imide N-N stretching for D0 only (c, ν̃2 = 100 cm
−1). The position of
the peaks suggest that the origin of these oscillations during T is the presence of
vibrational (ground state) and vibronic (excited state) coherences.
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5.5 Summary
To summarise, transitions between exciton states in two covalently bound PBI
dimers were studied with two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy. The presence
of a one- to two- exciton state was unambiguously demonstrated in D0, the dimer
with the smallest interchromophoric separation (strongest coupling). D0 has a tran-
sition which is red shifted compared to the monomer M, and the one- to two- exciton
state transition appears as an off-diagonal peak excited state absorption (negative
signal, at ν̃1 = 18612 cm
−1 and ν̃3 = 19202 cm
−1) not detected in either M and
D1. This new feature, unique to D0, has been explained in the framework of a
molecular exciton energy level scheme which follows the Kasha model for coupled
chromophores, and it has been supported by calculated spectra obtained with the
equation of motion-phase matching approach.153
5.A 2D-ES Spectral Progressions of M, D0 and
D1
The positive signal in M undergoes spectral reshaping within the first 10 ps, as it
can be seen in Figure 5.9 (top row). This effect is assigned to spectral diffusion.154
Moreover, Figure 5.9 reveals dynamic Stokes shift within the first few ps, due to
the vibrationally-aided processes happening in the electronic excited state potential
energy surface (PES), whose detailed characterisation is not related to this work.
Similar fast dynamics are present (and have not been characterised) in the spec-
tral progressions of D0 and D1, shown in the Appendix in Figures 5.10 and 5.11,
respectively.
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Figure 5.9: Absorptive 2D-ES spectral progression for PBI M in toluene where ν̃1 is
the excitation and ν̃3 is the detection scale (in wavenumbers). Each 2D graph has
been normalised to its positive maximum and the amplitude has 21 evenly-spaced
contour lines. Red numbers on the top left of each map indicate the population time
T and in the top and right panel the steady-state absorption of M (red) and NOPA
spectra (blue) are shown.
Figure 5.10: Absorptive 2D-ES spectral progression for PBI D0 in toluene where ν̃1
is the excitation and ν̃3 is the detection scale (in wavenumbers). Each 2D graph has
been normalised to its positive maximum and the amplitude has 21 evenly-spaced
contour lines. Red numbers on the top left of each map indicate the population time
T and in the top and right panel the steady-state absorption of D0 (red) and NOPA
spectra (blue) are shown.
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Figure 5.11: Absorptive 2D-ES spectral progression for PBI D1 in toluene where ν̃1
is the excitation and ν̃3 is the detection scale (in wavenumbers). Each 2D graph has
been normalised to its positive maximum and the amplitude has 21 evenly-spaced
contour lines. Red numbers on the top left of each map indicate the population time
T and in the top and right panel the steady-state absorption of M (red) and NOPA
spectra (blue) are shown.
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The understanding of electronic excitation energy transfer (EET) processes in co-
valently linked molecular model systems can help to understand the behaviour of
more complex man-made light-harvesting structures and materials.155–157 Through
real-time studies of the ultrafast photodynamics taking place in model systems it
is possible to pinpoint which processes can enhance or disrupt the efficiency of en-
ergy transport, making it possible to design new, more efficient, synthetic light
harvesting molecules and supramolecular architectures for applications in, for ex-
ample, organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices.41;158–160 Among the different families
of organic molecules which have been used as the active material in organic photo-
voltaics, porphyrins have always been under the spotlight because of their occurrence
in biological systems.161;162 Moreover, porphyrins have been employed as building
blocks in the design of supramolecular structures of different dimensionality163–165
(nanorings, nanowires, nanoballs) in which they have displayed outstanding physical
properties, such as high conductivity.166 Porphyrins have also been used as sensitis-
ers in dye-sensitised solar cells167;168 and as photocatalysts.169;170
The unique photophysics of porphyrins stem from their extended 18 π-electron pla-
nar aromatic ring.171 Nonetheless, one of the major drawbacks in the utilisation of
porphyrins for solar energy conversion is that their Q-band absorptions lie toward the
red region of the visible spectrum, with a transition moment which is much smaller
than their strongest Soret (or B-) band absorption, which is usually located between
400 and 450 nm.172;173 Thus, the electronic structure allows only relatively poor util-
isation of the solar spectrum.174 To overcome this obstacle, it is possible to link an
antenna chromophore, absorbing light more efficiently in the visible spectrum, to
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a porphyrin. The subphthalocyanines studied here have been used as antennas for
a number of different chromophore acceptors.175;176 In this Chapter we studied the
time-resolved photophysics of an heterodimer in which a light-harvesting boron-
subphthalocyanine (SubPc), was linked through a phenoxy bridge at the meso posi-
tion of Zn(II) 5-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP), as shown
in Figure 6.1. Other structures in which SubPc is axially linked have been syn-
thesised and studied,177;178 but most of them are linked through alkene or alkyne
spacers, which have planar or cylindrical symmetry and are intrinsically rigid. In
contrast, the dimer studied in this Chapter bears a flexible phenoxy axial group at
the boron position which links it to the ZnTPP acceptor, the flexible nature of the
linker can substantially affect the rate and efficiency of the energy transfer mecha-
nism.
Figure 6.1: DFT optimised structure of ZnTPP-O-SubPc calculated with B3LYP
functional and a 6-31G(d) basis set.
SubPc structures possess a unique nonplanar cone-shaped 14 π-electron aromatic
macrocycle, with intense absorption and emission peaks in the middle of the visible
region (λmax = 560 nm)
179;180 of the electromagnetic spectrum. SubPcs spectral
properties, together with the simplicity of functionalising them, at both the ring
position and on the boron core181;182, has made them molecules of choice for op-
toelectronic (e.g., organic light-emitting diodes)183;184 and OPV applications157;185.
In this Chapter the steady-state and time-resolved photophysics of the ZnTPP-O-
SubPc heterodimer and its parent monomers are studied with visible absorption, flu-
orescence, femtosecond transient absorption (fsTA) and two-dimensional electronic
spectroscopy (2D-ES) experiments in toluene solution.
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6.2 Steady-State Spectroscopy of Subphthalocya-
nine-Zn Porphyrin Dimer and SubPc and
ZnTPP Monomers
Steady-state normalised absorption and emission spectra of the two parent monomers
SubPc-Cl and ZnTPP-OH are shown in Figure 6.2a, while the absorption and emis-
sion spectra of ZnTPP-O-SubPc are reported in Figure 6.2b. All samples have been
synthesised as previously reported.186 All emission (fluorescence) spectra were mea-
sured exciting the samples at 530 nm.
Figure 6.2: Normalised steady-state absorption (solid lines) and emission (dashed
lines) of SubPc-Cl (a, red), ZnTPP-OH (a, blue) and ZnTPP-O-SubPc (b, orange).
All emission (fluorescence) spectra were recorded after excitation at 530 nm
This dimeric system has been investigated before with steady-state spectroscopy
and calculations.186 The absorption and emission spectra of ZnTPP-O-SubPc were
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shown to approximate well the weighted sum of the two parent monomers (SubPc-Cl
and ZnTPP-OH) spectra, indicating weak coupling between the donor and accep-
tor chromophores, with negligible perturbation of their individual electronic struc-
ture.186 The steady-state absorption spectrum of SubPc-Cl (Figure 6.2a, red solid
line) has its maximum centred at 566 nm (17688 cm−1) as a result of the 0-0 tran-
sition in the Q-band, as previously reported;179 the vibronic progression matches
well the literature data. The emission spectrum (excitation at 530 nm, red dashed
line) of SubPc monomer is a quasi mirror image of the absorption, its maximum is
at 574 nm, corresponding to 17421 cm−1, and the literature fluorescence quantum
yield was reported to be 0.25.185 The measured Stokes shift is 8 nm (247 cm−1),
indicating a very small stabilisation effect of the excited state by the solvent, as
expected for nonpolar media, or when there is a small change in permanent dipole
between ground and excited states.
The steady-state absorption of ZnTPP-OH (Figure 6.2a, blue solid line) has two
main peaks: the vibronic Q(1,0) band, centred at 551 nm (18148 cm−1) and a
weaker S0 → S1 Q(0,0) transition, red-shifted to 590 nm (16949 cm−1). The steady-
state emission spectrum (excitation at 530 nm, blue dashed line) is mirroring the
absorption in terms of peak positions: Q(0,0) lies at 600 nm (16680 cm−1) and
Q(1,0) is centred at 653 nm (15302 cm−1). An extra feature of the fluorescence
spectrum of ZnTPP-OH is the Q(0,1) “hot band” shoulder appearing at 574 nm
(17391 cm−1); these measurements are consistent with previously reported data on
the same molecule173. The Stokes shift between the Q(0,0) absorption and emission
bands is 10 nm (270 cm−1). ZnTPP-OH fluorescence is strongly quenched because
of the spin-orbit coupling owed to the presence of a heavy Zn atom, fluorescence
quantum yield of ZnTPP-OH in toluene has been reported to be 0.03.187
No major new features are observed in the steady-state absorption spectrum of
ZnTPP-O-SubPc (Figure 6.2b, solid orange line), this observation is in agreement
with a weak coupling between the SubPc and ZnTPP units. The dimer absorption
maximum is blue-shifted by ca. 350 cm−1 with respect to the subphthalocyanine
monomer (this effect is assigned to the different substituent at the boron core, -Cl for
the monomer, -OPh for the dimer), and shows an overall broadening, due to overlap
of the Q-bands of SubPc and ZnTPP. The dimer steady-state emission (excitation
at 530 nm, orange dashed line) spectrum is, again, a combination of the emission
spectra of its parent monomers, even though the intensity of the signal due to the
ZnTPP acceptor is enhanced compared to what is predicted from absorption spectra
and quantum yield, while the overall signal is quenched. Such a change in relative
emission of the SubPc donor and ZnTPP acceptor intensities can be a sign of elec-
tronic energy transfer. To confirm this hypothesis, the expected emission spectrum
of the dimer, assuming no energy transfer between the S1 states of SubPc-Cl and
ZnTPP-OH was calculated and compared to the measured dimer spectrum. The
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expected dimer spectrum was calculated as follows.
The emission spectrum of the dimer, the absorption spectra of the two monomers
and the ZnTPP-O-SubPc dimer shown in Figure 6.2 were used. Then, coefficients
X and Y of the linear combination of the monomer spectra were chosen in order to
obtain the best match with the dimer spectrum according to Equation 6.1:
AbsCalcZnTPP−O−SubPc(λ) = X × Abs
Exp
SubPc−Cl(λ) + Y × Abs
Exp
ZnTPP−OH(λ) (6.1)
In which the coefficients X = 0.855 and Y = 0.275 have been determined by com-
parison with the dimer, and they can be used to rescale each monomeric absorption
spectrum (Equations 6.2)
AbsCorrSubPc−Cl(λ) = X × Abs
Exp
SubPc−Cl(λ) (6.2a)
AbsCorrZnTPP−OH(λ) = Y × Abs
Exp
ZnTPP−OH(λ) (6.2b)
of which the separate contributions are shown in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Calculated components of steady-state absorption spectra for ZnTPP-
OH (orange) and SubPc-Cl (green) required in order to obtain the best match be-
tween their sum (magenta) and the measured ZnTPP-O-SubPc spectrum (blue).
We speculate that the small shift between the maxima of the experimental and
calculated spectra is due to a different substituent at the boron core (-Cl for the
monomer, -OPh- for the dimer). Light green vertical dotted line marks the excita-
tion wavelength (530 nm) for the fluorescence measurements.
The measured SubPc-Cl and ZnTPP-OH emission spectra are now rescaled by
the corrected OD measured at the excitation wavelength (530 nm) and then summed
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+ AbsCorrZnTPP−OH(530 nm)× Em
Exp
ZnTPP−OH(λ) (6.3)
Comparing the normalised calculated and experimentally measured dimer emission
spectra, as shown in Figure 6.4, it is clear how the amplitude in the region of the
ZnTPP emission is enhanced in the dimer spectrum. This effect gives a first hint of
EET from the excited singlet of the SubPc antenna, to the excited singlet state of
the ZnTPP.
Figure 6.4: Comparison between the ZnTPP-O-SubPc calculated emission spectrum
(solid red line) and the experimentally measured one (solid blue line).
6.3 fsTA Experiments and Global Fitting
The results from steady-state measurements indicate weak coupling between the
excited states of the SubPc and ZnTPP moiety in the dimer, supporting a Förster
Resonant Energy Transfer (FRET) model. In order to give a more complete charac-
terisation of rate and mechanism of the energy transfer, broadband fsTA measure-
ments were carried on the dimer and on its two parent monomers in toluene at room
temperature, with pump wavelength fixed at 560 nm.
Transient spectra from SubPc-Cl at selected pump-probe delay times are reported
in Figure 6.5a. The earliest transient spectrum (T = 0.2 ps, earlier spectra are still
influenced by the coherent artefact) of SubPc-Cl has a strong negative band, origi-
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Figure 6.5: fsTA spectra of SubPc-Cl (a), ZnTPP-OH (b) and ZnTPP-O-SubPc
(c) in toluene at selected pump-probe time delays, after photoexcitation at 560 nm
(green dashed line). Notice that the pump scattering contributions appear to be
more intense in (b) because of the small amplitude of the ZnTPP-OH signals, com-
pared to (a) and (c). Dark blue and orange dashed lines at 455 nm and 568 nm
highlight the wavelength at which the intensity-time traces shown in Figure 6.6 were
recorded.
nating from a combined effect of ground state bleach (GSB), matching the steady-
state absorption maximum (566 nm), and stimulated emission (SE), corresponding
to the spectral position of the steady-state fluorescence maximum (574 nm). Two
broad positive signals centred at 460 nm and 610 nm are also detected, and assigned
to S1 → Sn excited state absorption (ESA). The consequent spectral evolution is
straightforwardly explained in the framework of simple population decay of the S1
state, followed by formation of an excited triplet state T1 via intersystem crossing
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(ISC) on the nanosecond timescale, as proved by the decay of the broad S1 → Sn
ESA peaked at 610 nm and elongated toward the red end of the spectrum. The GSB
does not fully recover at the longest experimentally probed pump-probe delay time
(3 ns, τfluo lifetime reported to be 2.1 ns
188), in the same way the triplet excited state
absorption persists. The triplet lifetime for a related SubPc structure was reported
to be in the microsecond range.189
Figure 6.5b presents the transient spectra of ZnTPP-OH after excitation at 560 nm.
At least four S0 → S1 ESA features are present at the earliest reported time delay
(T = 0.2 ps). Some of the ESA signals are in part overlapping with a weak GSB,
matching the position of the ZnTPP-OH steady-state absorption (551 nm). In gen-
eral, the fsTA signal of ZnTPP-OH is lower than the one of SubPc-Cl because the
molecule is weakly absorbing at the pump wavelength, which has been kept fixed
across all measurements in order to make them directly comparable. Curiously, the
strongest ESA signal experiences a rise within the first 2 ps, followed by slower re-
laxation in the first nanosecond after interaction with the exciting pulse. In the two
spectra collected at longest times (1 and 3 ns, red and magenta) the most intense
positive signal is shifted to the red (460 nm) in comparison to the singlet ESA.
This lower energy signal is explained as a T1 → Tn ESA transition,190 occurring
after T1 is generated via ISC on the nanosecond timescale (τfluo reported to be 1.8
ns191). Further proof of the occurrence of ISC is the incomplete recovery of the
ground state bleach, whereas the singlet ESA peaks at 575, 620 and 691 nm, due to
S1 → Sn transitions undergo partial decay to leave a signal which is also assigned
to the triplet.
After excitation at 560 nm of the ZnTPP-O-SubPc dimer, a mixture of signals at-
tributed to the excitation of the two moieties is detected at 0.2 ps, as predicted from
their common absorption at 560 nm. Conversely, the spectral evolution of the tran-
sient signals is dramatically different from either of the two monomers. In the first
10 ps, the negative GSB and SE signal from SubPc centred at 555 nm is quenched
by 80 % of its initial (at 0.2 ps) amplitude, while the positive ESA observed in the
ZnTPP-OH monomer at 455 nm undergoes a three-fold increase within the same
time scale. These early time dynamics are highlighted in Figure 6.6 (orange triangles
are used to plot the behaviour of GSB+SE, blue triangles used to plot the behaviour
of ESA in the dimer dataset). The SubPc ESA peaked at 630 nm decays with the
same kinetics of the recovery of the negative feature.
The different dynamics in the first 10 ps is in good agreement with the expecta-
tions for EET between the electronically excited SubPc antenna and the ZnTPP
acceptor. During this time interval, the excitation moves away from the S1 excited
state of the subphthalocyanine moiety to populate the excited singlet state S1 of the
Zn porphyrin.
At increasing pump-probe delays, the overall signal experiences a decay of the pos-
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Figure 6.6: Pump-probe time delay T vs µ∆OD traces at 455 nm (dark blue) and 568
nm (orange) for SubPc-Cl (diamonds), ZnTPP-OH (circles) and ZnTPP-O-SubPc
(triangles), overlaid with traces of Glotaran fit of the corresponding datasets at the
same wavelength (magenta). The break on the horizontal axis highlights the EET
dynamics, happening within the first 20 ps.
itive features and recovery of the negative ones, due to population relaxation and
formation of the ZnTPP triplet on the nanosecond timescale. The deepening of the
GSB at 568 nm observed in the long time behaviour of the orange triangles in Figure
6.6 and in the latest transient spectrum of Figure 6.5c (magenta) is unexpected and
cannot be rationalised within the model proposed so far. The increase of the bleach
is too large to be simply due to the quenching of a broad underlying S1 → Sn ESA
of the ZnTPP moiety (which is sufficient to explain the small effect in ZnTPP-OH
monomer, Figure 6.5b) but looks like development of a true bleach on the nanosec-
ond time scale. The solid magenta lines superimposed to the datapoints in Figure
6.6 are single curves extracted from the global analysis matrix. Global analysis has
been performed on both the monomers and the dimer dataset and is discussed in
the next Section.
6.3.1 Global Fitting of the fsTA Data of ZnTPP-O-SubPc
and its Parent Monomers
The fsTA data shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 have been analysed with the global
fitting method introduced in Section 3.2.5, using Glotaran. The 2D fsTA matrices
were fit to a single model in which a number of monoexponential relaxations are
summed together.95;96 The model used here adopts a parallel decay scheme, and
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the pre exponential factors recovered are called decay-associated difference spectra
(DADS, shown in the Appendix 6.A.) Through a matrix operation, it is possible to
obtain a sequential model which will give an evolution-associated difference spec-
trum (EADS) for each exponentially decaying function. Such a sequential model
is more appropriate to describe the EET dynamics observed in the dimer of this
study because the processes studied here take place in sequential steps. For consis-
tency, EADS for SubPc-Cl and ZnTPP-OH monomers have also been included for
comparison with Figure 6.5, although, the behaviour of the isolated SubPc-Cl and
ZnTPP-OH monomers shows nonsingle exponential decay, which is probably better
described through DADS. The parallel decay scheme yielding DADS for each time
constant for the two parent monomers are discussed in the Appendix 6.A of this
Chapter; here we are focusing on the EADS, which are shown in Figure 6.7a, b and
c for SubPc-Cl, ZnTPP-OH and ZnTPP-O-SubPc, respectively.
To obtain a satisfactory fit, the dataset of each molecule required a model with three
steps, evolving toward a final spectrum, which was assumed to have an infinite time
constant. All EADS of the SubPc fsTA, shown in Figure 6.7a, have essentially the
same shape, according to the postulated dominant singlet-state decay. The fastest
relaxation (1.9 ± 0.1 ps, red) may be due to intramolecular vibrational energy re-
distribution (IVR) and/or vibrational cooling (VC) in the S1 state; this timescale
may also be associated with solvent dynamics, but the nonpolar nature of toluene,
and the small Stokes shift observed in the steady-state data, should make this con-
tribution insignificant. The 70.2 ± 2.1 ps lifetime (yellow) was required to obtain a
good fit to the experimental data, but its timescale is not suitable to describe any
vibrationally-driven relaxation process, and we have not been able to assign it to a
specific molecular dynamical process. Also, this component does not carry any new
spectral feature, indicating nonexponential population relaxation in the SubPc-Cl
monomer. The second longest component (2.2 ± 0.2 ns, green) reflects the decay
of the excited singlet state, and its timescale is in good agreement with fluorescence
lifetime data reported in the literature data (2.1 ns188). The intersystem crossing
(ISC) causes partial recovery of the GSB and loss of amplitude of the S1 → Sn ESA
at 620 nm. The final spectrum (blue) is assigned to population of the T1 state, with
a broad triplet-triplet ESA peaked at 470 nm and broadened to the low-energy side
of the spectrum.189
The time constants, DADS (shown in Appendix 6.A) and EADS of ZnTPP-OH have
also been obtained. EADS for the Zn porphyrin monomer are reported in Figure
6.7b. Its fastest component (1.6 ± 0.2 ps, red) is again assigned to IVR or VC
dynamics, including possible internal conversion (IC) from two-photon-excited high
energy electronic states, considering that the cross section for two-photon transi-
tions to the N-band of ZnTPP has been reported to be remarkably large.191 The
second fastest component (74.5 ± 1.9 ps, yellow) has an EADS equivalent to the
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Figure 6.7: EADS spectra extracted from 4 component global fit of SubPc-Cl (a),
ZnTPP-OH (b) and ZnTPP-O-SubPc (c). EADS 1, 2, 3 and the final spectrum
are reported in solid red, yellow, green and blue lines, respectively. The lifetimes
associated with each spectrum are summarised in Table 6.1.
one associated to the nanosecond component, so it probably reflects nonsingle expo-
nential decay of the excited S1 state. The above-mentioned 1.6 ± 0.1 ns component
(green) accounts for the decay of the singlet excited state of ZnTPP-OH (literature
fluorescence lifetime reported to be 1.8 ns191), producing a final EADS assigned to
the triplet population of the Zn porphyrin; in which the singlet-singlet ESA at 460
nm and between 570 and 720 nm have decayed and a new broad T1 → Tn ESA cen-
tred at 471 nm appears with weaker signals on the low-energy side (for comparison,
the triplet-triplet ESA was reported elsewhere to be centred at 474 nm190). Also an
apparent enhancement of the negative GSB at 551 is present, but this feature can
be explained in terms of quenching of the underlying positive singlet ESA signal.
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Fitting the ZnTPP-O-SubPc data required four EADS as well, these are shown in
Figure 6.7c. Here, the fastest retrieved timescale (6.8 ± 0.6 ps, red) is assigned to
EET from the SubPc antenna to the ZnTPP acceptor, because it has strong negative
signals, matching the features of the transient spectra of SubPc-Cl and the simulta-
neous presence of the strong singlet-singlet ESA at 460 and 620 nm, typical features
of the ZnTPP transient spectra, in which the S1 state is being populated. The sec-
ond EADS (yellow) has a time constant of 826.0 ± 8.9 ps and it shows contributions
from the combined decay of the S1 of ZnTPP and from the residual population
trapped in the excited singlet state of SubPc, the residual population might be due
to a slow (hundreds of ps or even slower) back-EET from the S1 of ZnTPP to the
S1 of SubPc. The third EADS spectrum (2.8 ± 0.1 ns, green) matches well the
one associated with the 826 ps time constant (yellow), apart from a difference (a
rise) of the ESA centred at 460 nm. Comparing the dimer and ZnTPP EADS, it is
logical to assign the nanosecond component to the S1 decay by ISC of the Zn por-
phyrin. The product spectrum (blue) exhibits the unexpected increased bleach of
the SubPc spectrum on a nanosecond timescale observed in the experimental dimer
data. All the lifetimes retrieved from global analysis of SubPc-Cl, ZnTPP-OH and
ZnTPP-O-SubPc are summarised in Table 6.1.
SubPc-Cl ZnTPP-OH ZnTPP-O-SubPc
τ1 / [ps] 1.9 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.2 6.8 ± 0.6
τ2 / [ps] 70.2 ± 2.1 74.5 ± 1.9 826.0 ± 8.9
τ3 / [ns] 2.2 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.1
Table 6.1: Lifetimes and relative errors determined from global fitting of the fsTA
data
6.4 2D-ES Experiments and Center Line Slope
Analysis
Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy measurements on SubPc-Cl and ZnTPP-
O-SubPc in toluene were carried at room temperature, using the setup described in
Section 4.1, with 30 nm FWHM NOPA pulses centred at 560 nm, in order to cover
both the Q-bands of the SubPc and ZnTPP steady-state absorptions (Figure 6.2).
Two-dimensional electronic spectra were acquired for T up to 600 ps. The EET
dynamics discussed in the previous Section are clearly observed in the 2D-ES data
of the dimer as well (see Appendix 6.B); here, instead, we focused on the spectral
diffusion and the dynamic Stokes shift, as they can provide excited-state informa-
tion about the vibrational cooling and solvent rearrangement on a sub-picosecond
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timescale.
2D absorptive (equally weighted sum of the Real part of rephasing and Non-rephasing
spectra) spectral progressions for SubPc-Cl and ZnTPP-O-SubPc are reported in
Figures 6.8a and b, respectively. The 2D-ES data of the Zn porphyrin monomer are
not relevant in this context, because we analyse the reshaping and dynamic Stokes
shift (red-shift) of the positive signal in ZnTPP-O-SubPc, which is only due to the
contribution of the SubPc moiety of the dimer, in the spectral region interrogated.
At the earliest value of T (105 fs), SubPc-Cl has a positive signal arising from mixed
contributions of GSB and SE Liouville-space pathways. This signal has a maximum
at (ν̃1 = 17712 cm
−1, ν̃3 = 17642 cm
−1) and it is stretched along the diagonal, a clear
indication of inhomogeneous broadening of the S0 → S1 electronic transition at early
times.192 A small, negative, off-diagonal ESA peak (ν̃1 = 17398 cm
−1, ν̃3 = 16953
cm−1) is detected as well. IVR and solvent reorientatiion lower the energy of the S1
state, which translate to a reshaping of the GSB/SE signal within the first ps; this
effect can be quantified by recovering and analysing the center line slope (CLS) of
the 2D signal,154;193 as shown in the next part.
The ESA cross peak disappears in ∼ 200 fs, an effect which can be explained in
terms of relaxation on the excited singlet state potential energy surface (PES) of
SubPc-Cl: the initially prepared “hot” population in S1 can absorb another photon
to give S1 → Sn ESA (see Figure 6.9), but once the molecule has lost its excess
energy, the third laser pulse will not have enough bandwidth to be resonant with
the relaxed ESA. The blue-shift along the detection axis (ν̃3) of the negative peak
is consistent with this hypothesis.
At early population times (T = 150 and 200 fs), ZnTPP-O-SubPc 2D spectra
(Figure 6.8b) show an off-diagonal positive GSB and SE signal above the diagonal
(ν̃1 = 17489 cm
−1, ν̃3 = 17619 cm
−1), matching with the steady-state absorption and
emission spectra (solid red and green lines, top and right panels), as noted in SubPc-
Cl. Although, the dimer signal is broader, we speculate this could stem from the
increased flexibility of the dimer, which can explore wider ranges of conformations,
both in the S0 and in the S1 PESs. The initially detected broad structure evolves over
the population time into a more elliptical shape (at T > 200 fs), this is accompanied
by a red-shift of the maximum of the signal. This effect, assigned to a dynamic Stokes
shift mechanism, is due to relaxation of the first excited singlet state, parallel with
spectral diffusion, as confirmed by CLS analysis. The main difference in the dimer
spectra at early population times (top row of Figure 6.8b), are two strong negative
ESA signals, assigned to the Zn porphyrin moiety, and matching the fsTA behaviour
of the isolated ZnTPP-OH and of the dimer (Figure 6.5b and c). The most relevant
effect of the negative peaks in this context is to perturb the shape of the positive
SubPc signal, making the estimate of dynamic Stokes shift and spectral diffusion
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Figure 6.8: Absorptive 2D-ES spectral progressions for SubPc-Cl (a) and ZnTPP-
O-SubPc (b) in toluene, in which ν̃1 and ν̃3 are the excitation and the detection
frequency, respectively (plotted in wavenumber). Each 2D graph is normalised to
its positive maximum and the amplitude has 21 evenly-spaced contour lines. Positive
signals are represented as yellow or red, and correspond to Ground State Bleaches
or Stimulated Emission pathways, while negative signals are represented in blue
and correspond to Excited State Absorption pathways. Red numbers on the top
left of each map indicate the population times T and in the top and right panel the
steady-state absorption (red), emission (green) and NOPA spectra (blue) are shown.
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Figure 6.9: Level diagram representing ground and excited states of SubPc and
ZnTPP moieties in the dimer. Transitions observed via fsTA and 2D-ES are depicted
with solid arrows, their assignment and lifetimes are reported as well.
from 2D-ES data of ZnTPP-O-SubPc more challenging.
6.4.1 CLS analysis of the sub-ps dynamics
Through analysis of the centre line slope (CLS) of a 2D electronic spectrum it is
possible to quantify the fluctuations in the energy-gap of the electronic transition.
These variations can be caused by the interplay of electronic-vibrational and/or
electronic-solvent degrees of freedom. Here, CLS analysis has been carried out on
the positive signals of SubPc-Cl and ZnTPP-O-SubPc up to T = 2 ps, as shown in
Figure 6.10.
The centre line slope is relaxing on a 1 ps timescale in both SubPc-Cl (green
dots) and ZnTPP-O-SubPc (red dots). The signal-to-noise ratio of these signals is
poor, due to coexistence of positive and negative signals and non-Gaussian shaped
peaks, making it difficult to obtain more exact lifetimes for the peak reshaping. In
the dimer, the CLS hits a plateau in the first 500 fs and does not evolve further,
whereas SubPc-Cl decays until CLS reaches zero. To summarise, these data indicate
fast spectral diffusion in both SubPc-Cl and ZnTPP-O-SubPc, but the timescale
of these relaxations is too fast to have any significant impact on the incoherent
picosecond EET dynamics observed with fsTA.
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Figure 6.10: Values of CLS against T (75 - 2000 fs) for SubPc-Cl (green dots) and
ZnTPP-O-SubPc (red dots) and their biexponential fit (green and red solid lines,
respectively).
6.5 Förster Resonant Energy Transfer (FRET) and
Orientational Factor (κ2) Calculations
From global fitting of the fsTA data of ZnTPP-O-SubPc an experimental EET time
of 6.8 ps was recovered. This value can be compared to the value calculated using
the Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET) model, which allows calculation of the








in which τD and ϕD are the donor (SubPc-Cl) fluorescence lifetime and quantum
yield in absence of acceptor (2.1 ns and 0.25, respectively); κ2 is a factor which
depends on the relative orientations of donor and acceptor transition dipole mo-
ments;194 JF is the overlap integral between the fluorescence emission spectrum of
SubPc-Cl and the absorption spectrum of ZnTPP-OH (4.62× 10−14 M−1 cm−1 nm4);
n is the refractive index of the solvent, in our case toluene (n = 1.5), and R is the
center-to-center distance between the boron atom of the donor and the zinc atom of
the acceptor moieties (1.01 nm), obtained from the DFT calculation of the ground
state of ZnTPP-O-SubPc, including a dielectric continuum simulating the shielding
effects of the solvent.
The calculation of κ2 was done with the help of DFT. The ground state geometry of
the dimer was optimised employing the hybrid functional B3LYP, using the 6-31G*
basis set. Harmonic analysis of the frequencies of the minimised energy structure
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has shown that it is a genuine minimum, with no imaginary frequencies. Looking at
the dimer molecular structure (Figure 6.1) we can assume that there is potential for
rotations around three single bonds, namely C-C, B-O and C-O, which are labeled
R1, R2 and R3 in Figure 6.11. Constrained optimisations have been run for each
Figure 6.11: Potential energy against angle from their minimum energy structure
for torsions around the C-C (R1, red), B-O (R2, green) and C-O (R3, blue) in
ZnTPP-O-SubPc. The value of kT at 298 K is shown as a horizontal solid magenta
line. All energies have been obtained from DFT calculations (left). Ground state
DFT minimised energy structure for ZnTPP-O-SubPc (protons hidden for clarity),
where the bonds around which the rotations were calculated are highlighted with
arrows and labelled according to text (right).
of these tortional degrees of freedom, in order to obtain a map of the PES along
each molecular coordinate. As shown in Figure 6.11 (left) each rotational barrier is
higher that kT at room temperature (298 K,kT ∼ 2.5 kJ/mol): the torsion around
C-O (R3) has the smallest energy barrier at 3.4 kJ/mol, the torsion around B-O
(R2) is ∼ 5.0 kJ/mol and the rotation around C-C (R1) has a very high barrier,
because of steric clashes between protons bound to the carbon atoms of the phenoxy
bridge and of the porphyrin ring.
Hence, we can use the optimised ground-state geometry of ZnTPP-O-SubPc to calcu-
late the value of κ2. In order to obtain its value, calculations of the parent monomers
were performed at the same level of theory, starting from ground-state optimisations
followed by single-point time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) meth-
ods to extract transition dipole moments (TDM) of SubPc and ZnTPP moieties.
Both chromophores have two degenerate S0 → S1 transitions in their Q-bands with
transition dipole moments, as shown in Figure 6.12. The TDMs of each molecule
were vector summed, and the resulting vectors, in addition to the displacement vec-
tor (defined by B and Zn centres in SubPc and ZnTPP respectively) were used to
calculate κ2, obtaining a value of 0.218.
The orientational factor can assume values ranging from 0 to 4, depending on
the relative orientations of the donor and acceptor TDMs. Thus, ZnTPP-O-SubPc
has a minimum energy structure which yields a value close to the lower limit of
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Figure 6.12: Structure of ZnTPP-O-SubPc at two different orientations, with super-
imposed transition dipole moments (obtained by TD-DFT) of the ZnTPP (magenta
arrows) and SubPc (yellow arrows) moieties, and their vector sums (light blue for
ZnTPP and red for SubPc). The vector sum of TDMs has been used to determine
the orientational factor κ2 used in Equation 6.4.
this range. In the dynamic averaging condition, which would hold if SubPc and
ZnTPP were sampling all possible orientations (i.e. isotropic condition), κ2 would
be 0.444, giving a kFRETcalc = 3.81×1011 s−1, corresponding to a lifetime τFRETcalc = 2.62
ps, considerably lower than the experimentally measured value. Using the κ2 from
minimum energy structure into Equation 6.4, we obtain a kFRETcalc = 1.88 × 1011 s−1
(τFRETcalc = 5.32 ps), in satisfactory agreement, given the experimental error, with the
experimental rate kFRETcalc = 1.47× 1011 s−1 (τFRETcalc = 6.81 ps). Thus, it is possible to
conclude that the minimum energy geometry of this dimer is not optimal for light
harvesting and funnelling via EET. These conclusions can be helpful for synthetic
chemists who could investigate modifications of this structure to enhance the elec-
tronic energy transfer efficiency.
We speculate that the unexpected slow bleaching of the SubPc signal at 568 nm ob-
served in the dimer data (Figures 6.5 and 6.7) might be due to EET as well. From
Figure 6.2 it is evident that there is significant overlap between the emssion spec-
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trum of ZnTPP-OH and the absorption of SubPc-Cl (4.127 × 10−14 M−1 cm−1 nm4).
Using again Equation 6.4 to calculate the rate of the reverse EET, and making the
assumption the orientational factor does not change when changing the direction
of the energy transfer process, we obtain a slower rate kbackFRETcalc = 2.46 × 1010 s−1
(τbackFRETcalc = 40.7 ps).
SubPc → ZnTPP ZnTPP → SubPc ZnTPP → SubPc ∗
JF / [M−1 cm−1 nm4] 4.617 ×10−14 4.127 ×10−14 1.163 ×10−14
τD / [ns] 2.1 1.8 1.8
ϕD 0.25 0.03 0.03
κ2 0.218 0.218 0.218
R / [nm] 1.01 1.01 1.01
n 1.5 1.5 1.5
kFRETcalc / [s
−1] 1.88 ×1011 2.46 ×1010 6.93 ×109
τFRETcalc / [ps] 5.32 40.7 144.0
Table 6.2: FRET parameters and results for the calculations of forward and back-
ward energy transfer.
This result points in the direction of an equilibration between forward and back
energy transfer (the ZnTPP moiety is also directly excited by the laser pump at
560 nm) at times shorter than 100 ps. This effect is however too fast to explain
the slow bleaching of the SubPc GSB signal, which happens at times longer than
500 ps. However, the ZnTPP-OH steady-state fluorescence spectrum (Figure 6.2)
has a “hot” band (Q(0,1)), which is expected to have a shorter lifetime than the
relaxed fluorescence emission from the S1 state, and hence contribute less to the
reverse energy transfer. The contribution from the “hot” band to the ZnTPP-
OH emission spectrum can be excluded by fitting a Gaussian to the Q(0,0) band.
The lifetime of the EET process experiences a three-fold increase if we consider
only the overlap between the relaxed emission spectrum from the Zn porphyrin and
the SubPc-Cl absorption. The rate obtained in this way is on the same order of
magnitude as the slow bleach, but it is clearly the slowest possible retrievable rate
in the framework of a Förster-type energy transfer mechanism. We hypothesise
that the slow back EET reflects a change in the dimer structure after the ps energy
transfer (from SubPc to ZnTPP), whose complete explanation can only be obtained
via calculation of the time-dependent excited state structure of ZnTPP-O-SubPc
and geometry-dependent EET. All the constants used to calculate the FRET rates
discussed above amd the results of such calculations are summarised in Table 6.2.
∗using the reduced emission spectrum (see text)
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6.6 Summary
In this Chapter steady-state and time-resolved spectroscopic techniques were used to
study energy transfer dynamics in a covalently-bound, flexible heterodimer consti-
tuted by a strongly visible absorbing donor moiety (SubPc) and a ZnTPP acceptor.
The dimer spectrum can be accurately reproduced assuming only weak dipole cou-
pling, even though the centre-to-centre distance between donor and acceptor is small
(1.01 nm). The time-resolved data show energy transfer on the picosecond timescale,
which can be explained in the framework of Förster energy transfer. The rate of
the FRET process is slow, considering the small center-to-center distance. This was
explained by the non-ideal relative orientations of the two chromophores. After the
picosecond EET from SubPc to ZnTPP, the zinc porphyrin undergoes intersystem
crossing to populate its triplet state. An unexpected bleach of the SubPc signal,
on the nanosecond time scale, might be indication of a back-EET, but in order to
prove this, more detailed calculations would be needed. Sub-picosecond dynamics
have been observed in both fsTA and 2D-ES experiments, but these are also present
in the isolated SubPc-Cl parent monomer and they are too fast to have an impact
on the electronic energy transfer dynamics.
6.A Decay Associated Differential Spectra of
SubPc-Cl, ZnTPP-OH and ZnTPP-O-SubPc
The first DADS for SubPc-Cl (6.13a) with τ1 = 1.9 ps (red) shows attenuation and
redshift of the main negative GSB + SE band, due to cooling of the S1 state via
VR, IVR and interactions with the solvent, as shown by the 2D-ES data in Figure
6.8). The DADS associated with τ2 = 70 ps (yellow) shows a further attenuation
and red shift of the negative part of the spectrum, although its time constant is
too slow to be due to relaxation of the first singlet excited state, and it reflects
non-exponential decay of the population in SubPc-Cl. The main feature of the third
DADS spectrum (green), with time constant τ3 = 2.2 ns is the suppression of the
broad ESA extending from 600 nm to the red end of the spectrum, together with
general reduction in amplitude on the SE region. The quenching of SE and ESA
while GSB persists, together with the timescale associated to this spectrum, allow
us to assign it to intersystem crossing, forming the T1 state of the SubPc-Cl, which
has the DADS shown as “final” (blue).
The fitting of the ZnTPP monomer dataset required four time constants as well, and
the corresponding DADS spectra are shown in Figure 6.13b. The fastest component,
with time constant τ1 = 1.6 ps (red) shows a small redshift of both the positive and
the negative signals and it also has a negative component (risetime) in the ESA at
the blue end of the spectrum, which could indicate rapid IC populating the S1 state
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Figure 6.13: DADS spectra extracted from 4 component global fit of SubPc-Cl (a),
ZnTPP-OH (b) and ZnTPP-O-SubPc (c). DADS 1, 2, 3 and the final spectrum are
reported in solid red, yellow, green and blue lines, respectively. The time constants
associated with each spectrum are summarised in Table 6.1.
after 2-photon absorption to the high excited states of ZnTPP-OH. As in the SubPc
dataset, an intermediate time constant τ2 = 74.5 ps is needed to obtain a good fit
but its DADS (yellow) cannot realistically be assigned to any physically meaningful
phenomenon, and it just reflects non-exponential relaxation of the excited ZnTPP-
OH. The main feature of the third DADS (green), with time constant τ3 = 1.6 ns, is
the emergence of a new ESA, which is red shifted if compared to the S1 → Sn ESA
intense band around 450 nm. This feature is assigned to ISC and to triplet ESA.
The final DADS corresponds to the triplet transient spectrum of ZnTPP and it is
shown in blue.
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6.B Evidence of EET from 2D-ES
Signatures of the EET between SubPc and ZnTPP moieties within the ZnTPP-
O-SubPc dimer, taking place in the first 10 ps after photoexcitation are evident
from absorptive 2D-ES data shown in Figure 6.14. The positive (red and yellow)
signals due to GSB+SE of SubPc decay within this time window while a negative
(blue) signal, assigned to ESA of the ZnTPP moiety, grows in at lower detection
frequencies. 2D-ES shows the same behaviour observed with fsTA (Figures 6.5 and
6.6), which has been commented earlier in this Chapter. We decided to restrict
the use of 2D-ES to the analysis of the sub-ps dynamics and use the fsTA data to
extract time constants of the excitation energy transfer due to the broader spectral
coverage of fsTA compared to 2D-ES.
Figure 6.14: Absorptive 2D-ES spectral progression for ZnTPP-O-SubPc in toluene,
where ν̃1 is the excitation and ν̃3 is the detection frequency (plotted in wavenumber).
Each 2D graph is normalised to its positive maximum and the amplitude has 21
evenly spaced contour lines. Positive signals are coloured in yellow or red, and
represent Ground State Bleaches or Stimulated Emission pathways, while negative
signals are coloured in blue and represent Excited State Absorption pathways. Red
numbers on the top left of each map indicate the population time T and in the
top and right panel the steady-state absorption (red), emission (green) and NOPA
spectra (blue) are shown. The spectral reshaping in the first ps is shown in the top
row while in the 2-10 ps population time window (bottom row) the EET process is
revealed by the quenching of the positive SubPc GSB + SE signal and synchronous
growth of the negative ZnTPP ESA.
Chapter 7
Time-Resolved Structural
Dynamics of Extended π-Electron
Porphyrin Nanorings
7.1 Introduction
Molecular systems constructed using π-conjugated chromophores as building blocks
present alluring properties such as semiconducting behaviour6;125;195 and high non-
linear optical susceptibilities.191;196–198 Because of their unique properties, these
structures find applications in electroluminescent devices,199;200 solar cells,201;202
optical switches203;204 and fluorescent biosensors.126;205 A number of different syn-
thetic strategies to build multi-chromophore structures based on conjugated por-
phyrins designed for specific applications have been proposed during the last twenty
years.206;207 A large number of studies have been carried out on π-conjugated molec-
ular structures composed of extended mono-dimensional linear oligomers,149;208;209
for which it is possible to establish a relationship between the length of the conju-
gated chain and the physical properties of the system.210 However, in these systems,
end-effects, which can modify the physical behaviour,198;211;212 must be taken into
account. Such effects can be particularly severe for short oligomers. One way of
overcoming this drawback, is to work with fixed-shape and cyclic conjugated two-
dimensional porphyrin macrocycles. These systems can perform as ideally infinite π-
conjugated oligomers, and they usually display totally new photophysics and photo-
dynamics.213;214 A number of species have evolved to exploit the properties of such
ring-like structures to harvest sunlight and transfer its energy to reaction centers for
photosynthesis,76;215–217 which lends these structures an added significance.
Thus, understanding the photophysics and excited state dyamics of conjugated
nanorings is of great interest. In such structures, excitons tend to manifest high
delocalisation.214 However, large chromophoric macrocycles will necessarily exhibit
conformational heterogeneity, creating perturbations which can localise the excita-
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tion in a given chromophore or on a region of the cyclic structure.218 Such effects
can compromise the efficient operation required for photonic structures and light-
harvesting applications.
In this Chapter we present a comprehensive investigation of ultrafast excited and
ground state dynamics of π-conjugated six-membered Zn porphyrin nanorings, with
(cP6T6) and without (cP6) a hexapyridyl inner template which ensures structural
rigidity. The structure of such compounds, together with a parent dimer (P2), is
shown in Figure 7.1. The aim of this work is to study the interplay between the
electronic states and conformational disorder of these cyclic macromolecules.
7.2 Steady-state Spectroscopy of Six-Membered
Porphyrin Nanorings with (cP6T6) and With-
out (cP6) a Template
The porphyrin nanorings have been synthesised as previously reported164;219, and
dissolved in toluene with 1% pyridine v/v (to avoid aggregation). The solutions were
placed in 1 mm static cells for both steady-state and fsTA measurements, adjusting
the concentration in order to get OD ∼ 0.3 at their steady-state absorption maxima.
Control measurements at lower concentrations have been performed to make certain
that no aggregation was present. The nanoring samples studied here are made up
Figure 7.1: Porphyrin nanorings composed by six meso-substituted Zn porphyrin
units (aryl groups (3,5-bis(trihexylsilyl)benzene) at meso-positions) forming a cir-
cular structure through butadiyne links. cP6T6 is the templated ring, cP6 is the
same structure without the hexapyridyl template (shown in blue). P2 is their parent
dimer.
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of six Zn porphyrin units substituted at the meso- position with aryl groups (3,5-
bis(trihexylsilyl)benzene) which are linked together by butadiyne spacers, to build
a supramolecular circular structure. These structures were synthesised as reported
previously164;219 and are shown in Figure 7.1. Such a structure can be stiffened by
the presence of an inner hexapyridyl template (represented in blue in Figure 7.1).
The butadiyne linkers allow complete π-conjugation across the whole nanoring, this
effect is manifested spectroscopically as a large red-shift of the Q-band (lowest sin-
glet absorption) relative to the Zn porphyrin parent monomer.220 The steady-state
absorption spectra of cP6 and cP6T6 with band assignments are shown in Figure
7.2. Like other substituted porphyrins, the electronic transition located at the low-
Figure 7.2: NIR-Visible-near UV absorption spectrum of cP6 (red) and cP6T6
(blue), with respective band assignments.
est energy are due to transitions between the ground state and the Q-band.220 The
degeneracy between the two orthogonal Qx and Qy transition dipole moments is
lifted because of asymmetrical substituents on the zinc porphyrins.
Assessing the energy gap of the lowest transition in six-membered nanorings is not
straightforward. These systems, including naturally occurring ones, such as the light
harvesting complex LH2, belong to a circular symmetry group, making it possible
to describe their excited energy level scheme using the Hückel molecular orbital
theory developed for π-conjugated systems.221 The main result of the model is the
presence of two non-degenerate k∗ = 0 (S1) and k = 3 (S4) states accompanied by
two pairwise degenerate k = ± 1 (S2) and k = ± 2 (S3) excited electronic states.
∗k is a quantum number which accounts for the number of nodes in the molecular orbitals of
the nanorings
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In addition to this, Hückel theory predicts that the only transitions that will carry
significant oscillator strength will be the two degenerate k = ± 1 (S2) states, which
will have orthogonal relative polarisations. Moreover, according to Kasha’s model
for electronic transitions in coupled chromophores, the net sum of the transition
dipole moments for a circular structure will be zero, i.e. the lowest energy electronic
transition S0 → S1 (k = 0) will be completely dark. Hence, after photoexcitation,
when the nanoring has reached its lowest energy state through internal conversion,
its fluorescence emission will be heavily quenched. This effect has been reported
for both cP6 and cP6T6, which show reduced fluorescence quantum yields (0.43 %
and 0.12 %, respectively) and low radiative rates (0.029 ns−1 and 0.0048 ns−1, re-
spectively) when compared to the porphyrin monomer, which has 3 % fluorescence
quantum yield and 0.014 ns−1 radiative rate. Therefore, the intense bands between
750 and 900 nm are assigned to S0 → S2 transitions, with fast internal conversion to
populate S1, from which fluorescence is suppressed. The cP6 structure is more flex-
ible than cP6T6 because of the absence of the inner template, so the predicted net
sum to zero of all the transition dipole moments is expected to be less efficient due
to static disorder, resulting in a larger transition dipole moment for the emission of
this system. For all the reasons discussed above, determining the energy gap of the
first excited state transition S0 → S1 is difficult. This transition has been calculated
to take place at ∼ 945 nm with the help of time dependent density functional theory.
Another open question is the assignment of the similarly-spaced strong absorption
bands observed in the spectrum of the templated nanoring (cP6T6), centered at
777, 813 and 858 nm (Figure 7.2, blue solid line). These peaks have been assigned
to a Franck-Condon vibronic progression due to a vibrational mode coupled to the
S0 → S2 transition, with a fundamental wavenumber ∼ 605 cm−1. Alternatively,
an electronic origin for the observed peaks was proposed, based on two-dimensional
electronic spectroscopy measurements,31 in which all the coherent superpositions
were analysed and classified according to their origin. Nevertheless, explaining un-
equivocally the origin of these peaks appearing in absoprtion and emission spectra
of cP6T6, remains an open question.
7.3 Ground and Excited State Structural Dynam-
ics in cP6T6 and cP6 Observed via fsTA
fsTA measurements on cP6 and cP6T6 have been performed using the setup de-
scribed in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.3) and their transient spectra, in the first 500 fs, are
shown in the main graphs of Figure 7.3(a) and (c), combined with their steady-state
absorption and pump spectra (top graphs, solid red and blue lines, respectively).
Both the untemplated and the templated ring show an intense ground state bleach
(GSB) extending from 680 to 890 nm, and due to S0 → Sn transitions, and an
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excited state absorption (ESA), extending towards both extremes of the spectrum.
Both positive and negative signals are well-established in ∼ 50 fs, which is the time
resolution of our experiment, as can be observed in the time domain traces in panels
(b) and (d) of Figure 7.3 for cP6 and cP6T6, respectively.
Figure 7.3: fsTA spectra at several pump-probe delays for (a) cP6 and (c) cP6T6.
Panels (b) and (d) show time resolved transient absorption curves taken at selected
probe wavelengths of 1083 (red) and 776 nm (blue) for cP6 and 1100 (red) and
809 nm (blue) for cP6T6.
The immediate appearance of the GSB and ESA signals implies that the internal
conversion (IC) S2 → S1 is an extremely efficient process, as found for analogous
cyclic structures. Calculations carried out on conjugated cycloparaphenylenes,222
made up of 14 constituting units, confirm that the internal conversion which pop-
ulates the lowest excited singlet state happens in 50 fs, and the time evolution of
signals of cP6 and cP6T6 (panels (b) and (d) of Figure 7.3) proves that IC must
be this fast in porphyrin nanorings as well. In fact, no fast decays or risetime are
noticeable here for the positive ESA contribution. Such dynamics would indicate
population transfer between S2 and S1. Thus, the internal conversion must be tak-
ing place during the pump and probe pulses overlap, on a timescale which is too
fast to be resolved with our experimental setup.
The insets of panels (c) and (d) in Figure 7.3 show the long-time behaviour of the
positive and negative signals of cP6 and cP6T6, from which it is clear that the ESA
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is fully relaxed after a couple of nanoseconds, while a small GSB persists for a time
longer than the range probed with our fsTA setup. Incomplete recovery of GSB
can be assigned to formation of triplet states, which will relax back to the ground
state on a timescale which is orders of magnitude slower (µs). Such triplet states
have been observed with Electronic Paramagnetic Resonance spectroscopy at 80 K
by Tait et al.223 and also have a highly nonlocal character. The nonradiative decay
rate constant of cP6T6 is k = 1.60 ns−1, which is slower than for the nontemplated
cP6 ring (k = 2.03 ns−1), reducing the capability of the templated ring to accu-
mulate population in the T1 state, which translates to a reduced offset in the value
of the GSB at 3 ns. Aside from this slow population decay, fast spectral evolution
during the fist 500 fs in observed in both structures, mainly in the spectral interval
spanning 820 to 1100 nm.
To give a quantitative description of the transient behaviour of the two nanorings,
a global fitting analysis, using Glotaran96 (as described in Chapter 3), has been
applied to the time-frequency 2D data matrices to obtain time constants and their
relative decay-associated differential spectra (DADS), which are reported in Figure
7.4(a) and (b), for cP6 and cP6T6, respectively.
Three components were needed in order to fit the data of the templated ring
Figure 7.4: Decay associated difference spectra (DADS) for (a) cP6 and (b) cP6T6.
cP6T6, while one additional time component was required for the cP6 data. The
fastest component, around 140 fs, corresponds to the fast spectral evolution in the
region between 820 and 1100 nm mentioned above. This component can be ra-
tionalised assuming energy equilibration within the vibronic levels of the excited
electronic state. The other components are much slower (241 ps for the templated
ring and 462 ps for the untemplated one) and account for decay of the ESA and
refilling of the GSB, while the nanosecond components, not resolved in out experi-
ment, correspond to the population of T1 states. The extra component, required to
describe the spectral evolution of cP6 only, is 200 ps and it is assigned to structural
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dynamics in the excited state, namely planarisation (minimisation of the dihedral
angles between neighbouring porphyrins) of the nanoring structure, as previously
reported.224 To further support this assignment, time traces extracted from the ESA
at 900 nm (for cP6) and 910 nm (for cP6T6) are shown in Figure 7.5, from which
the absence of a risetime in the ESA for cP6T6 is clear. The different behaviour
Figure 7.5: Comparison of time resolved fsTA traces taken at selected probing wave-
lengths: 900 nm for cP6 (red circles), 910 nm for cP6T6 (green circles) and 1160
nm for P2 (blue circles). The right hand side scale, shown in blue, is related only
to the P2 data.
between cP6 and cP6T6 is due to the fact that cP6T6 structure is rigidified by the
inner hexapyridyl template, which holds in place the porphyrins, keeping the overall
structure planar. Moreover, in Figure 7.5, a comparison has been made with the
ESA behaviour (at 1160 nm) of a parent dimer of cP6, P2, whose excited state pla-
narisation has already been studied,224 and whose structure is shown in Figure 7.1.
The time traces of cP6 and P2 are overlapping very well, giving strong indications
of the origin of this dynamical evolution in the fsTA signal of cP6.
Structural inhomogeneity of cP6 in solution is further corroborated by the results
shown in Figure 7.6(a-c). Here, a comparison between transient spectra obtained
exciting cP6 on the blue (720 nm, blue solid lines) and on the red (850 nm, red
solid lines) sides of its steady-state absorption spectrum has been made. At early
times (T = 100 fs, Figure 7.6(a)), if cP6 is pumped on the low energy side, its
transient absoprtion spectrum has nicely resolved narrow peaks as observed in the
transients of its templated counterpart, cP6T6 (Figure 7.6(d)). At the same pump-
probe delay, the transient spectrum obtained when exciting cP6 on the high energy
side of its steady-state absorption, is much smoother and does not show the three
closely-spaced peaks. This difference can be rationalised if we assume that the cP6
nanorings within the solution possess a significant amount of static disorder, given
by the distribution of dihedral angles spanned by porphyrins constituting the cyclic
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structure. Structures which display, on average, larger values of dihedral angles
will also have their electronic transitions lying at higher energies, whilst the same
electronic transition will take place at lower energies in rings with smaller dihedral
angles (more planarised); similar shifts were observed in the parent dimer P2 .11
Hence, excitations centred at lower energies (850 nm) will produce transient spectra
approximating the behaviour of cP6T6, shown in Figure 7.6(d-f), where the dihedral
angles are kept locked to small values by the inner hexapyridyl templating structure.
The dynamics also match the observations from cP6 and cP6T6 steady-state absorp-
tion spectra (Figure 7.2), in which the electronic transition of cP6T6, in which the
porphyrins are kept coplanar to each other by the template, lies at lower energies if
compared to the, less ordered, untemplated cP6 ring.
Consequently, Figure 7.6(a-c) shows that the planarised cP6 molecules are pref-
erentially excited by low energy pump pulses. This phenomenon can be thought
as time-resolved hole-burning, through changing the energy of the pump pulse, se-
lective excitation of various subsets contained within the whole inhomogeneously
broadened ensemble of cP6 structures present in solution is performed, picking a
relatively narrow distribution of dihedral angles (more twisted when exciting at
720 nm, more planar when exciting at 850 nm).
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Figure 7.6: fsTA spectra for cP6 and cP6T6 excited on the blue and on the red
sides of their steady-state absorption spectra (green), as shown in the upper panel
on each graph, centred at 720 nm (blue) and 850 nm (red). The different graphs
correspond to different pump-probe delay times as for (a) T = 0.1 ps, (b) T = 10
ps and (c) T = 120 ps for cP6 and (d) T = 0.1 ps, (e) T = 5 ps and (f) T = 20 ps
for cP6T6.
At longer pump-probe delay times, dihedral angles can change due to dynamical
structural evolution, which can change the transient spectrum of the distribution.
This effect is shown in 7.6(b) where T = 10 ps and (c), where T = 120 ps. As
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the interpulse delay increases, the peaks start to look more depleted, culminating
in transient spectra which look very similar, even though they have been obtained
with high and low energy side excitations. This effect is analogous to the spectral
diffusion which can be observed in 2D electronic spectroscopy as a rounding of the
peak when the population time T is increased. Conversely, Figure 7.6(d-f) shows
how such dynamical evolution of the transient spectra is absent in cP6T6, due to the
presence of a template, which is locking the dihedral angles between neighbouring
porphyrins to fixed values.
To characterise the timescale of randomisation of the dihedral angles in the ground
state (in this case we are looking at the GSB dynamics), the difference between
time traces obtained from the high (720 nm) and the low (850 nm) energy pump
measurements has been computed, and the residuals have been fit with a multiex-
ponential decaying function, as shown in Figure 7.7. The averaged lifetime obtained
is 55 ± 11 ps, so the planarisation takes place almost four times faster in the ground
state than in the excited state.
Figure 7.7: Time trace obtained by matching amplitudes of cP6 (excited at 720 nm)
with cP6 (excited at 850 nm) spectra at T = 100 ps and by subtracting them. The
inverse of the residuals at a probe wavelength equal to 837 nm are shown as blue
dots. The fit consists of a sum of 3 exponentials with time constants, 0.42 ps, 18 ps,
166 ps. The weighted average lifetime is 55 ± 11 ps.
7.4 Evidence of Exciton Delocalisation via Tran-
sient Anisotropy
Wavelength resolved femtosecond transient anisotropy measurements (fsTAn) have
been performed, as shown in Figure 7.8, on cP6(a, b) and cP6T6(c, d), as explained
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in Section 3.2.4. The two-dimensional plots report anisotropy on a colour scale
for each given pump-probe delay and wavelength. As a reference, a steady-state
absorption spectrum (red solid line) and an isotropic fsTA spectrum at T = 200 fs
(green solid line) are reported on the top panels of Figure 7.8. When the isotropic
signals cross 0 (both sides of the GSB, at ∼ 657 nm and ∼ 900 nm), the anisotropy
value becomes undefined, as predicted from Equation 3.2. The main characteristic
of these 2D plots is that the anisotropy is substantially independent of the probe
wavelength, and it assumes a value ∼ 0.1 in the whole spectral region analysed,
apart from very early times. Anisotropy time traces taken at 1050 nm for cP6 and
1060 nm for cP6T6 are shown in Figure 7.8(b, d) respectively. In both of them it is
possible to resolve a ∼ 50 fs fast decaying component within the first 200 fs, but after
this the anisotropy values settle to 0.1, and this value is kept until full relaxation of
the excited state in both the molecules, as shown in the inset of (b). The anisotropy
takes a value of 0.1 in a system in which there is no preferential direction for the
polarisation of the excitation and emission dipole moments. Electronic transitions in
a ring-shaped system are expected to belong to this case, in which there is complete
loss of the polarisation memory in two dimensions.
It has been shown by Wynne and Hochstrasser92 that, when two degenerate
states with orthogonal transition dipole monments are simultaneously excited, the
coherent superposition between the two states has to be taken into account. In this
context, it is possible to measure inital anisotropy values as high as 0.7, which will
quickly decay to 0.1, due to decoherence of the electronic excited states. Hence,
the 50 fs decaying component measured in cP6 and cP6T6 originates from loss of
coherence between k = ± 1 states. This gives further confirmation of the fact that
the excitation is delocalised over the whole nanoring structure within this ultrafast
timescale. This result supports the previous indication218 that the absorbing and
emitting states are both completely delocalised over the whole nanoring structure,
this is true whether or not the ring structure is rigidified by the presence of a template
.
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Figure 7.8: (a, c) Two-dimensional plots showing the anisotropy as a colour scale for
cP6 and cP6T6, respectively. The top panels show steady-state absorption spectrum
(solid red line) and an isotropic transient absorption curve at T = 200 fs (green solid
line). (b, d) Anisotropy time traces taken at a selected probing wavelength of 1051
nm for cP6 and 1060 nm for cP6T6 (solid black line) and their monoexponential fit
(plus offset set at 0.1) to the data (solid red line).
7.5 Summary
The photodynamics of templated and untemplated π-conjugated porphyrin nanor-
ings has been studied with time-resolved femtosecond transient absorption and tran-
sient anisotropy. The untemplated cP6 structure shows structural dynamics both
in the ground and excited electronic states. In the excited state, minimisation of
the dihedral angles between neighbouring porphyrin units (planarisation) happens
on a 200 ps timescale, while planarisation of dihedral angles in the ground state
occurs almost four times faster (55 ps). On the other hand, cP6T6, whose struc-
ture is stiffened by an inner hexapyridyl template, does not display any structural
dynamics. Through fsTAn we can conclude that the delocalisation of the exciton
occurs over the whole ring on an ultrafast timescale (∼ 50 fs) which is faster than
our instrument response function. Surprisingly, the structural motions in cP6 do
not cause the localisation of the excitation, which remains delocalised for the whole





Cyclic extended π structures are molecular systems with unique topology217;225 and
characteristics,213;226;227 such as the absence of end groups. These are ideally infi-
nite π-conjugated rings which possess high symmetry and show diameter-dependent
strain.218 These topological characteristics have a huge impact on their optical and
electronic properties,164;222 and lead to the emergence of new phenomena, not present
in their linear counterparts,214;228 such as intensity borrowing due to Herzberg-Teller
coupling.221 Nature exploits cyclic oligomers for light harvesting in photosynthesis.
These oligomers have excitonically coupled conjugated dye molecules (e.g. chloro-
phylls) as building blocks assembled by protein scaffolds.229–231 Typically, the excited
states of these macrocycles, known as excitons,80;232 are delocalised over a large num-
ber of chromophore units and display linear and non-linear optical properties that
are absent in the monomoers. Such delocalised excitations, which stem from elec-
tronic coupling between neighbouring chromophores, can facilitate energy transfer
between them.20;32;233 Bio-inspired synthetic materials which mimic the structures of
naturally-occurring porphyrin-like based macrocycles also display non-localised ex-
citations,218;221 and are thus good candidates for light-absorbing and energy transfer
applications.
However, the properties of devices in which biomimetic nanorings are used, will
be determined by the size and mobility of their delocalised excitations. These are
in-turn affected by the local environment experienced by the exciton in the cyclic
structure. It has been reported that, when the ring size of fully-conjugated por-
phyrin macrocycles increases above a certain value (around 20 porphyrin units),218
the excitons can only delocalise across a section of the whole macromolecule, tending
toward the behaviour of an exciton placed on an infinite linear chain. In addition,
large porphyrin rings, while thought of as having a circular shape and symmetry, in
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fact have a range of folding properties, and can form nested and stacked structures
in solution.234
One adverse photophysical phenomenon affecting the light harvesting efficiency of
extended π-conjugated structures is Exciton-Exciton Annihilation (EEA),54;57 which
has also been shown to have significant effects on the photodynamics of linear ex-
tended chains of chromophores.48;235 EEA takes place when two excitons, due to
their spatial proximity, combine their individual energy, gaining access to higher
electronic states, which have fast nonradiative decay channels, such as internal con-
version (IC), back to the first excited state. In order to obey the total energy conser-
vation criterion, while one exciton is promoted to a higher excited state, the other
one is down-converted to the electronic ground state.54;56 This process is depicted
in Figure 8.1.
Figure 8.1: EEA relaxation dynamics after light-induced excitation (upwards verti-
cal arrows). Two S1 excitons (P*P*) interact such that one is promoted to its second
excited state, whereas the other one is de-excited to the ground state (P**P). In
a second step, internal conversion takes place (downwards vertical arrow). This
pathway ends up in the final configuration (P*P), where one quantum of excitation
energy is missing; EEA is thus a quenching mechanism.
The EEA dynamics depend both on the rate of collisions between two (or more)
excitons on the same chain, and on their mobility along it.57 Both parameters de-
pend on the size and the topology of the nanorings. EEA has been predicted and
experimentally observed in a multitude of excitonic systems of various nature and
dimensionality,46;47;50;236;237 and it has been modelled including the effects of exciton
lifetime or of the exciton diffusion time as the rate-determining steps.54;57
In this Chapter we present the results of visible femtosecond transient absorption
(fsTA) measurements, performed at increasing pump fluences, on a series of con-
jugated porphyrin nanorings ranging in circumference from 10 to 40 chromophore
units. EEA dynamics have been observed and characterised, allowing us to deter-
mine the threshold excitation intensity at which EEA occurs in each ring. EEA
dynamics have been analysed assuming a one-dimensional diffusion model, modi-
fied in order to account for the ring size, which allowed us to retrieve the diffusion
coefficients of excitons on the rings. The results are in agreement with literature
data, obtained through fluorescence upconversion measurements on the same series
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of molecules,218 and confirm that bigger rings have localised excitations with a coher-
ence length ≤ 20 porphyrin units, while the excitation on the smallest, 10-membered
ring, is fully delocalised. Furthermore, the diffusion coefficient of the exciton on the
ring, decreases when increasing ring size, consistent with a hypothesis that confor-
mational disorder decreases exciton mobility (and/or size) by creating trap sites,
which cause the excitons to localise on a subsegment of the macromolecules.
8.2 Steady-State Spectroscopy of Large Porphyrin
Nanorings
Nanorings comprised of 10 (cP10), 20 (cP20), 30 (cP30) and 40 (cP40) porphyrins
were synthesised as previously reported207;238 and dissolved in toluene with 1% v/v
pyridine to prevent aggregation. The solutions were placed in static cells with 1 mm
optical path for both the steady-state and time-resolved measurements. Their con-
centrations were adjusted in order to obtain OD around 0.3 at their steady-state
maxima. Studies at lower concentrations were made in order to ensure that no ag-
gregation was present. Steady-state absorption spectra were recorded with a UV-Vis
spectrophotometer (Lambda XLS, Perkin-Elmer). Room temperature, normalised,
steady-state absorption spectra of cP10, cP20, cP30 and cP40 are reported in Figure
8.2 in red, orange, green and blue, respectively. The normalised spectrum of the
pump laser used for the fsTA measurements reported in the next Section is shown
in magenta as comparison.
cP30 (green) and cP40 (blue) have substantially overlapping spectra, with peaks
at 821 nm, due to the coupled Qx transitions of the Zn porphyrin units.
220 The
smaller rings cP10 (red) and cP20 (orange) have their Qx transitions shifted to the
blue (807 and 814 nm respectively) and have slightly broader bands, a signature of
a shorter conjugation span that might be due to the limited circumference length
of these rings and to the higher amount of strain present in smaller ring structures.
A previous report on these rings has employed their steady-state absorption spectra
to compute a Meier plot, which points to an effective conjugation length of ca. 20
monomers.218
From the steady-state spectra it is also possible to determine the average number of
excitons per ring 〈n∗〉 generated by a pump pulse57 of known energy, a parameter
which is required in order to model the exciton-exciton annihilation dynamics dis-
cussed below. The average number of excitons in the probe volume can be calculated
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Figure 8.2: Normalised steady-state absorption spectra of cP10 (solid red line), cP20
(solid orange line), cP30 (solid green line) and cP40 (solid blue line). The spectra
have been measured at room temperature in toluene with 1% volume pyridine.
The normalised spectrum of the NOPA used as pump for the fsTA measurements
reported in the next Section is shown in magenta as comparison.
in which Npump is the number of photons in the region of the sample in which pump
and probe pulses are overlapping, d is the sample thickness (1 mm) and OD(λpump)
is the optical density of each nanoring at the central wavelength (720 nm) of the













With pump and probe radii measured to be rpump = 105 µm and rprobe = 50 µm,
respectively, and Epump and λpump defined as energy and central wavelength of the
pump pulse. From Equation 8.1, we obtain a value of 〈n∗〉vol which will be propor-
tional to Epump, from which the average number of excitons per molecule 〈n∗〉mol





In which cnanoring is the molar concentration of each nanoring sample, which can,
in turn, be calculated using Beer-Lambert relation, knowing the molar extinction
coefficient εnanoring(λ) of each nanoring. εnanoring(λ) and 〈n∗〉mol (for each value of
Epump) for cP10, 20, 30 and 40 are reported in Table 8.1.
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εnanoring(λ) / [ M
−1 cm−1 ] Epump / [ nJ ] 〈n∗〉mol




cP20 1261301 10 0.04
50 0.22
70 0.31








Table 8.1: εnanoring(λ) and 〈n∗〉mol (for each value of Epump) for cP10, 20, 30 and 40.
8.3 fs Transient Absorption of Large Porprhyrin
Nanorings
Transient spectra recorded after excitation of the four nanorings with the pump
pulses shown in magenta in Figure 8.2 are presented in Figure 8.3 at ten different
pump-probe delay times (T ) between 0.1 and 500 ps. All these rings show sim-
ilar fsTA spectra and dynamics, thus a collective description of their fsTA data,
highlighting the differences between them when necessary, will be given. The main
feature of the series of transient spectra is a strong negative band, present from the
earliest measurable time (T = 0.1 ps) peaking at 811 nm (cP10), 825 nm (cP20)
and at 830 nm (cP30, cP40). These signals match the positions of the steady state
absorption spectra of each ring and are therefore assigned to a ground state bleach
(GSB). The negative signal is extended further towards the red than the steady-
state absorption. This is where we expect to find fluorescence emission from the
nanorings, so, the negative signal is assigned to a stimulated emission (SE) contri-
bution. The linewidth of the negative, mixed GSB + SE, signal is almost constant
in cP20-cP40, while the bandwidth is broader in cP10. This, together with the
redshift of the negative band which accompanies an increase in ring size, confirms
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Figure 8.3: fsTA spectra after excitation with pump pulses shown in magenta in
Figure 8.2, at ten different pump-probe delay times (T ) between 0.1 and 500 ps of
cP10 (a), cP20 (b), cP30 (c) and cP40 (d) are shown.
the hypothesis of a J-aggregate-like behaviour of these macrocyclic systems.218
This is assigned to evolution of the excited state energy, reflected in the stimulated
emission. Such a red shift could arise from vibrational cooling (VC), intramolecular
vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) or solvent interactions taking place in less
than 10 ps for every sample. The slower redshift present in cP20, 30 and 40 data
might have to do with the motion of the exciton across the ring, this hypothesis is
confirmed by the fact that the 10-100 ps redshift is absent in cP10, which has fully
delocalised excitation. The redshift in the negative bands of cP10, 20, 30 and 40 is
highlighted in Figure 8.4, in which the wavelength at which the minimum lies versus
time is reported for cP10 (blue dots), cP20 (green dots), cP30 (orange dots) and
cP40 (red dots).
The “relaxed” negative minima are located at 816 nm in cP10, 839 nm in cP20
and at 844 nm in cP30 and cP40. At longer times, the negative signals recover
and, in the case of cP10 only, the bleach develops a shoulder centred at 865 nm,
appearing after 100 ps and becoming more prominent and better resolved at longer
times. This behaviour of cP10 ideally bridges the structured transients observed
in the six-membered ring of the same family (cP6, whose fsTA data are shown in
Chapter 7, Figure 7.3), which has fully delocalised excitations, and the bigger cP20
ring, in which the linear J-aggregate-like behaviour is starting to occur239 due to
increased size of the ring.
Risetimes in the GSB + SE contribution occurring in the first 5 ps after photoex-
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Figure 8.4: Wavelength corresponding to the minimum of the negative signal versus
time for cP10 (blue dots), cP20 (green dots), cP30 (orange dots) and cP40 (red dots)
highlighting the redshift of the GSB + SE signal in the 0.1 - 100 ps time window.
citation are noticeable in the dynamics of cP20, cP30 and cP40 (8.3b, c, d). A
fast risetime has been previously observed by Parkinson et al. (see Supplementary
information of reference 218) in fluorescence upconversion measurements (excitation
at 780 nm, probed at 860 nm) and it has been assigned to energy migration along
the ring structure and relaxation of the molecules. We speculate that the risetime
in the negative signals might be due to a blue-shifting S1 → Sn underlying excited
state absorption, which we are unable to resolve spectrally with fsTA. VR and IVR
in S1 will increase the energy of the ESA transition over time, shifting the positive
signal to the blue and generating an apparent risetime in the negative signal. An
alternative hypothesis for the risetime in the negative signal could be that the re-
laxed exciton has a stronger transition dipole moment than the initial exciton, hence
its relaxation will be accompanied by an increase in the stimulated emission. Con-
versely, the structural dynamics which are shown to happen in smaller porphyrin
nanorings (see Chapter 7) in the hundreds of picoseconds timescale, while the dy-
namics here observed take place in the first 10 ps after photoexcitation, suggesting
that structural dynamics cannot explain the observed effect. From our experiments
we are unable to state which of these scenarios is responsible for the observed tran-
sient behaviour of cP20-40. Further investigation of each of these hypotheses will
also require TD-DFT calculations on the ring structures.
On the blue edge of the negative signal an ESA positive peak (initially) centred at
728 nm (cP10), 738 nm (cP20) and 744 nm (cP30, cP40), is already well resolved
at 0.1 ps. The spectral evolution observed in the first 5-10 ps for the negative peak,
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such as redshift and increasing bleach, are present, and occur on the same timescales,
in the ESA signals of cP20 - cP40. A relatively narrow ESA on the blue side of a
bleach has been observed before in (linear) J-aggregates and has been explained in
terms of 1- to 2-exciton state transitions,139;149 which has already been observed
in perylene bisimide homodimers, and described in Chapter 5. The broad positive
ESA signals extending toward the low-energy side of the spectrum, in the near in-
frared (NIR), have a maximum at ca. 1100 nm for all the rings. ESA decay reflects
relaxation of the excited state populations created by the pump pulse, accompanied
by triplet formation via ISC taking place on hundreds of picoseconds, evidenced by
the isosbestic points located at ca. 960 nm. The incomplete recovery of the ground
state bleaches at long times, while the ESA has substantially recovered after 250
ps is consistent with population of a triplet state. The interpretation of the dy-
namics of the ESA located in the NIR is more straightforward due to the reduced
spectral congestion in this region, and for this reason we have chosen to focus on
the 1100-1200 nm region of the transient spectra of cP10 - 40 to investigate pump
fluence-dependent dynamics.
8.4 Intensity Dependent Studies: Modeling of Ex-
citon Diffusion and Annihilation in Large Por-
phyrin Nanorings
With increasing pump fluence we observed a faster decay of the excited state ab-
sorption in cP20-40, as shown in Figure 8.5; this effect is not observed in either
cP6 (Chapter 7) or cP10. The fast decaying component is absent in measurement
performed at low fluences and only appears when the pump fluence is increased
above a certain threshold value, which depends on the size of the ring. Similar
fluence-dependent fast dynamics have been observed in linear perylene bisimide and
squaraine aggregates57;237 or in light harvesting complexes,214;229;240 and have been
interpreted as exciton-exciton annihilation.
Since in the EEA process, one exciton is deactivated, and the other one is pro-
moted to higher-lying excited states which quickly decay back to the one-exciton
level (as explained in Section 8.1) the net effect of exciton-exciton annihilation, is
the loss of one half of the excitons. A rate equation for the number of excitons as a








in which, n(t) is the number density of excitons as a function of time t, τ is the
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Figure 8.5: fsTA integrated traces (1100-1200 nm) of cP10 (a), cP20 (b), cP30 (c)
and cP40 (d) at increasing pump power. Time axis is shown on a log scale to
emphasise the differences between the traces at early times.
intrinsic lifetime of the one-exciton state (average lifetime of the 1100 - 1200 nm ESA
measured at the lowest possible fluence) and γ(t) is the rate at which the annihilation
takes place, which can be time-dependent. The factor of 1/2 is introduced to account
for the fact that every EEA event causes the loss of one of the two interacting
excitons. Given the structure of the nanorings, it seems reasonable to assume a one
dimensional diffusive motion of the excitons along the chain, which allows us to use








Parameters included in Equation 8.5 are the diffusion coefficient D, the ring circum-
ference a, which has replaced the lattice parameter in the original model, and the
number of molecules per volume unit N0. The circumference of the ring appears in
the model because our N0 values are the concentration of the rings, rather than the
concentrations of monomers. So the distance between two neighbouring porphyrins
has to be multiplied by the number of porphyrin in a ring in order to make the two
equations equivalent. Equations 8.4 and 8.5 have been developed to model exciton
behaviour on infinite linear chains, but they can be applied to model dynamics tak-
ing place in ring structures, given the absence of end groups. Integration of Equation











here, n0 is the density of excitons created by the pump pulse at T = 0. The integrated
optical density I(t) will then be:








Where a1 is a rescaling factor used to match the model and the experimental in-
tegrated traces at T = 0.15 ps and 〈n∗〉mol is the number of excitons per molecule
and erf is the error function. The behaviour of the 1D diffusion model with re-
spect to diffusion coefficient (D), average number of excitons per ring(〈n∗〉mol), ring
circumference (a), and intrinsic exciton lifetime (τ), when all other parameters are
kept fixed, is shown in Figure 8.6. From Figure 8.6 it is clear how the population
decay becomes faster if the exciton diffusion coefficient D is increasing (a), if the
average number of excitons per ring 〈n∗〉mol increases (b), if the intrinsic lifetime
of the one-exciton level τ shortens (c) and when the circumference of the ring a
becomes smaller (d), when all the other variables are kept fixed.
Figure 8.6: Modelled integrated intensity of the fsTA signal versus time for a one-
dimensional exciton-exciton annihilation case (see Equation 8.7) for different values
of the exciton diffusion coefficient D (a), average number of excitons per mole 〈n∗〉mol
(b), intrinsic exciton lifetime τ (c) and ring size a (d). All other parameters have
been kept fixed to the values reported above each panel.
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In this Chapter, the evolution of the integrated near infrared (1100 - 1200 nm)
ESA amplitude has been used as a measure of the pump-fluence dependent exciton
decay dynamics. Analysing a portion of the wavelength-time 2D fsTA surface rather
than a single time trace allows us to deconvolute the population dynamics from the
spectral shifts that occur at early pump-probe delay times, due to the fast excited
state dynamics described in the previous Section.
The 1D diffusion model (Equation 8.7) does not account for the decay of the single-
exciton level. Thus, in order to compare it to the experimental data, it is necessary to
separate the single exciton decay from the EEA dynamics. To do so, measurements
at different pump energies (typical values ranging from 10 to 74 nJ, we recall here
that µW = nJ, if the repetition rate of the laser is 1kHz) were acquired for each
sample, and the integrated trace measured at the lowest fluence (10 nJ) was then
rescaled in order to match the long-time behaviour (T ≥ 50 ps) of the traces recorded
at higher pump energies. Subtraction yields the exciton dynamics to be modelled.
The lower pump-fluence limit of 10 nJ was chosen as a compromise between an
acceptable signal to noise ratio (SNR) and values of 〈n∗〉mol lower than ten percent
(see Table 8.1). The tail-matched integrated traces before subtraction are shown,
for cP10 and cP40, as an example, in Figure 8.7.
Figure 8.7: Comparison between rescaled 10 nJ (red solid line) and higher (blue
dots) pump fluences integrated fsTA traces (1100 - 1200 nm) for cP10 (left) and
cP40 (right). The rescaling factors have been chosen in order to tail match the
10 nJ trace with the traces measured at higher pump powers.
The tail matching procedure and subsequent subtraction have been applied to
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cP10, 20, 30 and 40 and the resulting traces fitted with the 1D diffusion model
(Equation 8.7). The subtracted data and the corresponding fitting curves are shown
in Figure 8.8a(cP10), b(cP20), c(cP30) and d(cP40). Looking at Figure 8.8, the first
difference which can be noticed, is that the procedure described above allows a fast-
decaying component to be isolated from the data of cP20, 30 and 40. This component
is clearly absent or negligible in the time traces of cP10. An explanation of this effect
is that the excitation on cP10 is delocalised over the whole ring structure. With
this constraint, even if two excitations are put on the ten-membered ring, they
will instantaneously annihilate. Conversely, the EEA dynamics obtained from the
fluence-dependent cP20, 30 and 40 data, for pump-probe interpulse delays between
0.15-10 ps, are well fit by the 1-dimensional diffusive model of the exciton motion
on the ring.
Figure 8.8: Subtracted integrated traces for cP10 (a), and fits (using Equation 8.7)
for cP20 (b), cP30 (c) and cP40 (d) at different pump fluences. The parameters
used for the fit are summarised in Table 8.2.
To disentangle the single exciton population dynamics, whose timescale is a
variable of the 1D diffusion fit model, from the fast EEA process, the average decay
constant of the single-exciton population τ must be known. τ is extracted from
the nonexponential decay of the single-exciton level, by mean of a biexponential fit
of the lowest fluence integrated ESA traces of each molecule, followed by weighted
averaging of their τ1 and τ2. The initial number of excitons per molecule 〈n∗〉mol has
been calculated from the steady-state data and the pump probe overlap integrals
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as previously described. The ring circumference a has been calculated multiplying
the distance between two adjacent porphyrins on a similar linear chain (1.3 nm164)
by the number of porphyrins on each ring. The rescaling factor has been chosen in
order to match model and integrated experimental data at T = 0.15 ps. Thus, the
only free parameter of the fit is the diffusion coefficient D. All the values used to
fit the data of cP20, cP30 and cP40 are summarised in Table 8.2.
Fluence sub. / [nJ] 〈n∗〉mol c τ / [ps] a / [cm] D / [cm2/s]
cP20 70 - 10 0.31 1.90 350 ± 2.1 2.6 × 10−6 3.00 × 10−11
50 - 10 0.22 1.01
cP30 74 - 15 0.46 2.40 373 ± 2.0 3.9 × 10−6 1.05 × 10−11
63 - 15 0.35 1.45
30 - 15 0.17 0.47
cP40 70 - 10 0.50 1.61 253 ± 2.3 5.2 × 10−6 5.20 × 10−12
50 - 10 0.36 1.10
30 - 10 0.22 0.26
Table 8.2: Parameters for the 1D diffusion fit applied to the subtracted integrated
ESA data of cP20, 30 and 40. Fit results shown in Figure 8.8.
As expected from the correlation between static disorder and ring size,234 there
is a trend in the values of the diffusion coefficient. The best fit for cP40 is obtained
when D = 5.2 ×10−12 cm2/s, this value increases to 1.05 ×10−11 cm2/s for cP30
and to 3.0 ×10−11 cm2/s for cP20. Bigger rings are more disordered and have a
broader distribution of conformations,234 and such disorder reduces the mobility
of the excitons,241 this corresponds to an increase in the time needed for the two
excitations to interact on an arbitrary subsegment of the ring.57 Moreover, the
disorder can disrupt coherence causing the exciton size to become smaller. Both
phenomena will contribute to a smaller value of D in the fit with increasing ring size.
A different model, specifically designed for naturally occurring cyclic chromophore
assemblies B850, proposed by Trinkunas et al.,242 has also been applied to the
data. In that model, the time constants of the anisotropy decay (at low pump
fluence) and of the EEA (at high pump fluence) are used to estimate the coherence
length and the hopping time of the exciton, which can be related to the diffusion
coefficient D. This model, when applied to our data, did not produce any meaningful
data (complex values for the exciton size). One explanation can be that, in their
work, a monoexponential excited state population decay is observed, while the decay
dynamics observed in cP20-40 are much more complicated. These differences are
probably due to the fact that, in natural systems, chromophores are held in place by
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protein scaffolds which keep static disorder low, while we speculate that the different
conformations that large rings assume in solution have a non-negligible role on the
observed exciton-exciton annihilation dynamics.
8.5 Summary
fsTA measurements on the fs-ns time window on fully conjugated, alkyne bridged
macrocycles composed of 10, 20, 30 and 40 Zn porphyrin repeating units have been
carried out as a function of pump power fluence, in order to characterise power de-
pendent exciton-exciton annihilation (EEA) dynamics.
The ten-member ring (cP10) does not show any fluence-dependent fast decaying
components and has transient spectra that resemble the smallest molecule of this
series ever synthesised (cP6, see Chapter 7). This result is consistent with fully
delocalised excitations. A change in behaviour is observed when the ring size is
increased to 20 (or more) porphyrin units. In their transient spectra a narrowing of
the negative band and appearance of the one- to two-exciton state ESA transition
are observed. These changes are more subtle in cP30 and cP40, suggesting that in
the bigger rings, the coherence size of the exciton becomes independent of ring size.
This would imply that the exciton is experiencing a local environment which begins
to resemble a linear chain, and it is not bigger than 20 monomers.
A one dimensional diffusion model developed to describe exciton motion on linear
infinite chromophore chains has been modified to account for the ring size. This
model reproduces well the fast decaying component extracted from the experimen-
tally measured data of cP20-40, and allows us to estimate the diffusion coefficient of
the excitons. The value of D decreases in larger rings, due to their more disordered




In this thesis a number of results from ultrafast optical spectroscopic techniques
applied to the study of exciton dynamics in synthetic multichromophoric model sys-
tems have been presented. In Chapter 2 we introduced a semiclassical approach,
which employs the time-dependent perturbation theory, to describe and model the
interactions between electromagnetic fields and matter, as they take place in two-
dimensional electronic spectroscopy and transient absorption experiments. The fo-
cus was put on making connections between the third order response equation and
the corresponding pathways in Liouville space. Such connections allowed us to draw
double-sided Feynman diagrams for the cases of pure electronic transitions, vibron-
ically and excitonically coupled systems.
I then presented the fsTA setup (Chapter 3) which has been used throughout this
thesis, describing the light sources employed, its experimental design, how to re-
move the effect of the dispersion in the white light from the spectra, how to measure
isotropic and anisotropic signal. The data acquisition procedure and the data analy-
sis were also described. Data analysis relies on a global fitting routine which yielded
decay and evolutionary associated difference spectra for each time constant.
The same approach was used in Chapter 4 for the 2D-ES setup, which was built in
a BOXCAR (fully noncollinear) geometry, with the four beams focusing and over-
lapping at the sample position from the four corners of a square. This geometry
ensures intrinsic phase stability, background-free detection, ease of acquisition of
separate rephasing and non rephasing signals, and it relies on conventional optics,
three synchronous mechanical delay stages and a double chopping scheme.
Furthermore, I described the data acquisition routine, emphasising how this setup
permits better removal of the scattered light, quasi simultaneous acquisition of
NOPA, 2D and fsTA spectra and shot-to-shot data acquisition. Finally, we discussed
the data processing algorithm required to convert the raw heterodyne detected sig-
nal to the complex-valued 2D-ES absorptive, rephasing and non rephasing maps.
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The remainder of the thesis was dedicated to a summary of our results from four
different experimental studies of different synthetic multichromophoric model sys-
tems.
• In Chapter 5 I discussed the effect of an increase in the interchromophore sep-
aration in a series of covalently-bound perylene bisimide dimers. I showed how
2D-ES on the strongest excitonically coupled dimer allowed us to measure a
new excited state absorption signal, assigned to a one- to two-exciton state
transition, absent in both the perylene bisimide monomer and in a dimer in
which the interchromophoric separation has been increased. The experimental
2D data were compared to simulations performed using the hierarchical equa-
tion of motion-phase matching approach, which confirmed the hypothesis of
a pure electronic origin for the extra excited state absorption detected in the
strongly coupled dimer.
• In Chapter 6 I revealed and characterised, using linear (steady-state fluo-
rescence) and nonlinear (fsTA and 2D-ES) spectroscopies, excitation energy
transfer in a flexible subphthalocyanine-Zn porphyrin dimer. Through fsTA
the time constant of the energy transfer was measured to be 5.8 ps, while
2D-ES allowed to observe fast spectral diffusion both in the dimer and in the
subphthalocyanine monomer; although, this phenomenon was too fast to im-
pact on the energy transfer process. The experimentally measured timescale of
the energy transfer was in good agreement with a Förster model, in which we
accounted for all the possible conformations of the dimer molecule. A question
regarding the growth of the subphthalocyanine signal on the ns timescale in
the dimer fsTA dataset remains open and will need more detailed calculations
to be answered.
• In Chapter 7 I described transient absorption and transient anisotropy on a
six-membered fully conjugated Zn porphyrin ring, with or without an inner
rigidifying hexapyridyl template. fsTA measurements at different pump wave-
length and comparison with the transient behaviour of a parent dimer allowed
identification of structural dynamics (planarisation) in the non-templated ring,
taking place on 200 ps in the excited state and 55 ps on the ground state. Tran-
sient anisotropy measurements show how, apart from a sub-50 fs decay, which
might be due to fast decoherence between electronic states, the anisotropy was
time independent at 0.1. This is the value expected for an exciton which is
delocalised on a 2D plane. This proves that the structural dynamics do not
cause the excitation to localise on a subsegment of the ring.
• In Chapter 8 I outlined transient absorption at increasing pump powers on
a series of fully conjugated porphyrin nanorings made up of 10, 20, 30 and
40 porphyrin units. Electronic structure in these rings is heterogenoeous, the
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excitation only spans ca. 20 chromophore units as previously reported, so
the 10 membered rings are have fully delocalised excitations, while in the
the 20, 30 and 40 membered rings the excitations only span a section of the
structure. We were able to identify power-dependent fast decaying components
in the 20, 30 and 40 membered rings, which were assigned to exciton-exciton
annihilation. These fast dynamics were fit with a one-dimensional diffusion
model, which retrieved the diffusion coefficient of the exciton. The diffusion
coefficient decreases when increasing the ring size, confirming the hypothesis
that the static disorder, which is also increasing with the ring size, acts as a
trap and causes the exciton to localise on a section of the macrocyclic structure
and/or to diffuse more slowly.
Overall, our results show that 2D-ES, fsTA and fsTAn can indeed be used in a
combined fashion to study thoroughly a variety of exciton dynamics in synthetic
multichromophoric model systems.
9.2 Future Work
Broadband Two-Dimensional Electronic Spectroscopy
The results from Chapters 5 and 6 show that one of the main drawbacks of the
2D-ES setup used in this thesis is the limited spectral regions which can be inter-
rogated by the NOPA, and its limited bandwidth. This makes it difficult to study
systems in which the donor and the acceptor electronic transitions are located at
substantially different energies, or molecules whose transitions are centred around
800 nm, such as the porphyrin nanorings studied in Chapters 7 and 8. Moreover,
the use of spectrally broader pulses, if such pulses are transform limited, translates
as improved time resolution in the experiment, which can make possible observation
of, for example, fast relaxations or electronic coherences dephasing in tens of fs.243
In the recent years, a number of alternatives to NOPAs, such as supercontinuum
generation in YAG crystals,244 filamentation in gas filled chambers,245;246 and hol-
low core fiber compressors247 have been shown to be good ultrabroadband candidate
light sources for a 2D-ES experiment. Such light sources can produce outputs which
span more than an octave across the whole visible spectrum, and extend to the near
UV and have sub-5 fs duration.248
In Chapter 2 we have shown how, both vibronic and excitonic, ground and ex-
cited state coherences, will appear at different position of the excitation-emission
plane in rephasing and non rephasing spectra, making their assignment much easier.
The only way of experimentally separating rephasing and non rephasing contribu-
tions, when working with such broad pulses, is to use a 2D spectrometer in a fully-
noncollinear (BOXCAR) fashion. This stems from the fact that the phase-cycling
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procedure, which is normally employed in collinear setups to separate the Absorptive
signal in its rephasing and non rephasing components,73;74 requires the use of pulse
shapers or acousto-optic modulators which do not have enough operational band-
width to process the whole white light spectrum.100;101;103 Consequently, it follows
that our 2D setup, whose design and working principle have been extensively de-
scribed in Chapter 4, could be transformed into a ultra broadband two-dimensional
spectrometer, by replacing the NOPA with a broadband light source, such as an
hollow-core fiber based compressor filled with noble gases. To manage the higher
dispersion of such broad pulses, the folded prism compressor will have to be replaced
with two pairs of chirped mirrors, which allow compensation for higher order dis-
persion, critical in order to obtain sub-5 fs resolution.247;248
An alternative approach which allows relatively straightforward implementation of
two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy, with broadband detection, is the conver-
sion of a fsTA setup, such as the one described in Chapter 3, into a 2D-ES collinear
spectrometer. This can be done placing an extra component, such as a acousto-
optical modulator or an interferometer,100;103;249 in the pump optical path of a TA
experiment, like the one depicted in Figure 3.1. The purpose of the extra optical
component is to reshape the single pump pulse used in a fsTA experiment into a pair
of (collinear) pump pulses, with controllable interpulse delay (interferometer)100 or
delay and relative phase (acousto-optic modulator).101;103 As usual, Fourier trans-
forming over the time delay between the pair of pump pulses will yield the excitation
frequencies, while the relative phase control allows separation of rephasing and non
rephasing components, using a phase-cycling algorithm.70
As a probe pulse, it is possible to use the same continuum white light, generated
focusing a fraction of the fundamental of the Ti:Sa amplifier at 800 nm (or para-
metric light at 1200 nm) onto a sapphire window, as has been described in Chapter
3 for fsTA and fsTAn experiments. A chirp removal procedure, analogous to the
one explained in Chapter 3, can be used to correct for white light dispersion in 2D
spectra as well, lifting the need to work with recompressed probe pulses.91;101
Both of the 2D spectrometers discussed above could be obtained with relatively
simple modifications of the setups which are already existing and currently used in
our lab, and these upgrades are among the experimental developments planned for
the future.
Excitonic Coherences in µ-Subphthalocyanine Dimers
One of the main driving forces behind the development of 2D-ES has been the study
of systems in which coupling between vibrational and/or electronic degrees of free-
dom can alter their optical and electronic properties. While a considerable amount
of effort has been exerted by various groups in studying the nature of such cou-
plings in large, supramolecular systems of biological interest,4;25;75;76;240;250;251 only
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a few investigations on dimers with excitonic character have been carried out so
far.32;149;252;253
J-dimers, such as the PBI dimers we studied in Chapter 5, due to their geometry,
can only have an allowed transition to the bottom, in-phase, exciton state, while the
transition to the higher energy, out-of-phase state will be completely dark, accord-
ing to Kasha’s model for coupled dyes.80 The same model predicts that in the case
of H-dimers, such as slip-stacked perylene bisimides,254;255 only transitions to the
higher-lying state will be allowed. Thus, in both the extreme cases of head-to-tail
(J-) or face-to-face (H-) dimers, it is impossible to use broadband laser pulses to
prepare coherent superpositions of excitonic states, which will eventually generate
quantum beats during T . Hence, it is interesting to study dimers with intermedi-
ate geometries between the J- and the H-dimer limit cases, which will have allowed
transitions to both the in-phase and the out-of-phase exciton states.
Figure 9.1: (a) molecular structure of the SubPc µ-oxo dimer reprinted from
Guilleme et al.256 and (b) normalised steady-state absorption (blue) and emission
(red, excitation at 530 nm) spectra of SubPc-Cl (dashed lines) and SubPc µ-oxo
dimer (solid lines) in methylcyclohexane.
Among the classes of organic dyes, subphtalocyanines have unique structural and
optical characteristics, which have been briefly reviewed in Chapter 6. Such proper-
ties make them interesting model systems with relatively unexplored photophysics
and photodynamics, if compared, for example, to the much more widely studied
porphyrin-based systems (see Chapters 7 and 8). For this reason we are interested
in studying the transient behaviour of the µ-oxo bridged subphthalocyanine dimer
shown in Figure 9.1(a) by fsTA and 2D-ES, whose steady-state normalised absorp-
tion and emission spectra are contrasted with the monomer in Figure 9.1(b). The
maximum of the absorption spectrum of the µ-oxo dimer (solid blue line) is shifted
to the blue, but also broadened to the low energy side, if compared to SubPc-Cl
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(dashed blue line), indicating the presence of new transitions due to excitonic cou-
pling in the dimer. Further proofs of excited state interactions between the two
SubPc units in the µ-oxo dimer are given by the large Stokes shift observed in
the dimer fluorescence spectrum (solid red line) if compared to SubPc-Cl (dashed
red line), and by a three-fold decrease in its quantum yield256 (0.08 for the dimer,
0.25 for SubPc-Cl). Details on the mechanism of the excitonic coupling, and on
how molecular vibrations, environment polarity and structural dynamics can affect
its strength and timescale will be inferred through fsTA and 2D-ES measurements
carried out in a variety of solvents and at different temperatures.
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